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Abstract

Two-phase flow characteristics analysis code: MINCS (Modularized and INtegrated Code System) has been

developed to provide a computational tool for analyzing two-phase flow phenomena in one-dimensional ducts.

In MINCS. nine types of two-phase flow models — from a basic two-fluid nonequilibrium (2V2T) model to a

simple homogeneous equilibrium (IVIT) model — can be used under the same numerical solution method. The

numerical technique is based on the implicit finite difference method toenhance the numerical stabilily. The code

structure is highly modularized, so that new constitutive relations and correlations can be easily implemented into

the code and hence evaluated. A flow pattern can be fixed regardless of flow conditions, and state equations or

steam tables can be selected. It is, therefore, easy to calculate physical or numerical benchmark problems.

Keywords: MINCS, Two-Phase Flow, Correlations, Two-Phase Flow Models, Constitutive Relations,

Flow Pattern, State Equations
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Executive Summary

(i) Program Name

The program name is MINCS.

(ii) Computers

The code is designed for the FACOM M780 computer system. It can also be run on the FACOM VP2600

computer system with no special modifications.

(iii) Programming Languages

The programming language is FORTRAN77-EX. One ASSEMBLER routine is, however, used for data

handling.

(iv) Operating Systems

The operating system has been FACOM MSP and MSP-EX.

(v) Problem or Function Description

MINCS performs analyses of two-phase flow phenomena in one-dimensional ducts with using nine types of

two-phase flow models. The code is also appropriate for analyzing numerical benchmark problems as well as for

evaluating physical correlations.

(vi) Solution Method

The partial differential equations describing the two-phase flow and the wall heat transfer are solved by an

implicit finite difference method. The finite difference equations form a system of coupled nonlinear equations

that are solved by a Newton iteration procedure.

(vii) Typical Running Time

Running time is highly problem dependent and is a function of tlie total number of mesh cells and the

maximum allowable time step size. Typical times for FACOM M780 and VP2600 computer systems average 4-

5(ms) and about 3(ms) per time step per mesh cell, respectively.

(viii) Related and Auxiliary Programs

One output File on FT 11F001 contains graphics information that can be used to produce plots. Transient

behavior and spatial distribution of variables are plotted after converting the data format. Two auxiliary programs,

SPLPLOT and SDPLOT, are also available for this purpose and are documented separately.

(ix) Status

The code is used at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, and has been distributed to the Tokyo

University, the Tokyo Institute of Technology, the Japan IBM Co. and the Tsukuba University.

(x) References

Reference are provided in the manual.

(xi) Available Materials

A source listing, a MINCS manual, and sample problems are available.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, considerable progress in predicting behavior of transient two-phase How and associated heat

transfer has been made as a result of efforts at developing physical models, advanced computational techniques

and experimental data base of small and large scales. In spite of such recent progress, the currently available two-

phase How models have a number of shortcomings and limitations as pointed out by Wallis 11-11 and Ishii | l -2| .

Difficulties in modeling two-phase How arise from the complicated internal structure of two-phase How, including

a variety of interfaci.il geometries and flow regime transitions, which must be taken into account. The internal

structure as well as the intcrphasc and wall-to-fluid exchange processes arc described by the constitutive relation

models. These models include numerous empirical correlations which are used beyond the range of experiments

on which these correlations are based. The constitutive relation models also often include assumptions regarding

quantities which arc not directly measurable. It is, therefore, important to assess the models to ensure that these

models are mechanistically-based as well as correctly represent the influence of scale, pressure and so on, so that

they can be used even beyond the range of experimental basis. Thus, there have been continuous and systematic

efforts towards assessing the two-phase flow correlations and models 11-3,4|.

The assessment of newly developed correlations should be performed by comparisons with measured data.

Since a correlation or model may describe only a part of constitutive relations, usually it needs to be combined

with other field equations to be comparable with experimental data. For this purpose, system computer codes, i.e.

codes which were designed to simulate the integral system response ofa reactor, such as RELAP511 -5] orTRAC-

PFI11 -6] have been used, because there docs not exist appropriate two-phase Dow characteristics analysis codes

which arc specifically designed for evaluation of correlations. Difficulties may arise, however, if the assessment

is performed in the framework of the system codes because they are rigidly designed to fit a specific type of two-

phase (low models, and the criteria and algorism for calculation of How regime transitions are different for each

code. Considerable code modifications arc. therefore, often required to implement such new correlations. Further,

there exists an essential problem that the performance of a correlation may appear differently depending on the

system code used, since numerical treatments employed in the codes may affect the calculated results. In the

system codes, a number of numerical techniques arc usually used in order to perform stable and fast calculations

by smoothing thermal-hydraulic transitions, because these system codes are designed to obtain the overall system

behavior with a reasonable CPU time. Such numerical techniques or coding details are not described explicitly

in the code manuals, and thus it is not easy for users to use the system codes to evaluate correlations without being

bothered by such code-specific numerical problems.

The modeling of two-phase flow basic equations and the numerical techniques for solving the basic equation

are also developing day by day, and they should be appropriately evaluated for accuracy as is the case for the

constitutive relation models. Since two-phase flow phenomena are usually loo much complicated, for the testing

of basic equation models or numerical techniques, ideally simplified problems are preferred. For certain problems,

the calculated results may be compared with the analytical rigorous solutions 11 -3.4|. In the simplified problems,

what is often called the benchmark problems, it is often necessary to set fluid properties equal to some constants,

or constitutive relations to some hypothetical ones. Difficulties may arise in this case if this kind of evaluation

is performed using the system codes, due to the same reason mentioned above.

In view of the above situations, a general two-phase flow characteristics analysis code would have a

substantial advantage over the existing system codes for systematic evaluation and assessment of correlations, or

two-phase flow models, or numerical solution techniques. The following features are desirable for such a two-

phase flow characteristics analysis code.
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(1) Various types of correlations based on various types of two-phase flow models can be evaluated on the same

numerical conditions.

(2) The code structure is easy to understand for any users, and thus, it is not difficult to implement any types of

correlations into the code.

(3) The flow pattern or flow regime of two-phase flow can be selected by users in order to eliminate the effect

of flow regime transition.

(4) No special numerical techniques, which affect the characteristics of correlations, are applied to obtain the

stable and smooth results.

(5) Various types of state equations including constants can be adopted in order to calculate simplified flows.

The two-phase flow characteristics analysis code MINCS has been developed for the purpose mentioned

above. All the information needed to use MINCS is described in this report. In Section 2, the examples using

MINCS are given. The major features of MINCS are also described in Section 2. The physical law and the

numerical procedure applied in MINCS are described in Section 3 and 4, respectively. The input requirements

are described in Section 5, and sample problems and calculated results are shown in Section 6 for the typical

problems. The detailed program structures and functions are explained in APPENDIX I. The user information

for using MINCS is described in APPENDIX 2, and the sample input data are listed in APPENDIX 3.
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2. OVERALL DESCRIPTION

An objective ol'the MINCS project has been to provide an appropriate computational tool for analyzing two-

phase How characteristics as is stated in Section I. The basic version, which consisted only of the PIPE component,

was completed in 1984 |2-1J, and some components were added to the basic version in 1986 |2-2|. Since then,

much progress has been made in developing MINCS. and the code was used extensively at the Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute during this developing stage. Several examples using MINCS in published articles are

briefly described here, and the major features of MINCS are summarized.

2.1 EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

2.1.1 PHYSICAL PHENOMENA

Examples related to ihe physical phenomena are briefly described: evaluation or development of correla-

tions, analyses of experiments, and application to physical benchmark problems. MINCS has its own correlation

sets as described in Section 3. and the appropriate correlations are selected corresponding to the two-phase flow

model and the How regime. These correlations are calculated in the .subroutine CORSET and its lower subroutines.

All ihe variables needed to calculate correlations are prepared in CORSET, and thus implementation or

modification of correlations is easily accomplished by modifying this subroutine.

In Ref. 2-3, various types or relative velocity correlations were compared through the analyses of Toshiba

blowdown experiments. The characteristics of Ihe two-fluid model, the drift flux model and the homogeneous

model were discussed. The schematic of the test facility and the input model arc shown in Fig. 2.1. The comparison

between calculated void fraction profiles with using various relative velocity correlations and experimental data

is shown in Fig. 2.2. The interfacial shear model used in TRAC-PFI was also evaluated and the shortcoming of

TR AC-PFI in predicting the interfacial area concentration was pointed out. The new interfacial shear model based

on the empirical relative velocity correlation was proposed for the two-fluid model. The GE level swell test was

analysed by using MINCS with the new model and TR AC-PF I. The GE level swell test facility and the input model

are shown in Fig. 2.3, and the void fraction profiles and the two-phase mixture level during blowdown transients

arc shown in Fig. 2.4. The proposed intcrfacial shear model was shown to be more applicable than the mechanistic

model to the analyses of blowdown experiments.

A vapor generation model for flashing in the initial blowdown phase was proposed in Ref. 2-4 based on a wall

nuclcation theory and a bubble transport model. In this analysis, the transport equation for the bubble number

density is explicitly integrated in the subroutine CORSET. The applicability of the proposed model was evaluated

through the analyses of blowdown experiments with the pressure undershoot during the initial phase. The three

blowdown experiments with different scales were analyzed: the HDR-V3I.1 blowdown test, the Marviken lest

No. 24 and the Battelle-Frankfun SWR-2R test. The schematic of Ihe Marviken pressure vessel and the input

model are shown in Fig. 2.5. A pressure undershoot due to a delay in nucleation was well predicted with the

proposed vapor generation model as shown in Fig. 2.6. The initial blowdown phases in the three different scale

experiments were found to be well predicted by ihe proposed model. It was shown thai the complicated model

wilh differential equations could be evaluated by using MINCS.
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In order to assess the applicability and the feasibility of MINCS calculated results for the physical benchmark

problems were submitted to the DOE/EPRI Second International Workshop on Two-Phase Flow Fundamentals

in 1987 |2-5|. The benchmark problems proposed were composed of physical and numerical benchmark

exercises, and the number of data sets for the physical problems was 10. Among them, three problems were solved

with MINCS: "Pressure drop and entrained fractions in fully developed How", "Annular flow evaporation" and

"Level swell during vessel blowdown". In "Annular flow evaporation", the experimental data on Ihe steady slate

evaporating flow in a uniformly heated lube were given. The enlrainment flow rate against the local quality is

shown in Fig, 2.7 as an example of the calculated results. The built-in correlations of MINCS were used for the

calculations. The comparison with the results by using other computer codes such as TRAC, ATHENA,

CATHARE, ATHLET, DRUFAN. RELAP5 and PHOENICS is shown in Ref. 2-5, "Annular flow evaporation"

is one of the sample problems for MINCS, and the detailed description of the problem is given in Section 6 and

the input data arc listed in Appendix 3.

A set of new constitutive relations appropriate to inverted annular film boiling regime was developed in Ref.

2-6. The proposed constitutive relations were applied to the analyses oj^*pcriments in which the steady state

inverted annular flow was observed in the vertical oriented tube with a hot patch at Ihe inlet section. The steam

table for Freon-113 was also implemented for analy/.ing the cases with Freon-113. A typical void fraction profile

calculated by using the proposed constitutive relations is shown in Fig. 2.8.

2.1.2 NUMERICAL PHENOMENA

In. MINCS. the implicit Unite difference method based on the first order upwind scheme is applied. Thus,

the stability of the implicit method and the accuracy of the first order scheme have been frequently discussed in

comparison with the other numerical techniques. It is of importance to study the characteristics of the numerical

method for understanding the meanings of calculated results. Examples related to the numerical phenomena, such

as instability, accuracy and non-physical behavior in calculated results, arc described in the following.

Besides the physical benchmark problems, calculated results for numerical benchmark problems were

submitted to ihe DOE/EPRI Second International Workshop on Two-Phase Flow Fundamentals |2-5], The

number of proposed numerical exercises was 14. and l()of them were solved: "Nozzle flow". "Monopropellanl

rocket", "Boiling in a pipe". "Faucet flow", "Oscillating manometer". "Expulsion of steam by sub-cooled water",

"Sedimentation". "Kelvin-Helmholtz instability", "Shock lube" and "Stratified flow". The initial condition of

"Shock lube" is shown in Fig. 2.9. The straight closed duct, of uniform cross-section, was divided into two equal

parts by a diaphragm, and the diaphragm was removed at ()(ms). The purpose of this problem was to lesl numerical

methods for highly transient compressible flow. The pressure distribution at 3 (ms) is shown in Fig. 2.10 along

with two results by using other codes. The shape of the shock wave was smeared by the numerical diffusion

associated with the first order scheme, though the stable result was obtained.

A numerical treatment of the single phase and the phase transition in the two-fluid model was discussed in

Ref. 2-7 through the analysis of "Monopropellant rocket" problem of the above mentioned numerical benchmark

exercises. The input model and the boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 2.11. The calculated liquid velocity

was compared with the result by the Runge-Kutla method as shown in Fig. 2.12. Although the discontinuity at

the vanishing point of the liquid droplet was rounded off. the stable phase transition was calculated.

The numerical stability of stratified two-phase flow was studied in Ref. 2-8. A growth of small amplitude

sinusoidal void waves was simulated. The left side of the flow channel shown in Fig. 2.13 was connected to the

right side and Ihe cyclic boundary condition was applied. In this analysis, the Kclvin-Hclmholiz instability

condition derived from Ihe two-fluid model equations wasdiscusscd through the numerical analyses. It was shown

that the wave growth was dependent on the numerical conditions such as the lime step size (see Fig. 2.14). and

was defined by the eigenvalue of amplification matrix of discrctized equations.
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Numerical difficulties in evaluating void wave propagation using a one-dimensional two-fluid model were

investigated through sample calculations in Ref. 2-" and 2-10. It was shown that the numerical instability was

strongly dependent on the phasic velocities. The transient behavior of step-shaped small void disturbances with

different gas velocities is shown in Fig. 2.IS.

Conditions for wave growth and slug initiation in the stratified air-water How were numerically investigated

in Ref. 2-11. The profile of liquid volume fraction in the duct is shown in Fig. 2.16 as an example. The calculated

results were compared with the experimental data, and short waves were shown to result in slugging as seen in

Fig. 2.1 ft.

In Ref. 2-12. Ihe effect of Ihe virtual mass force in the momentum equations of the two-fluid model on the

stability of transient Iwo-phuse How analysis was studied. A onc-dimcnsional sedimentation problem was

simulated. The input model is shown in Fig. 2.17. The numerical instability resulting from the ill-posedness of

the husk' equations was shown to grow when the round off error became smaller (see Fig. 2.18). It was found that

the virtual mass force could stabilize the numei ical solutions as shown in Fig. 2.1° by changing the eigenvalue

of the discreti/ed equation system.

The stability of numerical solutions for stratified two-phase (low was investigated in Ref. 2-13. Numerical

examples were shown for the accelerated How and the wave growth problems. The How channel and the boundary

conditions for the accelerated How problem are shown in Fig. 2.20. It was indicated that a discreti/ed equation

system could be rendered "ill-posed" even if a differential equation system was well-posed. The numerical

instability is shown in Fig. 2.21 to grow at the gas velocity below the hyperbolicity limit.

All the references published so far are listed at Ihe end of this section |2-1. 2. 3. 4. S. 6. 7. 8. *). 10. I I . 12.

2.2 MAJOR FEATURES

The major features of MINCS are described below.

(11 MINCS is not a system code but a two-phase How characteristics analysis code which is capable of analyzing

two-phase flow in one-dimensional ducts. The code structure is highly modularized as shown in Fig. 2.22

|2-2|. Each component cannot directly refer to variables of Ihe other components but data required from Ihe

other components are supplied through Ihe component control processor (CCP). Empirical correlations

which are new or those contained in the existing constitutive packages can be easily supplied by users via

the subroutine CORSET. MINCS has its own constitutive relations and correlations in the subroutine

CORSET. It is designed toeasily implement specific empirical correlations supplied by users, and thus, the

code is appropriate for systematic evaluation and assessment of correlations or two-phase flow models |2-

3.4. S. ft. I2|.

(2) MINCS covers not only the two-fluid nonequilibrium hydrodynamic (2 Velocities and 2 Temperatures in

the field equations: 2V2T) model but also simpler models such as the drifl-flux (I Velocity with a Drift-flux

correlation: IVD) model. Ihe homogeneous flow ( IV) model, simplified thermal non-equilibrium (I .ST)

model which assumes saturation of one phase, and the thermal equilibrium (IT) model. The possible nine

combinations are shown in Table 2.1 12-21. This variety of models permits MINCS to evaluate the various

types of constitutive relations, lo extend existing correlations to a new situation |2-3|. and to help users in

developing new correlations |2-4.ft|.
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(3) The basic equations including a one-dimensional heal conduction equation of duct walls are discreti/.ed by

the finite difference method. The finite difference equations lor any of Ihe simpler models are systematically

derived by an appropriate combination of 2V2T difference equations with variable transformation. Thus,

the difference scheme and the solution method are the same among all the nine models in Table 2.1. and

numerical errors such as truncation errors or numerical diffusion do not depend on the models provided.

(4) A non-linear implicit numerical scheme is applied to enhance the numerical stability. In addition,

calculations of heal conduction can be implicitly coupled with the thermal hydnxlynumic calculations. The

coefficients of constitutive relations such as inicrfaciul friction factors are. however, explicitly treated in

order to make implementation eusy.

(5) The How pattern or flow regime can be fixed regardless of flow conditions. Five types of How regimes are

provided, namely, bubbly How 12-3.4,51. annular llow 12-(>|. droplet How |2-51. stratified flow 12-8.9. 10.

I I . I3|. and continuous How in which other four How patterns are smoothly combined by weighting |2-5|.

(6) Various types of state equations for the two phases can be selected. It is possible lo solve simplified problems

such as incompressible How problems, and thus, it is easy to solve numerical benchmark problems [2-5.7.

8.9. 10. 12. I3|.

The envisioned roles of MINCS in development of two-phase llow models are summarized in Fig. 2.23 |2-

21.
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Table 2.1 Nine Types of Two-Phase Flow Models (Table 1 in Ref. 2-2)

Model
Designation

IV IT
IVI.5T
IV2T
IVDIT
1VDI.5T
IVD2T
2V1T
2VI.5T
2V2T

Dependent Variables*

P. hm. u (=u , = u,)
P. hm, x. u (=up = u,)
P. ot. h,. h,.u (=u = u,)
P. hn. u^oru,)
P. hm. x. û  (or u()
P. a. hf h r uf (oru,)

P. hm. x. uf u,
P(P orP,).a.h f .h l .u i ! .u,

Restrictions
Num.

3
2

1
3
2

1
2

1
0

Imposed on

u
t = u , - h

s - h t
u^u^h^orh,

u
g-u i 'h»-h i

uf - u,, h f. or h,
up-u,
h

P-h ,
h. or h.

* P: pressure, ot: void fraction, h: enthalpy, u: velocity, x: quality
g: gas. I: liquid, in: mixture
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Fig. 2.2 Void fraction profiles with various relative velocity correlations
(Toshiba blowdown test: Fig. 8 in Ref. 2-3)
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic of the GE level swell test facility and the input model
(Fig. 11 inRef. 2-3)
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Fig. 2.4 Mixture level and void fraction by using MINCS with the proposed model
and TRAC-PF1 (GE level swell test: Fig. 13 in Ref. 2-3)
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Fig. 2.6 Pressure transient in the top cupora of Marviken biowdown facility
with the proposed vapor generation model (Fig. 9 in Ref. 2-4)
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Fig. 2.8 Typical void fraction profile in inverted annular flow
(Fig. 3.1 (a) in Ref. 2-6)
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Fig. 2.9 Initial conditions and geometry in "Shock tube" of numerical
benchmark exercise (Fig. 2.6-1 in Ref. 2-5)
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Fig. 2.11 Input model for "Monopropellant rocket" of numerical benchmark
exercise (Fig. 3 in Ref. 2-7)
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Fig. 2.12 Liquid velocity profiles by MINCS and Runge-Kutta Method in
"Monopropellant rocket" of numerical benchmark exercise
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Fig. 2.13 Flow channel of wave growth problem (Fig. 8 in Ref. 2-8)
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Fig. 2.14 Void fraction transient at the center of flow channel
(initial velocity: Ug = 50.0 m/s, Ul = 0.001 m/s)
(Fig. 14inRef. 2-8)
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Fig. 2.15 Transient behavior of step-shaped small void disturbances
with different gas velocities (Fig. 4 in Ref. 2-10)
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3. PHYSICAL LAW

3.1 FLUID CONSERVATION EQUATIONS

The governing equations for the iwo-lluid non-equilibrium model are derived from local conservation
equations by spuiiully and temporary averaging 13-11. und consist of mass, momentum and energy conservation
equations for gas and liquid phases. The one-dimensional forms of these conservation equations are the basic
equations for the 2V2T model applied in MINCS. The basic equations for other models than the 2V2T model are
obtained from the 2V2T model equations with some assumptions.

The mass conservation equation is the same for all models and is given as:

" T + 3 / » ' / < - (3-1)

where conventional notations arc used (see nomenclature), and the subscript k is the phase index: k=/> for gas and
k=l for liquid. Unknowns as dependent variables in this equation are

a I = I -a,).«,. «,. p, and p,.

The jump condition at the interface is derived from the comparison between the sum of equations for both phases
and the equations for the two-phase mixture:

r . + r , = o . (3-2)

The mass conservation equation given by Eq. (3-D is always used as the basic mass conservation equation in
MINCS. The momentum and energy conservation equations arc, however, different according to the two-phase
How models.

3.1.1 2V (UNEQUAL VELOCITY) MODEL

The 2V model is a separated flow model, in which the gas and liquid phases can have different velocities,
and the two velocities arc calculated by each phasic momentum equation. This model is the most mechanistic
model for describing general two-phase Hows. However, the interaction between two phases such as an interfacial
friction must be considered. The momentum conservation equation in the 2V model is given as:

du, t)u, <?/), da,
t)t dz r)z a: Q_^

Unknowns as dependent variables in addition to those in Eq. (3-1) arc

p and /»,.

and unknowns as source terms arc

r . ( = - T,up „<=-/'',,!•/>,-/',• r .and r , .

The jump condition obtained from the momentum equation is

- p \ r -p it + r + r,+ rji + r ,« ;= 0 . (3-4)
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The following relations are assumed in ihe 2V model:

// = « ( = u, for FK > 0 , (3-5)

« = «(= «t /,«• r < 0, (3-6)

and

3.1.2 1VD (DRIFT FLUX) MODEL

The drill llux model is a separated How model, in which attention is focused on the relative motion between
gas and liquid phases. The gas and liquid velocities arc calculated by the mixture momentum equation and a
correlation describing (he relative motion. The following two equations are used in place of Ihe two momentum
conservation equations in the 2V model.

1I) mixiurc momentum equation

The sum of momentum equations in Ihe 2V model with the assumption of/?t = />, =/>

(2) correlation for relative velocity

u- ut = a <«, p . pr a, D. flow pattern). (3-9)

3.1.3 1V (HOMOGENEOUS) MODEL

In the IV model, the two-phase flow is assumed lo be a homogeneous mixture of gas and liquid, and the
relative motion between two phases is nol considered. The mixiurc momentum equation is used in place of the
two momentum conservation equations in the 2V model with the assumption of «v= «,= u. Thus, the separated
flow such as a stratified flow cannol he described by Ihc IV model.

3.1.4 2T (UNEQUAL TEMPERATURE) MODEL

The gas and liquid phases can have different temperatures (or enthalpies or internal energies), and the
temperatures of two phases arc calculated by each phasic energy equation. In MINCS. the energy equation is
written in terms of enthalpy as:

A A + *

-atA-±-{,h-,>,)A— ( 3 _ | 0 )

= *rrf{'',« +<l /2)« , i } + 4</,A +/W/,,, +Aalplul,b:.

Unknowns as dependent variables in addition to those in Eqs. (3-1) and (3-3) arc

It and / i , .

and unknowns as source terms are

'/„•</,,'/„, and </,,.

The jump condition obtained from the energy equation is

[ 4 } { } + </,, = 0 . (3-11)
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The following relations are assumed in the 2T model:

(.1-12)

anil

A, =h,,(/»,)

Prom the jump conditions given by Kqs. (3-2), (3-4) and (3-11), and Ihe assumptions given hy Eqs. (3-5).

(3-6), (3-7). (3-K). (3-12) and (3-13), we ohlain

r r </„ +'/,;

3.1.5 1.ST (PARTIALLY nonequillbrlum) MODEL

In Ihe 1.5T model, the gas and liquid phases can have different Icmpcralurcs. However, Ihe phase with smaller

mass fraction is always assumed to lie saturuled. Thus, the nonequilibrium phenomena such as Hushing cannot

be predicted by this model. In the !.5T ".:>del. Ihe mixlure energy equation is used in place of iwo energy

conservation equations in die 21 model. The phase change rale is given by empirical correlations, and the

temperatures in two phases are delennined from an assumption fordisirihuling Ihe energy to each phase. The phase

with smaller muss fraction is saturated, and Ihe energy in Ihe other phase is determined from Ihc difference of

energy between ihe mixture and the saturated phase.

1I) mixlure energy equation

The sum of energy equations in Ihe 2T model with ihe assumption of/)=/>,=/».

(2) correlation for phase change

T = - r , ( / i , .X .X . How pattern).

The equilibrium quality X is obtained from the mixture enthalpy and Ihe pressure.

(3) distribution of mixlure energy to each phase

/)„, -Xli (/>)

and

/),„ -{\-X)h I/O
= 'KI < /')

fnrX < °-s

lor X > 0.5.

(3-15)

(3-17)

3.1.6 1T (EQUILIBRIUM) MODEL

The gas and liquid phases are assumed lo be in the equilibrium condition, and the lemperatures in Iwo phases

are always the same. The mixture energy equation is used in place of Ihe two energy conservation equations in

the 2T model. The mixlure mass conservation equation (sum of ihe Iwo mass conservalion equations) is always

used in the IT model. The following relations are assumed:

/i . = /;_. / i , = hm for hm </(,,</». (3-18)

/, = /, (/»). I,, = hx, </>). /;,„ = Xh + (I-X» /;, for //_, (/») < hm < / i . (/»( (3-I9)
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and

/, =/, ,/,( = /,( for hm > h.(/». (3-20)

3.2 WALL HEAT CONDUCTION

The heat conduction in the wall can be calculated by using one-dimensional heal conduction equation. The
heat conduction equation is applied to the direction perpendicular to ihe How direction. The temperature in the
wall is coupled with the fluid calculation. Flat and cylindrical plates can be handled in MINCS. The basic
equations are:

1I) Hal plule

tit tl.x r)x

(2) cylindrical plate

,. rir i t) . tir ..
pC — = - — (kr—) + SU>. (3-22)

til r fir tlr

where x and r denote Ihe coordinates.

3.3 CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS

3.3.1 EQUATION OF STATE

The density mid temperature lor hoth phases are given as functions ol' the pressure and enthalpy:

ft = P; </'„•''<> and T, = /•,(/>,./i,). (3-23)

The metastable slate such as superheated water or subcooled steam is also included in the above functions.

3.3.2 DYNAMIC PRESSURE FORCE

The pressure differences between each phase and interface are given as the function of velocity, density and

void fraction |3-2|:

/'<" /', = / , « V .<V Pr "„• ",>• <3"24>

The pressure in gas phase is thus obtained in terms ol' the pressure in liquid phase:

/',=/',+ / , - / , • (3-25)

3.3.3 ADDED MASS FORCE

The following equation is used as Ihe added mass force term |3-3|.

„ If) r)ll, fill,

1 tit (I: rlz

<1 1
- ( I - A,; KM, - II,,) — («, - iij )>.
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where Cm and A,are the added mass coefficient and the parameter, respectively, and the subscriptsc andddenote

the continuous and dispersed phases, respectively.

bubbly tlow : p'K ( = -//,,) = \ (3-27)

and

droplet How : /''„..<= -/>',,> = "A,,• (3-28)

3.3.4 HEAT TRANSFER AND FRICTION AT INTERFACE

The interfacial heat transfer and friction terms are defined as:

f/,( = A A ( | 7 ; ( / > ) - 7 ; | (3-29)

and

r"= [\)A'(fi>!p"+fiiPiiu* ~ " ' K ""'^ (3-3O)

where Ai A, and fik are the interfacial area concentration, the heat transfer coefficient and the friction factor,

respectively.

3.3.5 HEAT TRANSFER AND FRICTION AT WALL

(I) 2V2T model

In the 2V2T model, the wall heat transfer and friction terms are defined as:

and

r>1* ={^)A"kf"*Pt IM* I"* • (3'32)

where Ani. Ai( and /,,.,are the area concentration between each phase and wall. Ihe heat transfer coefficient

and the friction factor, respectively.

(2) 1VD and IV models

The wall friction term is defined for the mixture as:

r,,,,, = *•„,, + T,,., = ( - JA™,/B™*P™ K K • (3-33)

(3) I.5T and IT models

(same as 2T case).
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3.4 CORRELATIONS

3.4.1 PREPARATIONS

Tli • How in a pipe is assumed to be composed of continuous and dispersed phases as shown in Fig.3.1. If

Ihe continuous phusc is gas us seen in the upper part of stratified How or in the center pan of annular How, the

dispersed phase is liquid droplets. On the other hand, if the continuous phase is liquid us seen in the lower part

of stratified flow or in the cylindrical purl of annular How, the dispersed phase is gas bubbles us shown in Fig.3.1.

Correlations describing exchange of momentum or energy for continuous and dispersed phases, such us friction

or hem iransf'er. are calculated separately, and arc combined into one form. In this procedure, each correlation i.s

weighted according to volume fractions. Several variables such as volume fractions, hydraulic diameters and so

on arc needed to calculate correlations. In the other models than the 2V2T model, however, some of them are not

necessary.

3.4.1.1 VOLUME FRACTIONS

Some volume-fraction related variables are defined here.

In MINCS. five types of flow patterns can be considered: continuous, stratified, annular, bubbly and droplet

tlows. If the continuous tlow model is selected. Ihc volume fractions arc calculated from the flow condition. While

ihe other How models arc selected, the cntrainmcnl fractions arc fixed and Ihc How condition could be very simple.

(I) continuous model

The How regime maps for the continuous model are shown in Fig.3.2 for the horizontal (low and in Fig.3.3

for the vertical tlow. Fig.3.2 is based on Ihe experiment by Govier and Omer |3-4|, and Fig. 3.3 is by Govier

etal. [3-5|.

(a) horizontal How

£,, = max £,„„,.min exp^^-^—j.£m a x 11 ,3.34,

and

,3.35,

where £ ( is the cntrainment fraction of droplets in Ihc continuous gas phase and Eh is that of gas

bubbles in the liquid phase, and / and./', are the superficial velocities of gas and liquid, respec-

tively. Emn and £ are the minimum values for cntrainment fractions, and are set equal to 10 "'

and I-IO "'.respectively.

(b> vertical How

f ( (j -im\ ll
£,, = max £,,„„.mm e x p ^ — — j.£,,,,, | ( 3 . 3 6 )

and



iind

(3) bubbly

and

(4) droplet

£

E,

flow

Eh

flow

£

/ mm

, = * , „ ,

"""

= Emm.

= E
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Eh = max]£,„„,.miniexp ' 7" .£„,„, > . (3.37)

(2) stratified and annular flow

(3-38)

(3-39)

(3-40)

(3-4 b

(3-42)

and

E,, = Emm. (3-43)

The following variables arc defined in terms of £ , and Eh for all flow regimes:

j8 = (l - £ , ) ( ! -a) . (3-44)

/ ? = £ , ( ! - a ) , (3-45)

a =(!-£,) a (3-46)

and

«„ = £„«• (3-47)

In the above equations, meanings of variables are

a : void fraction.

a : volume fraction of continuous gas.

tth : volume fraction of gas bubble.

P : volume fraction of continuous liquid

and

Pt : volume fraction of liquid droplet.

The following volume fractions arc also defined:

V=a +P,. (3-48)
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V, = «„ + # . (3-49)

_ tt<
a v - — (3-50)

and

3.4.1.2 RADIUS OF BUBBLE AND DROPLET

The radius R of bubble und droplet is defined as

0.5Weo

where We is the critical Weber number and a is the surface tension.

(I) bubble

(3-51)

/?„„ = maxJ5xl()-4.min(-y %/l-VK.ffj| (3.53)

and

We=\.24. (3-54)

(2) droplet

RIHl = max jS x K)-\min[ -f J\\ ,«JJ (3-55)

and

>V<'=I3. (3-56)

where Oh is the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel.

3.4.1.3 HYDRAULIC DIAMETER

(I) interface

The hydraulic diameters used to calculate correlations at interface arc defined as follows:

(a) stratified flow (OA )

V'ltDh

denom

where

(3-57)

denom = sinl — I + It (3-58)
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and 0 is an angle between the How axis and the edges of interface in the perpendicular plane to the
flow direction,

(b) annular flow (£>')/<•)

(3-59)

(cl bubbly flow (Dhlh)

Dh,h = 2R/ili. (3-60)

(d) droplet flow (Dhj

0,, = 2ff,,. (3-61)

where the subscripts /', h and d denote the interface, bubble and droplet, respectively.

(2) wall

The hydraulic diameters used to calculate correlations at wall are defined as follows.

(a) horizontal flow

Dhwi!, = max] " " J ', 2/?,,,, , (3.62)

Dhwk = max j—^-^— .2R p l j . (3.63)

O*.*=O*.k (3-64)

and

Dhuk=Dhwv. (3-65)

where the subscripts w. t;, I, c. b,.dnd d denote the wall, gas, liquid, continuous phase, bubble and
droplet, respectively,

(b) vertical flow

/y . (3-66)

DhM = max | Vph. 2/fp/,) , (3-67)

DIKsh=DhnU (3-68)

and

DhM=Dh^. (3-69)

3.4.1.4 REYNOLDS NUMBER

(I) interface

The Reynolds numbers used to calculate correlations at interface are defined as:
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Re, , .=-

Re,,, =

t,
and

(3-70)

(3-71)

Re,.

where |i is the viscosity.

(2) wall

The Reynolds numbers used to calculate correlations at wall are dctlned below.

(a) 2V model

R e - , . , = •

(3-72)

(3-73)

P*

Re,,, =

and

_ DI'«UIPI\"I\
Re,w =

(b) 1VD and IV model

n DhGm
Re,.,,, =

Re =

and

Re =

DliGm

DhGm

for a < a

for ex . . < a < a ,

for a < a ,

where the subscript .v denotes the saturated condition and the mass flow rate Gm is

G =

(3-74)

(3-75)

(3-76)

(3-77)

(3-78)

(3-79)

(3-80)
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3.4.2 INTERFACE

Correlations at the interface such as the intcrfacial area, the friction factor and the heat transfer coefficient
are defined.

3.4.2.1 INTERFACIALAREA

The intcrfacial area is defined as the lotal area which consists of continuous phase, bubbles and droplets. The
inicrfacial area between Ihe interface und the gas phase is assumed to be the same as that between the interface
and the liquid phase.

Alt = An + Alh + AlJ (3-81)

and

A=A,=A (3-82)

(I) stratified (low (A )

A. =
4sin<0/2)

nDh
(3-83)

(2) annular flow (A )

A. =• (3-84)

(3) bubbly How {Aj

A -
it

(4) droplet flow {AJ

(3-85)

A, = • (3-86)

3.4.2.2 INTERFACIAL FRICTION FACTOR

The intcrfacial friction factors for Ihe gas and liquid phases arc defined as:

and

(I) stratified flow </ )

(3-87)

(3-88)

In this tlow regime, the laminar type and the Colebrook type |3-6| correlations are used. If Ihe Reynolds
number is smaller than R<\ the interface is assumed to be smooth and Ihe laminar type correlation is used.
I f the Reynolds number is larger than Rt\ the interface is assumed lo be rough or wavy, and the Colebrook
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type correlation is applied. In the following, Rel and Re, are KKX) and 4(KM), respectively.

Ui) / „ = « for ft; < 1 0 - 2 ( ) , (3-89)

(/» L = 4 - — for 1 0 - 2 0 < R e <Ret (3-90)
K e , , •• i

and

" ' / . ^ r ^ / i + T ^ / j ] for *,,*««•„**,,. (3-91)

where

.. 16
/ (3-92)

. / : = - ^ r (3-93)
4.v"

and .v is the solution of the next equation

.v =-0.86In + " ' . c\Qd\

In the above equation, f is the interface roughness. (The interface roughness is currently assumed
to be the same as the wall roughness specified in input data.)

(</) /„ = — for Ri\<Re . (3-95)
v- . ,.

where .v is the solution of the equation

(2) annular flow ( / )

In this flow regime, the laminar type correlation and the Wallis type correlation |3-7|, which is for a
rough annular flow, arc applied. The larger friction factor between the two correlations arc used.

(a) f = 0 for Re < 10-" (3-97)

and

(/,» / =4 / for Re,,>10:". (3-98)

where

/ = /„ for (0.8 < 1/ or 500 < /„) (3-99)

and

I r o . s - 1 ; . \ I
/ =minf/ , ,expl-^-^-I.5(M)| for <O.K > \ ; or 5<X» > /„ ) . (3-KK))
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where

^./„ = maxj-^-.O.OO.s[l + 75(1 - l'v)] . (3-101)

(3) bubbly flow (/,)

In this flow regime, the correlation for Ihe flow over sphere |3-8.9| is applied. This correlation is based on

the force balance between the gravitational and drag forces on a single particle.

(«) /„, = () for «<•„,< 10'".

and

/ * = 4

Re,,, l + 4.25xl()4(Re,,,) """

for /?<•,,> 10 '".

(4) droplet (low (fj

In this flow regime, (he correlation for the flow over sphere 13-8,91 is also applied.

(«) /n | = 0 for /?<-,, < 10 -"

and

,0.(iH7

0.105

Re,,/ l+4.25xl() l 4(Re,,,) '

for /?<-„> 10;".

3.4.2.3 INTERFACIAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

The interracial heat transfer coefficient for the two phases are defined as:

and

A A

(3-102)

(3-103)

(3-104)

(3-105)

(3-106)

(3-107)

where ihe subscript h denotes the heat-transfer related values. The variables wiih subscripi h arc. however, the

same as those without li at present.

(I) stratified flow ( AIB . A,)

In this How regime. Ihc turbulent and the laminar flow heal transfers are. respectively, assumed for the gas

and the liquid phases. The Diltus-Boeltcr type correlation 13-10|. which was developed for the turbulent flow

heat transfer in a uniformly heated pipe, is applied to the gas phase. The conduction type, which is for the

laminar flow heat transfer in a uniformly healed pipe, is used for the liquid phase.

(3-MX)
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where PrK is the Prandtl number defined as

Pr>x=~j~~' (3-109)

and Q) is the specific heat and t s is Ihe thermal conductivity of gas phase.

*«,•=•£• (3-110)

where *,is the ihermal conductivity of liquid phase and 5 is the film thickness defined us

(2) annular How (A A1(i)

In this flow regime, the turbulent and Ihe laminar flow heat transfers are. respectively, assumed for the gas
and ihe liquid phases as in the stratified flow region. The Dittus-Boelter type correlation |3-1()| is applied
for ihe gas phase, while the conduction type is used for the liquid phase.

A,, = - ^ - ( r ( ) ' U

and

A,,, = - | . (3-113)

where the film thickness 5 tor the annular How is

(3-114)

(3) bubbly flow (A „ klh)

In this flow regime, the laminar flow heat transfer is assumed in the both sides of the interface. The
conduction lypc correlation is applied for the gas phase, while the convection type, which was developed
for the intcrtacial heat transfer from bubbles, is used for the liquid phase 13-111.

A , v , , = - j . (3-115)

where

B*. (3-116)
It

A,//> = */ (3-117)

where Q>,is the specific heat of liquid and the Prandtl number Prtl is defined as
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(4) droplet How (A r kj

In this How regime, the laminar flow heul transfer is assumed in the both sides .if the interface as in the bubbly

How region. The Lee and Rylcy lype correlation | 3-121. which was developed for the interfacial heal transfer

from droplets, is applied for the gas phase, while the conduction type is used for the liquid phase.

(3-119)

und

Kn. = 4 - (3-120)
s

where

S='—^-. (3-121)

3.4.3 WALL

Correlations at Ihe wull such as the wull urea, the friction factor und the heal transfer coefficient arc defined

below.

3.4.3.1 WALL AREA

The wall coniact area of each phase is defined as the total area which consists of continuous phase, bubbles

and droplets.

A^=ma\ 110 \ 4nt + A^J. (3-I22)

Aul=ma.\ | II) '". Anl +Anll) (3-I23)

and

Anm=Anl+Aar for IVand IVDcasc. (3-I24)

( I ) stratified How (/1n ./4u y . / l K / . Anll)

/» n , .= ' \ .«- (3-125)

A^ = Apr (3-126)

An, =Afi-at) (3-127)

and

4 ( J = / 4 ( l - a ) . (3-128)

where A and At are defined as
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and

(2) vertical flow lAnii ,Ank,(l./4,,,,, AnlJ)

Dh

and

4(l -a. ) ( ! - £ „ )

3.4.3.2 WALL FRICTION FACTOR

The wall friction factors for the gas and the liquid phases arc defined as:

f..-l\,f..+\J.jH4A.,) (3-135)

and

(1) stratified and annular flow (/n w)

In this flow regime, the laminar flow is assumed when the Reynolds number is smaller than Rer while the
turbulent flow is assumed when the Reynolds number is larger than Re- Thus, the simple laminar type and
iheColebrooktypc |3-6|correlationsareuscd. In Ihe following, R<\ and We, arc I (XX) and 4000, respectively.

for /?<•,, < 10:", (3-137)(«) /»«. = °

and

where

16

Re :-

Re,
-aw ,
-Re, 7l

, Re,w.-Re,
Re:-Re,

for IO-"</?<' </?<•, (3-138)

for Re><Re^<Re2, (3-139)

16
^ - (3-140,

/ := 7^r (3-141)
4.\-

and .v is the solution of Ihc equation
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In the above equation, E is the wall roughness.

/»„ ,= — (or Re, < Re .
. v • •"•''

where .v is the solution of the equation

Ui) /»„ ,= — (or Re, < Re . (3-143)
. v • •"•''

<3-|44>

(2) stratified and annular flow (/n/)

In this How regime, the laminar type and the Colebrook type 13-6] correlations arc also used for the friction

factor between the wall and the continuous liquid phase. The equations are. thus, the same as those used for

the continuous gas phase. /> w must, however, be substituted by /„.,,.#<•„„, by Rewlt, and Dh by Dhwh.

(3) bubbly flow (f^h)

In this flow regime, the laminar type and the Colebrook type [3-6| correlations are also used. The equations

are. thus, the same as those used for the stratified and annular flow regimes. /H I must, however, be sub-

stituted by /> r t . Re^si by /?<•„,,,,. and O/IK(I by Dh^h.

(4) droplet flow </n/()

In this flow regime, the laminar type and the Colebrook type [3-6| correlations are also used. The equations

are, thus, the same as those used for the stratified and annular flow regimes. /n w must, however, be sub-

stituted by /„„,, fa,,, by ffp,,,. and Dhnv by DhM.

(5) two-phase mixture in IV adn I VD models (f^)

In the 1V and I VD models, the laminar type and the Colebrook type |3-6| correlations and the two-phase

multiplier are used. The friction factor is obtained by using the mixture Reynolds number and multiplied

by the two-phase multiplier. The equations for correlations are, thus, the same as those used for the stratified

and annular flow regimes in the 2V model. / must, however, be substituted b y / .Re by Re .and Dh

by Dh. The two-phase multiplier is obtained as a function of pressure and quality.

3.4.3.3 WALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

The wall heat transfer coefficients for the two phases and for subcool boiling are obtained by the following

relations.

•Aw* „
~1 " * ' (3-145)

"wgh

, A«,!l, + Awlh ,,
*•»•! = Z " / ( 3 - 1 4 6 )

and
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, Am* + A. Hi , .
A>(. = 7 ">).• (3-147)

Aw*

where //.. //, and //,, are determined in accordance with each mode of heal transfer 13-131. The subscript // denotes
the heat-transfer related values, however, the variables with subscript h are the same as those wiihoul h at present.

Tin: mode of heat transfer is determined from the boiling mode curve shown in Fig.3.4. Pour boiling modes
are shown in Rg,3.4: single-phase liquid, nucleate boiling, transition boiling and film boiling heat transfers. Other
three heat transfer modes than those shown in Fig..1.4 aie provided: condensation heal transfer, convection lo
single-phase vnpor and convection to two-phase mixture. The heal transfer coefficients in each mode are described
Mow. In the following, the laminar, turbulent and natural convection heat iransfer coefficients are appropriately
used by interpolation. The subscripts lm and (m(i denote the laminar and turbulent Hows, respectively.

(1) heat transfer coefficients in each mode

(I -11 condensation heal transfer |3- 10. I4| (IDREG =11)

// ,= //,,.„ • (3-148)

/ / .= ().(). (3-149)

X>X

/ / ,= HinuriX „„. I . / / ,of lt | . (3-148).0.X ) . (3-150)

and

ll = llinier{X , ir. l . / / v off iq. (3-165).// m. X ) . (3-151)

where

/ /„ .„=»«« I'/, ,„„.//, I- (3-152)

""•""= 4 Owr (VI53)

//,.„„„ =O.O23^(Re,;,)">r,)"4. ,3-154)

«<-,, = «<•/•'". (3-155)

|«,|p,(l -a)l)h
R>-"/ = • (3-156)

/•• = I for X < 10 * or X, ' < ( ) . ! . (3-157)

/•" = 2.35( X,.,' + 0.213)"?'" for X > 10 s and X,, ' > 0.1 . (3-158)
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(3-160)

and

" , , ,„- = w« o l E t l - (3-165) after calculation of

region (IDREG = 6). (3-161)

= 0.0 before calculation of region (IDREG = 6) . (3-162)

The interpolation is defined as

/ \ ( v o - * i ) , s
Hinler (-V|.-v,. v,. v,..v,,) = _ ^ (y, - v,) + y,. (3-163)

In the above equations.

X = min [X. l.0| and *,„ , ,= 0.71. (3-164)

(1-2) convection lo single-phase vapor |3-IO,I5| (IDREG = 6)

/ / . = max {//,„,. / / . Mk) (3-165)

and

//,= (>.(). (3-166)

where

I / I

p r " 1 -

and

Prv - i * • (3-I6S)

/ / , , „ , „ =0.023^-Re',! " P r ^ ,3-169)

R c \ = — • (3-170)

(1-3) convection to two-phase mixture |3-IO,I5| (IDREG = 7)

(a) a>aM

//.= 0.0. (3-171)

H=max I//,,,,,,,//, ,,,,,.|. (3-172)

//,= //(«/<•/(«,. «,. //, of Ei|. (3-172), 0. «) (3-173)
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and

where

H = Hinter(aui, «,, tf, of Eq. (3-165). «,( m, a).

«/.*-= 4.0 A-,
Dh

Re_, =
GmDh

Mm

* {l-a)pfit\

P*

Xf=0

«

pj

S =

and

for

for

for u

In (he above equations,

« w = 0.%, a, = 0.999 and a, = 1.0.

(1-4) forced convection to single-phase liquid |3-l0| (IDREG = 1)

H=0.0

and

H=Hfn of Eq. (3-152).

(1-5) liquid natural convection |3-I6| (IDREG = 12)

H = 0.0.

(3-174)

(3-175)

(3-176)

(3-177)

(3-178)

(3-179)

(3-180)

(3-181)

(3-182)

(3-183)

(3-184)

(3-185)

(3-186)

(3-187)

(3-188)
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(a) Gr

H = max\Hllm.Hly\. (3-189)

(h) IO"<6Y<IO"

«,= 0.021 (Gr x Pr,) "%/DII. (3-190)

(c) I0"<0>

<i..W '•'z
«,=0.l(6>xPr,) '-^-. (3-191)

where

W''"'"=4i0OA" ( 3 ' l 9 2 )

m - <3'193)

,. (3-194)

PrPr^TMm-T,). (3-195)

and /3, is the expansion coefficient of liquid.

(1-6) nucleate boiling |3-14] (IDREG = 2)

(a) a<aul

Wt=0.0. (3-197)

H, = Hfllr, + //„„,,, mini "' " _ ' . I L (3.198)

I'« ~'/ J
(/?) a=am

W.= W,ofEq. (3-165). (3-199)

H= H, of Eq. (3-198). (3-200)

(<•) a>atM

H = Hinter (a „,, a,, //, of Eq. (3-198), 0, a) , (3-201)

H = Hinler{au. a,. Hr of Eq. (3-165). //., m, a). (3-202)

where

H,mh= Caa^-Ty-HP^-P)"" for T>TtandP^>P. (3-203)

«„„,„= 0 for r s r or /»</>. (3-204)
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|.0.W/-_0.45/,0.4«)
S

for Rew<32.5

for Rew&32.5

*»-*..•*,••

and

4.4M.W5_ Tw - 2 2 5 . 2 ^ 5

^ " l 117.8 J ' ° -

(1-7) transition boiling (3-10,17.18](IDREG = 3)

(a)

(3-205)

(3-206)

(3-207)

(3-208)

(3-209)

(3-210)

(3-211)

(3-212)

(h)

where

H= Hintenaul. a,. H, of Eq. (3-212). 0, a)

«,= Himer(atil. a,. « c of Eq. (3-211). W,( uu, a).

'min ' i V

Thl : temperature which gives critical heal flux.

Tmn : minimum stable boiling temperature.

\0.a
P

= hlt + 0.5Cpmax | r -

" • *

=max //,,,, .0 .023^Re, /"" PrJ14 j .

(3-213)

(3-214)

(3-215)

(3-216)

(3-217)

(3-218)

(3-219)

(3-220)

(3-221)
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(3-222)

Tw-T,

T -T
y _ I ' »• * mm

' T -T
'lif 'min

(3-223)

(3-224)

where Qtlll and Qmll arc the critical heat tlux and the heal tlux at the minimum stable Him boiling point,
respectively.

H,,= 5.6697x I()-K(I -

where e is the emissivity.

Ml "~ ' . \

where

£>,„' = 0 for or, > 0.05 or ViUn <, 0 .

Dlh; = max 10.0/M"' | for a, S 0.05 or V^ > 0 ,

«, = (I - a) min 11. max | Eni. 0.0711.

£ = 0 for Utiiu ,
.1/ n m

£.y = I - exp {-0.23 (l«(l- uj| for l«,1 > um.

N0.25

(3-225)

(3-226)

(3-227)

(3-228)

(3-229)

(3-230)

(3-231)

(3-232)

(3-333)

(3-234)

(3-235)

(3-236)

(3-237)

and the constants C,, C\. WV and Fdlhl are respectively 1.0. 1.2760.4.0 and 1.0.
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(1-8) film boiling |3-IO. I7|(IDREG = 4)

(a) a < am

H=ma.x[HlWHlhl,\. (3-238)

(3-239)

(b) a>aM

W,= Hinivnau, a (. W, of Eq. (3-239). 0, a). (3-240)

H= Hinter(aM. a,. «k. of Eq. (3-238). « „ „,, a). (3-241)

The selection logic of heat transfer mode is outlined in the flow chart shown in Fig.3.5.

(2) modification for total heat flux

In case of the void fraction smaller than 0.15, the heat transfer coefficients obtained above are slightly
modified according lo the following relations. This modification is performed after the heat transfer mode
is determined as shown in Fig.3.5.

(3-242)
I *"«' J

and

" / = max JO. 2 ^ - 1 . (3-243)

where

O7"., = max 110 "'. ir.-fj | sgn (Tn-TJ . (3-244)

DTn = max \ 10 '". I7>7;if sgH (T^-T,). (3-245)

Qtl = Himer(0.01,0.15.0.H^Tn-Tj.a) for 0. l5>a>0.0l , (3-246)

0,, = O for 0.01 > a (3-247)

and

<?„ = //,<r - r() + Hjrn - r.) - QKI . (3-248)

(3) subcool boiling |3-I4|

The heat transfer coefficient H^ for subcool boiling is defined in terms of Htmhfor nucleate boiling. The
subcool boiling model is not shown in Figs.3.4 and 3.5. since this model is included in Ihe single-phase liquid
heat transfer mode.

IT -T I
Hsh = 0.1 Hmrh min^ -?—-S1 \. (3-249)
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3.4.4 DRIFT FLUX

The drift flux model |3-I9| used in the I VD model is a separated-flow model in which attention is focused

on the relative motion rather than on the motion of the individual phase as described in Section 3.1.2. The relative

motion is given as the drift flux jB, by empirical correlations. In MINCS. the drift flux is obtained by the modified

Bennel How regime map shown in Fig.3.6. and is turned into the relative velocity «., as

where

and

J , ( 7 6 - 7 5 a ) | " : !

\t »- - "2

O.(X)l5p,

(3) bubbly How

(1) strati lied flow

./',., =0. (3-251)

(2) annular How

J«=—£-]*,+[* + — j « . (3-252,

(3-254)

(3-255)
I K' I

(4, droplet flow

3.4.S DYNAMIC PRESSURE FORCE

The pressure differences between each phase and the interface are defined as the differences of static heads

in the case of stratified flow. It depends on the shape of flow channel.
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3.4.5.1 HORIZONTAL FLOW

(I) stratified How

(a) rectangular channel

PK -/', =-{otpllHit (3-257)

and

(3-258)

whore H is the height of channel,

(b) cylindrical channel

KDh I 9 2 . , 6 M
Pg-Pi = -~P,. . iTC 0 ST + -r:sin- - (3-259)

in i i. jot z i

and

2 ,_., e
(3-260)

(2) bubbly flow

1 / v2
/'« - P, - Pi - Pi - ~ P.K y'g ~ui) • (3-261)

(3) droplet flow

Px ~Pi = Pi ~ Pi = JP'\"« ~"/) • (3-262)

(4) continuous model

and

where the subscripts v. h and d denote the stratified, bubbly and droplet flow regime, respectively.

3.4.5.2 VERTICAL FLOW

(I) annular flow

/\. - P, = ̂  «PS -~ K - «;) (3-265)

and

1 / \2

Pi~Pi = -—(! -« )p g (" K -Hi) • (3-266)
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(2) bubbly How

Ps-Pi - P I - P I =^PX{"<! ~ " I ) ' • (3-267)

(3) droplet flow

fx ~ Pi = Pi ~ Pi = ^ P t ( " s - " / I - (3-26H)

(4) continuous model

p - p = (I - E t - Eh) (pK - />( )cl + Eh {/> - /> )(j + E{l (/>B - pt )tl, (3-269)

and

where the subscript a denotes the annular flow regime.

3.4.6 ADDED MASS FORCE

The coefficients of added mass force term arc also determined according to the flow regime.

(I) stratified and annular flow

(3-271)

(3-272)

(3-273)

(3-274)

(3-275)

(3-276)

(a) a >PJ>max I/J.aj or j8 >ah> max \a.Pj

Cv*,=i:(E,t+Eh) (3-277)

(2)

(3)

(4)

and

bubbly

and

droplet

and

<',„, = <>

K
flow

= 0.

flow

= max

1
" ~ 2

= nitty

continuous model

|2-7o,0|.

113.3a -11.3.01.
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and

A, = /•;, (A.), + A', (A.),. (3-278)

(b) oilier than the case of (a)

<'„„ = <> (.V279)

and

^ = 0. (3-2RO)

3.5. SPECIFIC MODELS

3.5.1 CRITICAL FLOW

The critical flow is established at specified velocity points. The homogeneous equilibrium model is applied.
That is, the critical mass velocity is determined by ihe pressure and ihe enthalpy, then, it is divided by the mixture
density to obtain the phasic critical velocity. By multiplying the discharge coefficient, the critical flow velocity
is determined.

3.5.2 SUBCOOL BOILING

The subcool boiling model is applied when Ihc wall temperature is higher than Ihc saturation temperature and
the liquid phase is in the subcoolcd condition. In this model, ihc heal from the wall to the liquid phase is assumed
to be used nol only to increase Ihc temperature of liquid phase but ulso to give rise lo boiling.

The heat tlux related lo the subcool boiling is

and the vapor generation rate due lo .subcool boiling is

r*=lT- (3-282)

The heal from the wall to the fluid is not altered by using this model, thus. Ihc mixture energy equation remains
the same. However. </-ftis subtracted from ihe I iquid energy equation, and r,, is added to the liquid energy equation.

3.6 PUMP

3.6.1 PUMP CHARACTERISTICS

The characteristics of a pump is described by the "four-quadrant curves". The four-quadrant curves, which
are empirical, give the pump head and Ihe hydraulic torque as functions of volumetric flow and pump speed.
However, "homologous curves" made from the four-quadrant curves are used in actual calculations |3-20,211.
The homologous curves determine the pump head ratio and the pump torque ratio as functions of volumetric flow
ratio and pump speed ratio.
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3.6.2 TWO-PHASE TREATMENT

The pump head and the torque in Ihc two-phase condition arc different from those in the single-phase
condition. The two-phusc condition corresponds to the average void fraction a from 0.2 to 0.9. In this region,
the degraded head /V,o and the degraded torque 7\e are used. To obtain the pump head or the head ratio H and the
pump torque or the torque ratio 7'over the whole range of void fraction, the two-phase multiplier M (a).

I. is used:

H = // l 0- W,, (a) («,„-H,o>. (3-283)

// = /y i0(l -Mja)), (3-285)

T=rit>(l-M,(an. (3-286)

where W|oand 7"loare the head and the torque for the single phase flow, respectively.

The homologous curves are classified into eight types according to the dependent and the independent
variables. This classification is shown in Table 3.1. The pump data in two-phase condition are based on the data
of Semiscale l-( 1/2) Loop Model and those of the Westinghouse Canada Limited [3-20, 211. The single-phase
and two-phase homologous head curves are shown in Fig.3.7 and 3.8, respectively, for the two-phase condition.
The difference between the data for single-phase and those for two-phase arc used as the right hand side of Eqs.
(3-283) and (3-284).

3.6.3 PRESSURE DIFFERENCE

The pressure difference is given by

4p = p«//. (3-287)

3.6.4 TRIP

The motor of pump is stopped by the 'on' trip signal, while it is activated by the 'off trip signal. Two types
of trip are prepared to determine the pump speed: one is by interpolating the pump speed tables, the other is by
solving the equation of motion.

3.6.5 EQUATION OF MOTION

The equation of motion is

/ ^ = -7\ (3-288)

where I. T and ware the moment of inertia, total torque and angular velocity, respectively. The solution of this
equation is

TM
«V.v=«,— j~- (3-289)

The energy dissipation is given as <oT.
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3.6.6 TOTAL PUMP TORQUE

When the motor is not activated, the total torque T is

/•=/•„+ r , , (3-290)

where 7',, and Tt are the hydraulic torque and frictional torque, respectively. Th is given as

•r -r" P

PH

where '/'"'„ is the hydraulic torque obtained from the homologuuscurvc. p is the density and the subscript R indicates

the steady state. 7'; is

3.6.7 MOTOR

The motor torque Tm is added to the total torque:

T=Tt + TrTm. (3-293)

where Tm is determined by the table data.

3.6.8 LOCKING

Three types of locking condition arc prepared. The pump speed is set equal to zero (I) after some elapsed

time. (2) when the pump speed exceeds a limiting speed, and (3) when the pump speed exceeds a minimum

reversed speed.

3.6.9 HOMOLOGOUS CURVE

Two types of homologous curve data are prepared. The Bingham Pump Company data with a specific speed

of 4200 rpm and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation data with a specific speed of:5200 rpm are available for

the single-phase condition |3-20, 2) |.
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Table 3.1 Classification of Homologous Curves

Type a v via
Independent

Variable

Dependent

Variable

Head Torque

I >0 >()

5 <() <0

6 <(> <(>

7 <0 >()

s <o >o

via

alv

via

alv

via

alv

via

alv

h/<*2 (HAN)

h/i-2(HVN)
h/a2(HAD)
h/v2 (HVD)
h/«2(HAT)
h/i-2 (HVT)
h/«2 (HAR)

h/f2(HVR)

p/<*2 (BAN)
p/i'2(BVN)
p/a2(BAD)
P/i'2 (BVD)
P/«2 (BAT)
p/i-2 (BVT)
p/a2 (BAR)
P/V2(BVR)

h : Head Ratio H / H R
r : Flow Ratio Q / Q R
a : Speed Ratio OVCOR

P : Torque Ratio T / T R
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Fig. 3.1 Flow in a Pipe
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Fig. 3.2 Horizontal Flow Regime Map for Continuous Flow Model
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Fig. 3.3 Vertical Flow Regime Map for Continuous Flow Model
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Fig. 3.7 Single-Phase Homologous Head Curves
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Fig. 3.8 Two-Phase Homologous Head Curves
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4. NUMERICAL PROCERDURE

The finite difference method is used to solve the basic differential equations: fluid equations and heat

conduction equations. The fully implicit technique is applied to fluid equations except for the terms relating to

the constitutive relations describing exchanges between fluids, while the combination of explicit and implicit

methods is used to integrate heat conduction equations.

4.1 BASIC METHOO

4.1.1 DISCRETIZED EQUATIONS

4.1.1.1 FLUID EQUATIONS

The basic method of spatial discretization for fluid equations is not based on the Taylor series expansion but

based on the control volume method. The basic equations are spatially integrated over the control volume and are

averaged. The mesh cell configuration for the simple system with a pipe and two boundaries is depicted in Fig.

4.1. The equations for mass and energy conservations arc integrated over the cell volume. The momentum

conservation equation is however integrated around the cell edge, that is. the control volume is sum of the half cells

of left and right cells. At the boundaries, however, only the half cellsare used to integrate the momentum equations.

(a) mass and energy

1 2 j N

(b) momentum

control volume

j+l/2

1 j j+1 N

control volume

The vector of basic dependent variables is

(4-1)

and the diseretized equation is
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where

At = («i(ili). « = (KJ. h\ = (/ / ( i), (4-3)

(fi= 1,2 ft:u= 1.2 8: j = 1.2 N).

(I) conveclive term

The conveclive terms in monfelituin equations are treated us

flu
it —

In the above equation, ii] is defined as the combination of central differencing and upwind differencing.

where/t and 0arc the cross sectional area and the upwind degree, respectively. Thus, u agrees to central

differencing if 8 is set equal to zero, und to upwind differencing if 0 is set equal to unity.

The conveclive term at the leftmost edge is deli nod us

"
"/•I -" / • I /2

( 4"6 )

that is. the control volume at the both sides of the pipe component is defined as half the mesh cell volume

as shown in Fig. 4.1.

(2) mass and energy tlux term

The mass flux and the energy flux arc defined by upwind differencing.

KPM) (4_7)

where V is the volume of j-th cell.
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(4-8)

(

(3) added mass force term

The relative velocity appears in the added mass force term. The relative velocity terms are not directly
discrctizcd. They arc separated at first:

, s <? , . _ <9H, ditj <?«, dult

and then, are discrctizcd by using upwind differencing.

4.1.1.2 HEAT CONDUCTION EQUATIONS

The one-dimensional heat conduction equation is solved by the implicit Unite difference method. The
temperature is defined at the cell edge, while other variables arc at Ihe cell center. The mesh cell configuralion
is shown in Fig. 4.2. The discrctizcd equation is

T" *' — T"
l~r \" ' ( - 1 / 2 ' / - I / 2 _ O \ . . H T , , « i _ , « T , M I . » T , , , i ^ c w ^ l 1

+.5;1. l / :} . (4-io)

where (pCi)i ir is the volume weighted average of and {pCt)rl and (pCp),. and Sis implicit degree. The
tridiagonal matrix equation is

«',-i/2 T"-yr. +h',-\r. T"-tr- +' ' / - i /2 Ti'*ir. =<t',-m • <4-''»

The solution of the matrix equation is

C+l/2 =<Vl/2 -fi-VlV'n -gi-U2TSl\l2- <4- |2>
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where. 7",,and '/\ _,,are ihe boundary tcmpcraiua>s.

The calculalion ol'heat conduciion can be coupled with the fluid calculations. The boundary conditions Cor

heat conduciion equations are

(a) implicit coupling with fluid equations.

(h) explicit coupling with fluid equations.

(c) constant boundary temperature.

(il» adiabuiic.

(e) heal Iransl'ei coefficients and hulk temperatures.

4.1.2 SOLUTION TECHNIQUE

The values of dependenl variables at n+ I lime step. A'"*'.are calculated from the values at//lime slep. X".

by Newton's method. Let X'*' be the (k)-th iteration values of Newton's method and 8X)k' be the difference

between (k)-th and (k + I Mh ileration. Ihe discreti/ed equation is

= &tFl(x)i)+SX)l\.X\k'+8X)i'.X',\\+SX'l
l,\).

The above equation is expanded by Taylor's method and higher order terms are dropped. The increment. SX'k>,

is thus obtained by ihe linear algebraic equation

, 1 * 1

(4-14)

where r and /i arc vector indices and / denotes the mesh number. Since gin is the function of Xt , and X;. awlJ of

X and X ., . and ,fi(l of Xr ,. Xt and X_,,. the Jacohian in Eq. (4-14) is obtained as the three blocks:

r'xp) \ d x i ) \ xl> )

The Jacobian is obtained analytically in Ret. 4-1. Equation (4-14) is. thus, written as the block tridiagonal matrix

equation shown below. This discreti/ed equation is solved by LU decomposition method.
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X R C
mil "mil V mil

r SK,
sx.

sx
(4-16)

r H. -i

H

L H, J

where // is the riglu hand side in Eq. (4-14).

4.1.3 NON-2V2T MODEL

The numbers of basic equations and dependent variables for non-2V2T models are different from those for

the 2V2T model. In the non-2V2T models, however, the same discrcli/ed equations can be used as in the 2V2T

model. In the IVD model, for instance, the mixture momentum equation is the same as in the 2V2T model except

for the assumption of equality of phasic pressures, and the other momentum equation is replaced by the equation

for the reiativc velocity. The momentum equation inherent to the I VD model based on the mixture velocity is not

used. The Jacobian calculation for the 1 VD model is, thus, the same as for the 2V2T model.

In the non-2V2T models, however, the number of equations is less than six. and the number of basic

dependent variables is reduced. The equations in non-2V2T models can be related to the 2V2T equations by

variable transformation.

First, the necessary equations arc selected from the 2V2T equations by multiplying an operation factor A:

AA (X"•')\G (X" ') G <X")| = AAtF <X" ' ' ) . (4-17)

Then, the 2V2T variables. X. arc transformed into the non-2V2T variables. Y. and the equation for the Newton's

iteration is thus.

) (4-18)

where./ is the 2 V2T Jacobian in Eq. (4-15). (r)X I dY) is the Jacobian for variable transformation, and H represents
the right hand side in Eq. (4-14). The detailed formulae of (dX/dK) is described in Ref. 4-1.

4.2 NETWORK AND SOLUTION METHOD

4.2.1 PREPARATIONS

The following four procedures are performed to avoid the numerical errors due to the large difference of order
among dependent variables, and to avoid difficulties when the two-phase system comes closer to the single phase.
These difficulties arc related to the singularity of the Jacobian matrix.
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4.2.1.1 EQUATIONS TO BE SOLVED

The equations for iwo-phase mixture are convenient to handle in the non-2V2T models, and the mixture

cquaiionsare always solvcdeven in the2V2T model. Theequaiionsforthe less-massive phase arc also to besolved

in the 2V2T model.

Let the massive phase equations be

/»=() . (4-I9)

and the less-massive phase equations be

/> - ( ) . (4-20)

then, if the equations for mixture and massive phase arc to be solved.

are the basic equations In this case, the resulting equations may be

A + h '=A .

(4-21)

(4-22)

(4-23)

then, there may be some possibilities that the equation system is nearly singular. The equations for mixture

and less-massive phase are thus to be solved in the 2V2T model.

4.2.1.2 PHASIC MOMENTUM EQUATION

The momentum equation for less-massive phase tends to be very small if apK or (I - «) p, goe.s to be small.

Thai is, the Jacobiam matrix may be singulu*- hen the iwo-phasc system comes closer to the single phase. The

less-massive momentum equation is thus divided by app or (I - re) p,.

4.2.1.3 TRANSFORMATION OF ENTHALPY

The enthalpy always appears as the product of the volume fraction and the enthalpy itself in the energy

equations. If cror (I - a) is very small, a certain column in the Jacobian matrix related to the enthalpy difference

tends to be vanished. The enthalpy is thus transformed into the product of the enthalpy and the volume fraction:

(aj^). The energy equation is solved in terms of (or,//,), and then ht is obtained.

4.2.1.4 SCALING

The numerical errors and the singularity of matrix resulted from the cxtraordinaiy large values of solutions

are avoided by the scaling technique. Scaling is performed in the Newton's method as

a,.M-

a,,u\

.«•>•,

(4-24)

L b.

The weighting factor »\ is defined as
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(1) IV. IVDand2Vmodel

w, = 1 for velocity .

(2) IT model

M'J= 10" for pressure ,

>v( = 10" for mixture enthalpy .

(3) LVTmodel

M',« 10" for pressure,

w, = 10" for mixture enthalpy .

iv, = 1 for quality.

(4) 2T model

wt = 1 for void fraction ,

ve, = 10" for pressure ,

M, = 10" for gas enthalpy,

n ( = 10" for liquid enthalpy .

4.2.2 TERMINAL MATRIX AND TERMINAL EQUATIONS

The system of MINCS consists of functional units called "module" or "component" and each component is

independent of others. The modification of each component can therefore be easily accomplished without

referring other components, and it is also easy to add new components to the code system. All components are

controlled by the system processor.

The solution procedure of MINCS is based on forward elimination and backward substitution. When we

solve the system matrix equation, it is not necessary to use all variables in components, and it is enough to refer

only boundary variables of each component relating to boundary equations. The boundary variables are thus solely

exchanged between the system processor and each component.

4.2.2.1 FLUID COMPONENT

(I) block tridiagonal matrix equation

At first, the basic equation is discretized

\ (4-25)

then we obtain the basic equation for Newton method
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(4-26)

The block tridiagonal equation is thus

Aft ,+ffA,+C,fiv,, = //,. (4-27)

(2) terminal equation

A pipe component which is in between other two pipes is considered. The pipe component has N cells, and
the I -st cell is assumed to be connected to the left pipe and the N-th cell to the right pipe. Two cells, to which
the I -st cell and N-lh cell arc connected, arc called as the O-th and (N + I Mh cells, respectively. The basic
equations for the pipe component arc

*,&;, + « , & , + C . & , - « , .
,4,& |+fi ,&3 + C\&, = « , .

(4-28)

where demand &K\ , , are the external variables, and thus the equations Tor the pipe component are

B,Sx,+C,&t, =HI-A,&cn.

A,&x, + fi,&\ + Cjfiv, = W,.
(4-29)

The above equations are directly solved by multiplying the inverse of the coefficient matrix. We can obtain
the solution as

& • = t f 1 + . 9 l , , , v < l

( 4 - 3 0 )

The variables in the pipe component arc thus described only by the variables in the external terminals. The
coefficient matrix /?. .V and Tt arc also obtained. This procedure is known as forward elimination.

Forward elimination is performed for other components. We obtain equations for boundary cells such as

(4-32)
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These arc the terminal equations for the component. The terminal values are obtained by solving all terminal

equations with boundary conditions at the same time. These two equations make two rows of the whole

matrix equation, and the coefficient matrix of the whole equation system is called as the system matrix.

4.2.2.2 IMPLICIT COUPLING OF HEAT CONDUCTORS

(I) block tridiagonul matrix equation

A heal slab is assumed lo be connected to the J-th cell of Ihc pipe component. The heat slab is coupled with

the pipe component through the wall heat flux in Ihc energy equation. The increment of the wall temperature

STw appearcs in the basic equation of Newton method for fluid when the implicit coupling is used:

«,&-,+C,&-, =«,-/!,&„,

(4-33)

After forward elimination, we obtain

Sv, = /?, + S, &„ + r, &cs,, + (/, STWj.

&\ =R, + S,&\0 + T,&\. t, + U,8TWj,

(4-34)

Two rows of the whole equation system arc thus

(4-35)

(4-36)

(2) heal conduction equation

Heat conduction equations for the heal slab are also written as

=5,,

(4-37)

In the above equation. T{ and Tu t, are the boundary temperatures of the heat slab. The temperatures inside

the heat slab can be expressed in terms of the boundary temperatures by forward elimination technique.

r, =e,-<r,V77«.,-
(4-38)
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The equations for two boundary conditions are

"M.if'i + fti./.i.i =*». , + ' ' /«• <4-40>

In the above equations, the first equation is lor thecuse when the left boundary ol'the heat slab. 7',, is implicitly

or explicitly connected to the outside fluid component, and Ihc second equation js lor the cusc when the right

boundary. 7'w, r is implicitly or explicitly connected to the outside fluid component.

If the left boundary is connected to the J-tli cell of the pipe component.'/' is the bulk temperature of the cell

and depends on'/' ,.'/',, and X . The basic equation of the Newton method for the boundary temperature

Pi M\ = si + *'i ^ r SXj • (4-41)

6Xt can be expressed by external terminal values and the wall temperature $Tt. we obtain

p,si\ = s\ + f, ^{R, + s.sx,, + r,sxs,, + UjO\).

uml thus

where Hr Sr 7', and Ut are matrices. This equation is one of the system equations when the fluid component

is coupled with Ihc heat slab.

4.2.3 CONVERGENCE CHECK

The iterative calculation is needed to obtain the solution at the new time level since the Newion method i.s

used in MINCS. The convergence of the solution is checked at two stages: in each component and heat conductor,

and then in the total system.

4.3.2.1 COMPONENT

The relative error for the component and heat conductor is defined as

&xl

(4-44)

where &\J is the increment of k-th iteration. \J is the value of variable after k-th iteration and eww is the input value.

The convergence in the component is accomplished if the following condition is satisfied

f <F, , . (4-46)

where F (l is the input convergence criterion for the component.
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4.2.3.2 SYSTEM

The relative error for the fluid system is defined as

(4-47)

The convergence in the total tluid system is accomplished if the following condition is satisfied

f < f ( 1 . (4-48)

where t\, is I he input convergence criterion for Ihe system.

4.2.4 TIME STEP CONTROL

The lime step sue is automatically controlled by the lime step controller. The time step size is enlarged if
the convergence is accomplished, while il is shortened if Ihe convergence is not accomplished within the allowed
limit of number of iterations.

4.2.4.1 ENLARGEMENT

The time sicp size is enlarged by the following relation if the convergence is accomplished:

*/«•«• = Si,,ul W+A' sgn (On) I Dn I Bj . (4-49)

,4-50)

where n is the number of iteration needed for the last iteration, and nmrm is averaged number needed for the former
iteration. In (he above equations. A. B and D are the constants which are set to 0.8.1.0 and 3.0, respectively.

4.2.4.2 SHORTENING

The time step size is shortened according to the following relation if the convergence is not accomplished:

1I) firsl and second shortening

&«,•„ =&„,,,-r^-. (4-51)

(2) after third shortening

&„,„=&„,,,-. (4-52)

4.3 SINGLE PHASE TREATMENT

Two types of treatments arc used for single-phase calculation or phase transition. One is to reset the void
fraction or quality to their maximum or minimum values when they arc out of their ranges. This kind of treatment
is performed at every iteration stages in the Newton method for the IT and 1.5T models. It is. however, applied
only at the input stage for the 2T model. The other way lo handle phase transition is to modify the void-fraction
related variables in the basic equations.
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4.3.1 RESET OF VOID FRACTION OR QUALITY

(1) IT model

The quality is reset to the minimum value if the mixture enthalpy is smaller than the saturated liquid enthalpy

or the mixture density is larger than the saturated liquid density. On the other hand, it is reset to the maximum

value if the mixture enthalpy is larger than the saturated gas enthalpy or the mixture density is smaller than

the saturated gas density. The minimum and the maximum values of quality are calculated from those of

void fraction. The reset of quality is performed at every iteration stages of Newton method.

(2) 1.5T model

The quality is resel to zero if il becomes smaller than zero. It is reset to unity if it becomes larger than unity.

This treatment is however not necessary since the quality cannot be out of its range so long as the modified

variables arc used. The reset of quality is performed at every iteration stages of Newton method.

(3) 2T model

The void fraction is reset to its minimum or maximum values if it is out of range at the input stage. The reset

of void fraction is performed only at the input stage.

4.3.2 MODIFICATION OF VARIABLES

The main part of ihc treatment of phase transition is to modify the void-fraction related variables in the basic

equations when the void fraction comes closer to zero or unity. The void fraction is substituted by functions of

void fraction .v(ct). These functions arc almost the same as ihc void fraction itself. The void-fraction related

variables are multiplied by other functions of void fraction r{a). These functions arc almost unity. The meanings

of these functions arc as follows.

s^ (a) : This function is almost the same as a.

but differs from a around a = I.

It is used for a in the gas equations.

.V| (a) : This function is almost the same as a,

but differs from a around a = 0.

Il is used for a in the liquid equations.

\/i> (or): This function is almost the same as a.

but differs from a around a = 0 and

a = I. It is used for a in the gas equations.

.v/( (or): This function is almost the same as a

bui differs from a around a = 0 and a = I.

It is used for a in the liquid cqualions.

rg(or) : This function is almost unity, but differs from

unity around a = 0. It is used as the factor for

the void-fraction related terms in the gas cqualions.

rt(or) : This function is almost unity, but differs from unity

around a = I It is used as the factor for the

void-fraction related terms in the liquid equations.

r/(a) : This function is almosi unity, bui differs from

unily around a = 1 and or = 0. It is used as

the factor for the void-fraction related terms.
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However, these functions arc defined as follows ai prcscni.

Xf. (a) = \( i,a) = a : 0 < a < 1 (4-53)

six «*> = *Vi («)= 0 : 0 < a S amii, (4-54)

= g ~ a " " " : a s as a (4-55)

0 :()SaSam , , , (4-57)

(4-58)
Sa

= I : «„„„ + fesas 1 (4-59)

i(«) =1 : ()SaSam i l-5« (4-60)

Sa :am , , ,-5a< «<«„„, (4-61)

= 0 : am u i<a<l (4-62)

r,(a) =0 : 0<a<aml,, (4-63)

_ g ~ a""" . ^ < a < a ^ + 5 a (4.54)

= I : anm + Sa S a S onMi - 5a (4-65)

_ •"»* . a - 5a S a S or (4-66)
Sa """ """

= 0 : a r a i i S a S l (4-67)

« „ „ = ' « ' (4-68)
°L, =l-l<>' (4-69)
5a =9x10' (4-70)

4.3.2.1 BASIC EQUATIONS

The basic equations arc modified by using these function.
Mass conservation:

A d d
— s{tt)p+—stK{a)pfu A = Arjia)^, (4-71)

t ' fit

A jt(\ -v,(a))p, + ̂ ( 1 - .v,,<a))p,K,/i = - / i / ; (a)rv, (4-72)

Momentum conservation:

<?«,, dut dp* t \ da
-^- + sia)pu-^ + s{a)-^- + {p-py(a)—

(4-73)

( 4 . 7 4 )
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Energy conservation:

(4-75)

= -Ari(a)r!l,{hh+ {\/2)uji} + Ari(a)</h + Ar,(a)q,K ( 4" 7 6 )

4.3.2.2 INTERFACMLAREA

1I) friction

Interfacial area AI is multiplied by i\(a), and then added to the small value £ifr. Inierfucial friclion terms thus

remain when a comes closer to /era or unity.

(2) gas heal transfer

(a) r,sr,

Interfacial area At is multiplied by /-, (a), and then added lo the .small valuee^ The heat transfer terms

thus remain in the case of a< amm, and the steam temperature is kept at around the saturation value.

Moreover, condensation tends to occur in the case of aim> < a.

Interfacial area A'K multiplied by r (a). In the case of a< amm, the small value eM is added. The heat

transfer terms thus remain and vapourization tends to occur. In the case of amn < a, however. eik is

not added. Further vapourization thus cannot occur.

(3) liquid heat transfer

(a) T, < r

Interfacial area At is multiplied by r (a). In ihe case of anux < a. the small value eM is added. The heal

transfer terms thus remain and condensation tends lo occur. In the case of a < amm, however. £M is

not added. Further condensation thus cannot occur.

(b) T > T

Interfacial area A: is multiplied byr (a), and then added lo the small value c w The heat transfer terms

thus remain in the case of «mu, < a. and the liquid temperature is kept at around the saturation value.

Moreover, vapourization tends to occur in the case of a < amm.
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In the above relations, the small value f lor both friction and heal transfer is set equal to 10 ' at present.

4.4 SPECIFIC MODELS

4.4.1 SOURCE TERMS

Some source terms arc added to the basic equations when the following models arc used: the subcool boiling

model, the fill-break model and the pump model.

4.4.1.1 SUBCOOL BOILING MODEL

(I) mass transfer rale

The mass transfer due to subcool boiling, which is described in Section 3.5.2. is added to the usual mass
transfer rate.

r«. - j ^ ~ s/>" (4-77)

where T,, is the mass transfer due to .subcool boiling which is defined as

r»d = A. / /A -HT • (4-78)

In the above equation. A,,, is the heat transfer coefficient for subcool boiling. It should be noted that Fyh is
explicitly calculated in the subroutine CR2TW and thus differentiation of T,, is not calculated in the sub-
routine INTMSS.

(2) wall heat flux

Some amount of the wall heat flux is used for subcool boiling and it should be subtracted from the liquid
energy equation. The mixture energy equation is however not altered. The wall heat flux for subcool boiling

Qn=A^kmO~\\-Tl). (4-79)

Q is calculated in the subroutine WLLHT and is implicitly treated.

4.4.1.2 FILL-BREAK MODEL

Some source terms are added to the basic equations when the FILL-BREAK model is attached to the PIPE
component. By using this model, the additional mass, momentum and energy can be considered for each mesh
point. The following source terms arc calculated in the subroutine SOURCE and added to each conservation
equation of mass, momentum and energy.
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SRC(I.J)
SRC(2.J>
SRC(3.J)
SRC (4. J)
SRCI5.J)
SRC(6,J)
SRC(7.J)
SRC(K.J)

mass source term for gas

mass source term for liquid
energy source term for gas
energy source term for liquid

momentum source term for gas al the left edge of cell

momentum source term for gas al the right edge of cell

momentum source term for liquid al the left edge of cell
momentum source term for liquid al the right edge of cell

4.4.1.3 PUMP COMPONENT

Some source terms arc added lo the momentum and energy equations when the PUMP component is used.

The pressure difference generated by the pump head H is

Sf> = pliH. (4-80)

and is added to the momentum conservation equation. Moreover, the energy source is generated by the pump

torque and head. They arc calculated in the subroutine PFSETV. and arc stored in the following variables:

CC4 (J. N4PHDG) : pressure difference in gas phase

CC4 (J. N4PHDL) : pressure difference in liquid phase

CC4(J. N4PHEG) : energy source lerm in gas phase

CC4 (J. N4PHEL) : energy source term in liquid phase

These terms are treated explicitly. The energy source terms are set to zero at present.

4.4.2 FILL-BREAK MODEL

4.4.2.1 SOURCE TERMS

The additional mass, momentum and enegy are directly and simply added to a mesh of pipe component. This

model is used to simulate a discharge or an injection. The schema of FILL-BREAK model is shown in Fig. 4.3.

The orientation of discharge of injection can be speciried. The basic equations of the PIPE component arc modified

by adding some source lerms.

(I > the mass conservation equations

The following source terms arc added to J-th mesh cell.

(a) gas phase

(ii) n"V>()
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(b) liquid phase

(i) «/"*'<()

">'77- (4-83)

(4-84)

(2) the energy conservation equations

(u) gas phase

«;.;•> o

Av,
(4-86)

(b) liquid phase

,. _ O)p.(*,+-«,: l ] " ^ ; : 1 A - (4-87>
Av, i, I 2 J )i Av,

(ii) «"*'>()

- ^ - = - (1 - a )Pi j //, + — uf [• u"*' —s- (4-88)

(3) the momentum conservation equations

The distribution ratio is defined as IJ lo (j - l/2)-lh cell edge and I - fj to (j + 1/2Mh cell edge. The mesh
cell configura'ion is shown in Fig. 4.4.

(a) gas phase

(i) H"*1 < 0.(7 - i / 2) - junction

(ii) «"*' <0,{j+1/2)-junction

( 4 J 9 0 )
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(iii) H"*' > 0.(7 - 1 / 2) - junction

/• /"'!:A«.,-I/ : !=-q(«pX V.V-i/X:.:1,. A\^ (4-9D

(iv) Ug*s' > 0, {j + I / 2) - junction

~ S " ( 1 " > (

(ii) »".*' <<W + U2)-junction

T^f^^'^r. =-(1- nKd-a)̂ ,cos0)

(iii) «;;;' >0Aj-\/2)-junction

(4-92)

(b) liquid phase

(i) ufc* < Q,i j-I i 2)-junction

^ W * ' » ) ; * l C ' p 4 L _ j (4.93)

7 ' H " : 1 ^ ^ (4.94)

(4-95,

4.4.2.2 FILL

For the FILL case, the variables with the subscript (s) are constant values.

4.4.2.3 BREAK

For the BREAK case, the velocities with the subscript (s) are calculated by solving the following equation

diii du, dp I . / , , \i i/ \

r- / ^ I , II «« < 4 - 9 7 )

where ; and Z denote the direction of BREAK and gravity, respectively. The mesh cell configuration is shown

in Fig. 4.5.

(I) discretization

The velocities in radial direction al the center of j-th cell are assumed to oc zero. The index % denotes the

location of FB: 1 for the top. 0 for the side and - I for the bottom. The discretixed equation is
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where # » / is Hie hydraulic diameter of j-lh cell, and <p is the angle between the PIPE und the hori/.ontal plane:

cos tp =

,1/2

and the following equation is assumed:

n"./("",*.' - «<".»')=^(K./+ |rs./1)("'"»' ~ ' C ' ) for k = g .

/ r " Ir" IV.." + I .-"H\ r i .
= "7(r«M-|r,,.,!](«„,., -«,.,, ) lork = I.

(2) solution

The discrcli/.cci equations arc expressed as

The solution of these equations are

(4-99)

(4-100)

(4-101)

(4-102)

(4-107.,

X,Y2-X2Y, (4-104)

(4-105)

4.4.3 FORM LOSS MODEL

The pressure drop due to form loss can be considered by using the form loss model. This model is usefull

for representing a sudifrn expansion or contraction of flow area by a one-dimensional pipe component. Two types

of form loss arc prepared: one is to give form loss coefficients in the input deck, and the other is to calculate them

from the variation of flow area. The calculated form loss model is described here.
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4.4.3.1 FORM LOSS COEFFICIENTS

The form loss coefficients are defined as

( 4 . 1 0 6 )

where K, and Kt are the form loss coefficients for gas and liquid, respectively, asil and atJ are the void fraction

and holdup in the downstream side, respectively, Kf is set to zero when Lottc's model is selected. The form loss

coefficient for the mixture is

K " < = \ 1 ~ A — forii > 0 . (4-108)
Aj*\l2

for ii <0. (4-109)

Km is set to 10"' if/4; , |fl is zero.

4.4.3.2 PARAMETERS

Some parameters are calculated. One parameter C is defined as

min(v^.)"

(I) for gas phase

In the gas flow direction, let the upstream side cell area be Au and the downstream aide cell area Ax £, is

defined as AuI Ar

(i) C > l , e > I

% l.0. (4-112)

(ii) C> l,e,<1

Eg, = Eg . (4-113)

esc =( l + ̂ 0.45(1 - e , , ) ) . (4-114)
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(iii) C<\

(4-115)

(4-116)

for liquid phase

In the liquid How direction, let the upstream side cell area be Au and the downstream side cull area Atl. £) is

defined as Ati I Atl.

(i) C S I . f , > l

A,
£-,, = 1-0.

(ii)

>• 45(1 - f

(iii) C<\
i

4.4.3.3 VOID FRACTION AND HOLDUP

The void fraction «tm and the holdup alm are obtained.

(1) Lotte's model

«,m = 0 ,

(2) modified Lolte's model

(3) homogeneous model

(i) { / . * 0 , f , * 0

(4-117)

(4-118)

(4-119)

(4-120)

(4-121)

(4-122)

(4-123)

(4-124)

(4-125)

(4-126)

(4-127)
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'"' ~ I I II ' (4-12K)

(ii) n t = ( ( . « , = ()

",,„ = " , , • (4-129)

<',„ = «,,. (4-130)

4.4.4 STEAM TABLE

The steam lahle is used to obtain some fluid properties as a function of the pressure and the enlhalpy. Spline

functions are used to interpolate the properly data, and the steam lahle consists of the coefficients of spline

functions.

4.4.4.1 SATURATION LINE

The saturation line is interpolated by the spline function of degree three. When the data (.v. v ) ( i = l , . . , N)

are given, the interpolated value S(.v). which corresponds to the value of .v between .v and .v t , . is

The coefficients C'(. C, and C, are prepared by (he steam table.

The saturation line is divided into X regions, and each region is divided into smaller regions.

Region No. Pressure Range (Pa) Number of Detailed Division

1 1.0 x 10'-5.0 x 10' 50

2 5.0x 10'- I.Ox 10' 50

3 I .Ox W- 1.0 x W 100

4 I .Ox 10'- 1.0 x 10" 100

5 1.0 x 10"- 1.6 x 10" 50

6 1.6 x 10"-1.8 x 10" 50

7 I.Kx 10"-2.1 x 10' 100

8 2.1 x 10 7 -2 .2x I07 100

4.4.4.2 TEMPERATURE AND SPECIFIC VOLUME

The surfaces made from the temperatures 7' and I) and the specific volumes v and u> arc interpolated by the

spline function of degree lhree. When the data (.v._v./ ) ( i = l . . . . I. j = l , . . , J) are given, the interpolated value

s(.v. v). which corresponds to the value of (v. v) on the region |.v. v 11 x | v. v ,, I . is

Si.v. v ) = I.I.C, t f
 V V | I [ VV ' ] . , 4 - 1 3 2 )

The coefficients C, ( are prepared by the steam table.

The /' - v surfaces are divided into 4 regions, and each region is divided into more smaller regions.
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(1) for steam

Region No.

1
2

3

4

Region No.

1

2
3

4
1) for water

Region No.

1
2

3

4

Region No.

1
2

3
4

Pressure

l.Ox K)1

l.Ox 10J

l.Ox 10'

1.5 x 10"

Enthalpy 1

2.1 x 10"

2.6 x 10"

3.1 x 10"

3.5 x 10"

Pressure

l.Ox 10'

6.0 x 10"-

S.Ox 10"-

1.9 x 10'-

4. NUMI

Range(Pa)

- l.Ox I04

- l . O x 10s

- 1.5 x 10"

- 2 . 2 x 10'

Range (J/kg)

- 2 . 6 x 10"

-3.1 x 10"

- 3 . 5 x 10"

-3 .95x 10"

Range(Pa)

-6 .0x 10"

-8 .0x 10"

- 1.9 x 10'

-2 .2x 10'

Enthalpy Range (J/kg)

2.5 x I04-

1.0 x \W-

1.1 x 10"-

1.65 x 10"

- l.Ox 10s

-1.1 x 10"

- 1.65 x 10"

-2.1 x 10"

•RIC At. l'R(XT:i)URI'

Number of Detailed Division

4

4

8

16

Number of Detailed Division

10

10

6

6

Number of Detailed Division

6

12

8

6

Number of Detailed Division

6

4

8

16

4.4.4.3 OTHER PROPERTIES

The specific internal energy U, expansion coefficient ft, specific heat with constant pressure C and specific

heat with constant volume C are

/ = h-pv, (4-133)

(4-134)

C, •c,-rf

(4-135)

(4-136)

The compressibility K is obtained by linear function of T and T{.
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Fig. 4.1 Mesh Cell Configuration for Fluid
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o
Coupling

o

Boundary
Condition

o

Heat
Conductor

Fig. 4.2 Mesh Cell Configuration for Heat Conductor
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(1-1/2) j fl + 1/2)

Flow
Direction

V Uls

«s'Ps'hgs'hls

Flow Direction

Fig. 4.3 Schema of FILL-BREAK Model

- 1/2) (j + 1/2)

Fig. 4.4 Distribution of Momentum Source Term
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0-1/2) (j + 1/2)

Fig. 4.5 Momentum Cell for Break Velocity
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5. INPUT REQUIREMENT

5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Input clala consist of eight data blocks us

1. System control data.

2. Valve definition data.

3. Form loss definition data.

4. Pump definition data.

5. Material property data.

6. Component definition data.

7. Network definition data.

8. Heat conductor definition data.

Each data block is composed of several data cards: Card-1, Card-2 and each data card has several input

data. It should be noted that one "Card" does not mean one record or one line in inpul data file, so the 'Card' can

consist of two or more lines. Except for character strings, input data are written in free format and two consecutive

data are separated by a comma or blanks. The inpul method is essentially the same as the list-direct input of

FORTRAN77:

READ (IN,*)

The preprocessor of input data has however several extended capabilities as described below.

1I) Elimination of sequence numbers

Only the data between 1 st and 72nd columns of one line have a meaning. If there are too many data to be

input in one 'Card', dala can be continued to the successive lines. It should be noted however two or more

'Card' data must not be in one line.

(2) Comment lines

The line, which has a symbol '*' at the I st column, is a comment line and is eliminated by the preprocessor

for inpul data. Comment lines can be inserted arbitrarily in input data.

(3) Comment description without using comment line

A comment can be inserted in the dala by using the form of 7* */'• The part' ' between '/*' and

'*/' consists of arbitrary characters. This type of comment can be continued to two or more lines. The part

of V* */' is not simply eliminated but replaced by blanks. So, one can put data before and after the

comment, and those dala are used normally.

(4) Print of input data

The input data are printed on the output list. The total number and the effective number of the input lines

are counted and printed.
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(5) Print control of input data

The print ol' input data is controlled hy inserting some control commands in input data. Control commands

listed below can be used when the print ol'inpul data is not necessary or only partially necessary. The control

commands should he written from the I st column, and are eliminated from the input data by the preprocessor.

fnJLI.STOFF'

Alter this command, the print of input data is suppressed until "((DLISTON" command appears.

•GDUSTON 1

After this command, input data are printed again.

WJ IsCT '

The print of input data is advanced to the I si line of next page. This command is neglected if il is inserted

in •tf>LISTOI'F' and (fcLISTON1 commands.

5.2 INPUT DESCRIPTION

5.2.1 SYSTEM CONTROL DATA

The system control data consist of following 'Card's:

Card-1 Title card,

Card-2 Calculation option card.

Card-3 Enthalpy calculation option card.

Card-4 Correlation and steam table option card.

Card-5 Problem dimension card.

Cartl-ft Convergence criterion card.

Card-7 Debug option card,

Card-X Windward fraction card.

Card-9 Gravitational acceleration card.

Card-10 Time step control card.

Card-11 Edit control card.

The system control data are needed in the case of rcsuirt calculations.

« Card-1 Title card

TITLE1

TITLE"

This is the title of the calculation and the first card of input data. Il is printed as a header of each page

of output list. Arbitrary 72 characters can be used.

• Card-2 Calculation option card

•IRST". ISTDY"
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IRSl"

Restart calculation Hag:

0 : Non-restart calculation.

1 : Restart calculation.

(In this case, only "IDF" and "IDV have meaning. The oilier system option dala are read from

the restart filet

ISTDY"

Steady stale calculation option:

(I: Transient calculation.

I : Steady state calculation,

(not available al present)

• Card-3 Enthalpy calculation option

• NONCMP"

•NONCMP"

Enthalpy calculation option:

0 : Enthalpy is calculated.

1 : Enthalpy is fixed.

• Card-4 Correlation and sieam table option card

NUC",'MOMENT. IEOS"

NUC"

Subcool-boiling model option Hag:

0 : Subcool-boiling model is used.

1 : Subcool-boiling model is not used.

"MOMENT

Constitutive-relation package option Hag:

1 : MINCS continuous model.
2 : TRAC-PF1 correlation.

(not available at present)
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1EOS'

Steam table option Hag:

0 : Gas phase is steam and liquid phase is water.

1 : Gas phase is air and liquid phase is water.

2 : Densities of two phases are given by

p, =P,« +c«, tp-O-
P,=P*+C, , , (/>-/>„).

3 : Gas phase is air and liquid density is given by

P, =P W +C, U ('*•'•»)•
4 : Liquid phase is water and gas density is given by

P V = P , , + C , , (/>-/>„).

>5 : Arbitrary.

* Card-4-1 Parameters for steam table

(This card must be inserted if 1EOS is not zero)

•RHOG00', 'CGOO', 'RHOL00'. 'CLOO', 'POO", 'HGSOO', 'HLSOO', 'CPGOO', 'CPLOO'

'RHOGOu'

•CGOO'

•RHOLOO'

Pi,,-

•CLOO*

'POO'

HGSOO'

Saturation enthalpy of gas phase.

'HLSOO'

Saturation enthalpy of liquid phase.

'CPGOO'

Specific heal of gas.

'CPLOO'

Specific heat of liquid.
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» Card-5 Problem dimension card

NCOMP". ' MXCNCO'. 'IDV. 'NHEAT', MXHEAT'. 'NUMPMP', 'NUMSG', 'IDF. 'MAXTB',

•MATNUM'

•NCOMP1

Number of components.

' MXCNCO'

Number of entries of network table. Note that MXCNCO must be greater than or equal to the

maximum number of terminals of components.

•IDV

Number of valve definition data sets.

•NHEAT'

Total number of heat conductors.

•MXHEAT"

Maximum number of heat conductors which are connected to each fluid component.

•NUMPMP'

Number of pumps.

•NUMSG"

Number of steam generators (must be zero at present).

IDF"

Number of form loss definition data sets.

MAXTB1

Maximum length of tablels for material properties' data of heat conductors.

'MATMUM'

Number of materials.

Ifthe built-in material-properties data (6 materials are shown below) are used, MATNUM should be

zero.

MAT = 6

MAT = 7

MAT = 8

MAT = 9

MAT =10

MAT =12

SUS 304.

SUS 316.

SUS 347.

Carbon Steel A508

Inconel 718.

Inconel 600.

MAT is defined by Card-3-5 of heat conductor definition data.
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« Card-6 Convergence criterion card

In case of non-restart calculation

•MAX1TR", MAXIMP', 'EPS'. 'EPSC. EPSCR"

In case of restart calculation

•MAXITR'. -MAXIMP*. 'EPS'. 'EPSC". EPSCR'. 'RTIME1. 'NRSTP"

•MAXITR1

Maximum number of iterations.

•MAXIMP1

Maximum number of Jacobiun calculation,

(if 0 is input. MAXIMP is set to be I(K)OO)

•EPS'

Convergence criterion for total system.

EPSC

Convergence criterion for each component.

'EPSCR'

Minimum value of dependent variables which is used to evaluate the relative error in each iteration

error =
..<

.*}.,* EPXR.

where Av*,- is k-th increment for i-lh variable of j-th mesh cell.

•RTIME'

Problem restart time. Restart calculation starts from the lasi dump time which is smaller than RTIME.

•NRSTP'

(Not used)

» Card-7 Debug option card

IDBS"

IDBS'

System debug option.

0 : No debug print.

1 : Relative errors are printed every time step.

2 : System Jacobian matrix is printed and calculation is terminated at one iteration.
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• Card-K Windward fraction card

THET"

THET"

Degree of upwind for momentum convcciivc term.

momentum conveciive term = THET* (upwind difference term) + (I-THET) *

(central difference term).

» Card-9 Gravitational acceleration card

•GRAV

•GRAV'

Gravitational acceleration.

(input ().() for standard value of 9.80665)

« Card-10 Time step control card

DELTP. 'DELT-. ENDTIM". 'NTIM1

DELTI'

Initial value of time step width (s).

DELT"

Maximum allowable time step widlh (s).

ENDTIM"

Problem end time.

•NTIM"

Number of time domains defined by maximum lime step widlh.

» Card-10-l Table for lime step width

CTIM<I)VDLT <])").I= I. NTIM

TIM (I)1

End time for I-lh domain (s).

DLT(I)-

Maximum allowable lime step width in l-th domain (s).

• Card-11 Edil control card

MPRT'. NTPRT'. MPLT". NTPLT1. MRST". 'NTRST1

MPRT-

Prim-edit interval (time steps).

'NTPRT"

Number of time domains defined by print-edit interval.
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•MPLT'

Plot-edit interval (lime steps).

•NTPLT'

Number of lime domains defined by plot-edit interval.

•MRST

Restart-dump interval (time steps).

•NTRST'

Number of time domains defined hy restart-dump interval.

» Card-11 -1 Table for print-edit interval

(This card must be inserted if NTPRT is greater than zero)

CTIMPR (I)1, 'NPRT(I)'). I = I. NTPRT

TIMPR(I)'

End lime of l-th domain (s).

•NPRT (I)'

Print-edit interval in I-th domain (lime steps).

« Card-11-2 Table for plot-edit interval

(This card must be inserted if NTPLT is greater than zero)

CTIMPL(l)', -NPLTd)"). I = I. NTPLT

•TIMPL(I)'

End time of I-th domain (s).

•NPLT(I)'

Plot-edit interval in I-th domain (time steps).

• Card-11 -3 Table for restart-dump interval

(This card must be inserted if NTRST is greater than zero)

('TIMRS (I)'. 'NRST (I)'). 1=1 , NTRST

TIMRS(I)'

End time of I-th domain (s).

•NRST (I)'

Restart-dump interval in I-th domain (time steps).
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5.2.2 VALVE DEFINITION DATA

These input data define valve characteristics. If "IDV in system control data is greater than zero, these data

must be inserted. The valve definition data consist of following 'Card's:

Card-1 Valve definition card,

Card-2 Valve characteristics table card.

For a normal valve, the table of time versus normalized valve How area is to be input. For a check valve, the

table of pressure difference versus normalized valve How area is to be input. These data. Card-1 and Card-2, must

be repealed IDV limes. These data arc also necessary in case of the restart calculation.

« Card-1 Valve definition card

•VNAME", '1VTYPE', 'IVKONT"

•VNAME"

Valve name. The number of characters is less than or equal to 12 and it must be put in between two

apostrophes.

IVTYPE-

Type of valve.

1 : Normal valve.

2 : Check valve.

IVKONT"

Table length of time versus normalized valve How area or that of pressure difference versus

normalized valve (low area.

• Card-2 Valve characteristics table card

VALTAB <K)\ K = I, IVKONT*2

'VALTAB (2* K-1)'. K = I. IVKONT

Time (s) lor IVTYPE = I

Pressure difference (Pa) for IVTYPE = 2.

•VALTAB (2* K)\ K = 1. IVKONT

Normalized valve How area.

5.2.3 FROM LOSS DEFINITION DATA

These input data dctlne form loss coefficient tables. Form loss of gas, liquid and mixture are to be input.

These data (Card-1) must be repeated IDF times. By means of these input data, pressure loss is calculated as

pressure loss = (1/2)* p * FMLOSS * if.

These data must be omitted if IDV of system control data is less than or equal to zero. They are necessary

in case of the restart calculation.
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• Card-1 Form loss coefficient card

•FMLOSS<K)\K= 1.6

•FMLOSS(K)'

Form loss data.

K = 1

K = 2

K = 3

K = 4

K = 5

K = 6

Gas (normal flow).

Gas (inverse How).

Liquid (normal flow).

Liquid (inverse flow).

Mixture (normal How).

Mixture (inverse flow).

5.2.4 PUMP DEFINITION DATA

These input data define puir>p characteristics. If NLJMPMP is greater than zero, these data must be inserted.

In the case of restart calculations, only the trip data arc needed. The pump definition data consist of following

•Card's:

Card-1 Dimension card.

Card-2 Pump identification card.

Card-3 Pump definition card.

Card-4 Motor torque card,

Cartl-S Homologous curve card.

Card-6 Pump locking data.

Card-7 Pump speed table after coastdown.

Card-S Variable moment of inertia) data.

Card-9 Trip data card.

» Card-1 Dimension card

NPMPD", 'NPCHRC. •NMOTRC', NPSTP", NPSPED', "NINERT*

•NPMPD"

Numberofpumpsdcfincd in thisdata block. This numbcrmay be different from thenumberof pumps

which can be actually used.

•NPCHRC

Number of homologous curves.

•NMOTRC

Number of motor torque curves.

•NMOTRC

Number of locking data.
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NPSPED1

Number of pump speed curves after coastdown.

It corresponds to the type-1 trip.

•NINERT"

Number of variable moment of inertia table.

» Card-2 Pump identification card

•IPUMP (I)1.1 = I.NUMPMP

•IPUMP (I)'

The number of pumps defined. The pumps which can be actually used, are related to the pump

definition data by this card. The order of IPUMP (I) is corresponding to that of pumps which can be

actually used. NUMPMP is defined by the system-option card.

* Card-3 Pump definition card

This card must be inserted NPMPD limes.

IPC". ITPMP". IRP\ -IPM\ IMT. IPSPD'. INERT". ISTOP", POMGAR", PSRAT",

PFLOWR-, PHEADR", PTORKR". PINRTA". VRHOI". 'TORKMR".('TORKF<I)\ 1=1 .4 )

IPC"

Number of homologous curves to be used in this pump.

(I^IPCiNPCHRC)

ITPMP"

Trip number for type-2 trip. This trip is used only when type-1 trip is not used.

IRP"

Reverse rotation option flag:

I : Allow reverse rotation.

0 : Inhibit reverse rotation.

IPM"

Option Hag for iwo-phase degraded performance:

0 : Not used,

1 : Torque T and head H arc obtained as

T = 7", - Ml (a) (T, - r,(, H = Hr Mil (a) (H, - / / , ) .

2 : Torque T and head H arc obtained as

7" = r, (I -Ml(a)).H = H/(I -M t i(«)).

where the subscript I denotes the performance in single phase and the subscript 2 in two phase.

IMT"

Motor torque curve number.

If IMT is zero, no curves are used.

In initialisation, motor torque is automatically set to the value so that the total pump torque equals to
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IPSPD"

Pump speed curve number after coastdown.

If IPSPD is zero, type-2 trip is used.

INERT

Variable moment of inertia data number for type-1 trip.

If INERT is zero, constant moment of inertia PINRTA is used.

ISTOP"

Pump locking data number.

POMGAR'

Rated speed (rad/s).

•PSRAT

Pump speed ratio of initial speed to rated speed.

Pump speed in initialization stage is calculated by this ratio for lype-2 Irip.

•PFLOWR"

Rated flow (m'/sec).

PHEADR"

Rated head (m).

PTORKR'

Rated lorquc (N*m).

•PINRTA'

Moment of inertia (kg* m:).

VRHOP

Rated density (kg/m1).

TORMKR'

Rated pump motor torque (N* m).

TORKF (I)\ I = 1.4

Coefficients of friclional torque (N* m)

The friclional lorquc is calculated by

T=TORKF(I) + TORKF(2) *(POMGA/POMGAR)

+ TORKF (3) * iPOMGAIPOMGARf

+ TORKF (4) * (POMGA/POMGAR)'.

where POMGA is pump speed.
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Curd-4 Motor torque card

These cards must be inserted NMOTRC times.

If NMOTRC is zero, these cards are omitted.

Card-4 (a)

•NTMO'

•NTMO1

Number of points on curve.

» Card-4 (b)

'PTMO(I)1.1= I.NTMO2

•PTMO(2*J-1)\J= l.NTMO

Motor torque normalized by the rated motor torque.

PTMO (2* J)'.J= l.NTMO

Pump speed normalized by the rated pump speed.

« Card-5 Homologous curve card

'NOIN'

'NOIN'

Option flag to select homologous curves:

0 : Use of input curves,

1 : Use of curves set-1. Bingham Pump Ns = 4200,

2 : Use of curves set-2. Westinghouse Electric Corporation pump Ns = 5200.

The following 'Card's from Card 5-1 to 5-34 are required only when NOIN = 0. A set of *Card-5'

— Card-5 and Card-5-1 to Card-5-34 — must be repeated NPCHRC times.

» Card-5-1 Single-phase HAN curve card

• Card-5-1 (a)

NPHD'

NPHD'

Number of data points of the single-phase HAN curve.

« Card-5-1 (b)

'PHEAD(I)'. I=1.NPHD*2

PHEAD(I)'.I = I.NPHD*2

HAN head curve data: v I a vs. h I a \
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« Card-5-2 Single-phase HVN curve card

» Card-5-2 (a)

NPHD'

•NPHIV

Number of data points of the single phase HVN curve.

• Card-5-2(h)

PHEAD<I)',I = I.NPHD*2

•PHEAD(I)'. I=1.NPHD*2

HVN head curve data: re/ r vs. li I v\

' Card-5-3 Single-phase HAD curve card

» Card-S-3 (a)

NPHD'

NPHD"

Number of data poinis of the single-phase HAD curve.

« Card-5-3 (b)

PHEAD(I)-. 1 = 1.NPHD*2

PHEAD(I)'.I= l.NPHD*2

HAD head curve data: v I a vs. h I «•'.

* Card-S-4 Single-phase HVD curve card

» Card-5-4(a)

•NPHD', (PHEAD (I)'. 1=1. NPHD*2)

NPHD"

Number of data poinis of the single-phase HVD curve.

» Card-5-4 (b)

PHEAD (I)'. I = I.NPHD*2

PHEAD (I)". I = I.NPHD*2

HVD head curve data: air vs. h/v'-.

• Card-5-5 Single-phase HAT curve card

« Card-S-S (a)

NPHD'. (PHEAD (I)'. I = 1. NPHD*2)

NPHD'

Number of data poinis of the single-phase HAT curve.
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Card-5-5 (h)

•PHEAD(I)'. 1 = I.NPHD*2

•PHEAD(I)M= I.NPHD*2

HAT head curve data: r / «i.v. h I dr.

• Oird-5-6 Single-phase HVT curve card

« Card-S-o(a)

NPHD"

NPHD-

Number of data points of the single-phase HVT curve.

• Card-5-6 (h)

PHEAD( I ) \ I= l.NPHD*2

•PHEAD(I). 1= l.NPHD*2

HVT head curve data: a I r c.v. /i / r:.

« Card-5-7 Single-phase HAR curve card

• Card-5-7 (a)

NPHD'

NPHD'

Number o!" dula points of the single-phase HAR curve.

PHEAD(I)-. I= I .NPHD*2

PHEAD(I)". I= I .NPHD*2

HAR head curve data: via vs. It I «-\

• Card-5-8 Single-phase HVR curve card

« Card-5-8(a)

NPHD"

NPHD'

Number of dula points of the single-phase HVR curve.

• Curd-5-X(h)

PHEAD(I)'. I= I .NPHD*2

PHEAD(I)'. I=1.NPHD*2

HVR head curve data: alvvs. h I v:.
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» Card-S-9 Single-phase BAN curve card

« Card-S-9(a)

•NPTK"

NPTK1

Number of data points of the single-phase BAN curve.

» Card-5-9(h)

•PTORK(I)M= I.NPTK*2

•PTORK (I)'. 1 = I.NPTK*2

BAN torque curve data: \' / a i\v. /?/ a-'.

» Card-S-10 Single-phase BVN curve card

» Card-5-l()(a)

NPTK"

•NTPK"

Number of data points of the single-phase BVN curve.

« Card-5-IO(b)

•PTORK (I)", I = l.NPTK*2

PTORK(I). I=I.NPTK*2

BVN torque curve data: al v vs. / } /1 ; .

« Card-5-ll Single-phase BAD curve card

« Card-5-ll (a)

NPTK1

•NPTK-

Number of data points of the single-phase BAD curve.

« Card-5-ll(b)

•PTORK(I)\I=1.NPTK*2

PTORK (I)'. I = I, NPTK*2

BAD torque curve data; v I a vs. fi I er.

« Card-5-l 2 Single-phase BVD curve card

» Card-5-12(a)

•NPTK"

•NPTK"

Number of dala points of the single-phase BVD curve.
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• Curtl-5-l2(b)

PTORK(I)\1 = I.NPTK*2

PTORK(I)'. 1 = I.NPTK*2

BVD torque curve data: alvvs. p/v:.

• Card-5-13 Single-phase BAT curve card

» Card-S-I.Ka)

NPTK'

NPTK'

Number of data points of the single-phase BAT curve.

• Card-S-I3(h)

•PTORK(I)", I = I.NPTK*2

•PTORKd)", I = I.NPTK*2

BAT torque curve data: via vs. p / a2.

• Card-5-14 Single-phase BVT curve card

« Card-S-14(a)

NPTK"

NPTK"

Number of data points of the single-phase B VT curve.

» Card-5-14 (b)

PTORKdf. 1= l.NPTK*2

PTORK (I)'. I = I,NPTK*2

BVT torque curve data: a/vvs. plv1.

• Card-5-15 Single-phase BAR curve card

» Card-5-15 (a)

NPTK'

•NPTK'

Number of data points of the single-phase BAR curve.

• Card-5-15 (b)

PTORK(I)', I=1.NPTK*2

PTORK(I). I=1.NPTK*2

BAR torque curve data: via vs. pi a2.
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» Card-5-16 Single-phase BVR curve card

« Card-5-l6(a)

•NPTK'

NPTK"

Number of data points of (he single-phase BVR curve.

» Card-5-16 (b)

•PTORK(I)M= I.NPTK*2

PTORK(I)M=I.NPTK*2

BVR torque curve data: a I v vs. /} / r .

« Card-5-17 Two-phase HAN curve card

« Card-5-l7(a)

NPHD2"

NPHD2'

Number of data points of the HAN curve, which is defined as (single-phase )-(lwo-phase) HAN curve.

• Card-5-17 (b)

•PHEAD2(I)\J = I.NPHD2*2

PHEAD2(I)\I=I.NPHD2*2

Two-phase HAN curve data: v / a vs. hi a-, which are defined as (single-phase) - (two-phase) HAN

curve data.

« Card-5-18 Two-phase HVN curve card

« Card-5-18(a)

NPHD2"

NPHD2"

Number of data points of the two-phase HVN curve.

• Card-5-18 (b)

PHEAD2 <1)\ I = I. NPHD2*2

'PHEAD2(I)\I=1.NPHD2*2

Two-phase HVN curve data: a / v vs. h I r.

• Card-5-19 Two-phase HAD curve card
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• Card-5-19(a)

'NPHD2'

•NPHD21

Number of dala points of the two-phase HAD curve.

» Card-5-)9(b)

•PHEAD2(l)M= I,NPHD2*2

•PHEAD2 (I)1.I = I, NPHD2*2

Two-phase HAD curve data: via vs. h I ft-\

« Card-5-20 Two-phase HVD curve card

« Card-5-20(a)

NPHD2"

•NPHD2"

Number of data points of the two-phase HVD curve.

» Curd-5-2O(b)

'PHEAD2 (I)'. 1 = 1 . NPHD2*2

•PHEAD2(I)M=1.NPHD2*2

Two-phase HVD curve data: a I v vs. h I v:.

• Card-5-21 Two-phase HAT curve card

« Card-5-21 (a)

NPHD2'

NPHD2"

Number of dala points of the two-phase HAT curve.

« Card-5-21 (b)

PHEAD2 (I)', I = 1. NPHD2*2

'PHEAD2 (I)', I = 1. NPHD2*2

Two-phase HAT curve dala: via vs. It I a3.

» Card-5-22 Two-phase HVT curve card

• Card-5-22 (a)

'NPHD2-

NPHD2-

Number of data points of the two-phase HVT curve.
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« Card-S-22(h)

'PHEAD2(1)M = 1,NPHD2*2

•PHEAD2(I)M = I.NPHD2*2

Two-phase HVT curve data: a I r vs. h I r.

• Card-S-23 Two-phase HAR curve card

• Card-S-23 (a)

•NPHD21

•NPHD21

Number of data point.s of the two-phase HAR curve.

• Card-5-23 (b)

PHEAD2 ( I ) \ I = 1. NPHD2*2

•PHEAD2 (I)". 1 = 1 . NPHD2*2

Two-phase HAR curve data: via vs. h I or.

• Card-5-24 Two-phase HVR curve card

« Card-5-24(a)

"NPHD2"

NPHD21

Number of data points of the two-phase HVR curve.

« Card-5-24 (b)

*PHEAD2(I)\ 1= I.NPHD2*2

'PHEAD2 (I)M = 1. NPHD2*2

Two-phase HVR curve data: a / v vs. h I \~.

» Card-5-25 Two-phase BAN curve card

« Card-5-25(a)

NPTK2-

NPTK2'

Number of data points of the two-phase BAN curve.

« Card-5-25 (b>

PTORK2 (DM = I. NPTK2*2

PTORK2 (DM = 1. NPTK2*2

BAN torque curve data: v I a vs. /} I rf.
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» Card-S-26 Two-phase BVN curve card

» Card-5-26 (a)

•NPTK2'

•NPTK2"

Number of data points of the two-phase BVN curve.

• Curd-5-26 (h)

•PTORK2<I)\I= I.NPTK2X.2

tPTORK2(l) ,I= I.NPTK2*2

BVN torque curve data: or/rr.v. / } / r .

• Card-5-27 Two-phase BAD curve card

« Card-5-27(a)

NPTK2'

•NPTK2"

Number of data points of the two-phase BAD curve.

• Card-5-27 (b)

PTORK2(I)M=I.NPTK2*2

PTORK2 (I)*, 1 = 1 , NPTK2«2

BAD torque curve data: via vs. filar.

• Card-5-2S Two-phase BVD curve card

• Card-5-28(a)

NPTK2"

NPTK2'

Number of data points of the two-phase BVD curve.

• Card-5-28(b)

PTORK2 (IC. I = 1, NPTK2*2

PTORK2 (J)", I = I. NPTK2*2

BVD torque curve data: a I v vs. p I r.

« Card-5-29 Two-phase BAT curve card

» Card-5-29ta)

NPTK21

NPTK2"

Number of data points of the two-phase BAT curve.
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« CuKl-S-2¥<h>

•PTORK2(I)M= l.NPTK2*2

PTORK2(!)\I=I.NPTK2*2

BAT torque curve data: v I a vs. /3 / a-'.

- Card-S-3O Two-phase BVT curve card

« Card-S-3O (a)

•NPTK21

NPTK2"

Number of data points of the two-phase BVT curve.

• Card-.S-30(h)

•PTORK2 (I)". I = I. NPTK2*2

PTORK2 (I) , I = I. NPTK2*2

BVT torque curve data: a I v vs. ft I \~.

• Card-5-31 Two-phase BAR curve card

• Card-5-31 (a)

NPTK2'

NPTK2'

Number of data points of lite two-phase BAR curve.

» Card-5-31 (b)

PTORK2 (If. I = I. NPTK2*2

•PTORK2<I)\I=I.NPTK2«.2

BAR torque curve data: v I a vs. /} I a-'.

• Card-S-32 Two-phase BVR curve card

« Card-5-32(a>

NPTK2'

NPTK2-

Number of data points of the two-phase BVR curve.

« Card-5-32(b)

•PTORK2<I>\ I=1.NPTK2*2

PTORK2 ( l ) \ 1=1 . NPTK2*2

BVR lorquc curvedala: a/vvs. f}l\~.
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« Card-5-33 Two-phuse multiplier for pump head

• Card-5-33(a)

NPHM-

NPHM"

Number of data points of (he curve.

» Card-S-33(b)

PHDM(I)M= I.NPHM*2

PHDM<2*J-I)\J=I.NPHM

Void fraction.

•PHDM(2* J)' ,J=I.NPHM

Head multiplier.

• Card-5-34 Two-phase multiplier for pump torque

• Card-3-34(a)

•NPTM"

•NPTW

Number of data points of the curve.

• Card-S-34 (b)

•PTKM(I)M=I.NPTM*2

PTKM<2* J-I)\J = I. NPHM

Void fraction.

PTKM<2* J)".J=I.NPHM

Torque multiplier.

• Card-6 Pump locking data

This card must be inserted NPSTP times.

CAVCON-, 'FPUMP1. SPUMP"

•CAVCON"

Time to lock (s). If CAVCON is less than or equal to zero, no locking occurs through time.

FPUMP1

Forward speed to lock (rad/s). If FPUMP is zero, no locking occurs through forward speed.

SPUMP-

Reverse speed to lock (rad/s). Normally SPUMP should be negative. If SPUMP is zero, no locking

occurs through reverse speed.
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• Card-7 Pump speed table after eoastdown

These cards must be inserted NPSPED limes.

• Card-7 (a)

•ITPSP". NPSP"

' ITPSP'

Trip number for type-1 trip.

NPSP'

Number of data points of the curve.

« Card-7 (b)

'PSPEED(I), 1= I,NPSP*2

•PSPEED(2*1-1)'. 1= I. NPSP

Time (s).

'PSPEED (2* I) 1 ,1=1. NPSP

Pump speed (rad/s).

• Card-8 Variahle moment of inertia data

This card must be inserted NINERT times.

•RTRIP\('VARIN(I)\ 1=1 .4 )

RTRIP'

Pump speed above which variable moment of inertia is to be used.

•VARIN(I )M=I ,4

Coefficients for variable moment of inertia.

Moment of inertia (Kg* nr) is calculated as

/ = VARIN (I) + VARIN (2) * S + VARIN (3) * S' + VARIN (4) * S\

where S denotes the normalized pump speed: POMGA/POMGAR.

• Card-9 Trip data card

Trip data for the pump motor arc defined by this card.

When the pump motor is on-state, signal value of this trip is positive and when it is off-state, this value

is negative.

KTRIP-

' KTRIP'

Number of trip tables to be read.
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• Card-9-l Trip table card

These cards must be inserted KTRIP times.

* Card-9-l (a)

•NTABTR"

' NTABTR'

Number of data points of this pump trip.

« Card-9-l (h)

•TTRIP(I)M=I,NTABTR*2

TTRIP(2*I-I)'.I = 1, NTABTR

Time(s).

•TTRIP(2* I)' , I = 1, NTABTR

Signal value.

5.2.5 MATERIAL-PROPERTIES DATA FOR HEAT CONDUCTORS

These input data define material-properties of heat conductors. For each material, material identification

number, density, specific heal, thermal conductivity and emissivity are to be input as functions of temperature.

The built-in materials are as follows.

Material Identification number

6

7

8

9

10

12

Material

SUS 304

SUS3I6

SUS 347

Carbon Steel A5O8

Inconel 718

Inconel 600

The material identification number must be different from that of built-in materials. The material-properties

data must not be input in case of restart calculations. The material-properties data consist of following 'Card's.

Card-1 Material definition card

Card-2 Material properties card

These data are repealed MATNUM times.

» Card-1 Material definition card

MATID"

' MATID'

Material identification number.

« Card-2-1 Material properties card: Density
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« Card-2-l(a)

•LENTB'

• LENTB'

Length of data table of density.

» Card-2-l (b)

TBMAT (I)1 .1=1. LENTB*2

TBMAT(2*1-I) \ 1 = 1. LENTB

Temperature (K).

'TBMAT (2* I)'. I = I.LENTB

Density (kg/m1).

« Card-2-2 Material properties card: Specific heat

« Card-2-2(a)

LENTB-

• LENTB'

Length of data table of specific heat.

• Card-2-2 (b)

•TBMAT(I)M=I.LENTB*2

•TBMAT (2*I-1)\ 1=1 . LENTB

Temperature (K).

•TBMAT (2* I)1.1 = I.LENTB

Specific heat (J/kg/K).

» Card-2-3 Material properties card: Thermal conductivity

« Card-2-3(a)

• LENTB'

•LENTB'

Length of data table of thermal conductivity.

» Card-2-3(b)

TBMAT(I). I=I.LENTB*2

TBMAT (2* II)". I = 1. LENTB

Temperature (K).

•TBMAT (2* I)'. 1 = 1 . LENTB

Thermal conductivity (J/m/K/s).
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• Card-2-4 Material properties card: Emissivily

• Card-2-4(a)

• LENTB1

•LENTB*

Length of data table of emissiviry.

• Card-2-4 (h)

> TBMAT( I )M=I .LENTB*2

•TBMAT(2*I - I> \1= I. LENTB

Temperature (K).

•TBMAT(2*I>. 1= I. LENTB

Emissivily.

5.2.6 COMPONENT DEFINITION DATA

These input data define fluid components which make up the thermal-hydraulic system. Component

definition data must he repeated NCOMP times. Component definition data consist of following 'Card's:

Card-1 Component type definition data.

Card-2 Component dependent data.

Component lypc definition data are common lo all types of components and component dependent dul:> arc

different according lo the types of components. These data must be omitted in restart calculation.

« Card-1 Component lype definition card

MDLNAM1, IMTYP". METV. METT

•MDLNAVT

Name of componeni (less than or equal to 12 characters starting from the first column).

IMTYP"

Type number of component:

-2 : Left boundary component.

- I : Right boundary component.

I : Pipe componeni.

METV

Option flag for two-phase flow model related to flow homogeneity:

0 : IV (homogeneousmodel),

1 : IVD (drift flux model).

2 : 2V (unequal velocity model).
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'METT

Option (lag lor two-phase How model related to thermul non-equilibrium:

0 : IT (thermal equilibrium model).

1 : 1.5T (simplified thermal non-equilibrium model).

2 : 2T (thermal non-equilibrium model).

(I) PIPE component dependent data

« Card-2-1 Number of mesh cells and fill-breaks

•N'.'NVAL".-NPB'

•N1

Number of mesh cells in a pipe component.

•NVAL'

Not used at present.

NFB-

Number of fills and breaks.

• Card-2-2 Debug option card

IDB'. ICUTS'. IDUTE1

IDB'

Option flag for debug priming:

0 : No print of Jacobian.

1 : Print of Jacobian.

•ICIJTS"

First mesh cell number from which Jacobians are printed.

ICUTE"

Last mesh cell number to which Jacobians are printed.

» Card-2-3 Correlation option card

ICJO-. IHCON1. IADMP". IREC". IECFG'. IFLOW

ICJO"

Opiion Hag for implicit treatment of correlation:

0 : Implicit treatment (not usable at present).

1 : Explicit treatment.

• IHCON'

Not used at present.
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•IADMP'

Option Hag for added mass force and dynamic pressure force:

0 : Use neither,

! : Use dynamic pressure force,

2 : Use added mass force,

3 : Use both.

IREC

Option flag for pipe geometry:

0 : Cylindrical,

1 : Rectangular (longer side is used as height),

2 : Rectangular (shorter side is used as height).

IECFG"

Option flag tor pressure loss models of flow expansion and contraction:

1 : Lotte's model,

2 : Modified Lotte's model,

3 : Homogeneous model.

•IFLOW

Option flag for flow regimes:

0 : MINCS continuous model.

1 : Stratified flow.

2 : Annular flow,

3 : Bubbly flow,

4 : Droplet flow.

• Card-2-4 Geometric data card

T, IEC\ IFM". -IVL\ "IPM\ IHTM'. AREAO, DELX', AREA1 \ DELEV. 'DHF', 'DHH*

ROGH-

I'

Mesh cell number.

IEC

Option flag for pressure loss calculation of flow expansion and contraction:

0 : calculated,

1 : not calculated.

'IFM'

Form loss definition data table number,

(zero means no form loss)
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•IVL1

Valve number,

(zero means no valve)

•IPVT

Pump number lo be used,

(zero means no pump)

•IHTM"

Arbitrary positive number assigned to l-th mesh cell.

It must be unique in the component. A set of this number ami Ihe component number defines Ihc mesh

cell uniquely.

This number corresponds to NODEL or NODER in the boundary condition card (Card-4) of heal

conductor definition dula.

AREA!)'

Cross-sectional area al the center of mesh cell <nv).

•DLEX1

Length of mesh cell <m).

AREA I'

Cross-sectional area at Ihe right edge of mesh ccll(nv').

DELEV

Height of Ihe right edge of l-th mesh cell from the lefi edge of the same mesh cell (m).

DHF'

Flow equivalent diameter al the center of mesh cell.

DHH-

Heat equivalent diameter at the center of mesh cell.

•ROGH"

Roughness of the wall of mesh cell.

These data must he repealed N limes. However, if Ihc (I + I )-lh. (I + 2)-ih,... mesh cell data are all

Ihc same as the l-th mesh cell data, the (I + 1 )-th. (I + 2)-th.... mesh cell data can be omitted. In thai

case, the first and the lasl mesh cell data cannot be omitted.

• Card-2-5 Initial value data card

T . C X ( I ) \ 1 = 1.8)

T

Mesh cell number.
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' X ( I ) M = 1.8

Initial value of physical quantity:

Void fraction.

Pressure (Pa),

Enthalpy of gas (J/kg).

Enthalpy of liquid (J/kg).

Velocity of gas (m/s).

Velocity of liquid (m/s).

Enthalpy of the mixture of gus anil liquid (J/kg).

Quality.

These data must be repeated N times. However, if the (I + I )-th, (I + 2)-th mesh cell data are all the same

..s the l-lh mesh cell data, the (I + I )-th. (I + 2)-(h.... mesh cell data can he omitted. In that case, the first and the

lust mesh cell data cannot he omitted.

<Note>

• Data X (7) and X (8) have no meaning in the case of 2T calculation.

• When X (3) or X (4) are set to 0.0 in 2Tcalculation, generated values for X (3) or X (4) become saturated

values.

• WhenX(7)isseiio().0in ITor 1.5T calculation, a generated value for X (7) becomesa saturated value

in accordance with X (8).

• In the case of IT or I.5T calculation. X (I). X (3) and X (4) have no meaning.

• If negative values are given to X(3)orX (4), they are recognized as the temperature wiih negative sign.

• If negative vuluc is given to X (7). it is recognized as the mixture temperature with negative sign.

The mesh-cell configuration of a PIPE component is shown below. Quantities from mcsh-ccll I to mesh-

cell N and those from cell-edge I to cell-edge N belong to the PIPE component.

mesh-cell

1

mcsh-ccll

2

cell
edge

I

cell
edge

cell
edge
N-l

mcsh-ccll

N

cell
edge

N

« Card-2-6 Fill-break data card

(This card must be inserted NFB limes)

•IFBPOS1. IFB'. IUPDWN. (IFBTB <J>\ J = I. X). DIAFAC. ETA\ FBANGL\ FBGLOSV

FBLLOS". AREAS"

iFBPOS'

Node number of which has fill or break.
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IFB'

Fill-break type:

-2 : Fill with critical flow model,
1 : Break,

2 : Fill.

1UPDWN'

Location of fill or break:

-I : Bottom of mesh cell,
0 : Side of mesh cell,
1 : Top of mesh cell.

i F B T B ( J ) \ I = l , 8

Table length of (time vs. boundary value) tables:

1= 1
1 = 2
1 = 3
1 = 4
1=5
1=6
1 = 7
1 = 8

' Void fraction.
Pressure,

Enthalpy of gas.
Enthalpy of liquid.
Velocity of gas.
Velocity of liquid.
Enthalpy of mixture.
Quality.

DIAFAC

Multiplication factor to the half of mesh-cell diameter.

This value is used to calculate the break velocity, usually it is set equal to unity.

If IFB is - 2 , DIAFAC is a discharge coefficient.

'ETA'

Momentum distribution ratio to the (I-l/2)-th junction.

(0.0 < ETA < 1.0)

FBANGL'

Cosine of an angle between pipe and fill or break.

FBGLOS'

Form loss coefficient for gas.

FBLLOS'

Form loss coefficient for liquid.

AREAS'

Flow area of fill or break.
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• Card-2-7 Initial value data for fill and break

(This card has the same format as Card-2-5, and must be inserted NFB limes corresponding to

IFbTOS)

« Card-2-8 Table data for time dependent boundary condition

TABL(K.J)1 , K= 1, IFBTB (J)*2

(This card musl be inserted when IFBTB (J) > 0. the order is :is follows:

(K.J) = ( I , l),(2, I) (8. I).
(I. 2), (2, 2) (8.2).

(I, NFB), (2. NFB) (8, NFB). )

(2) BOUNDARY component dependent data

» Card-2-1 Boundary condition data card

•IBNDY',CITB(K)\ K = l , 8 )

•IBNDY1

Boundary condition:

-2 : Boundary velocities are calculated as the critical flow by homogeneous equilibrium model.

1 : Boundary velocities are calculated (pressure boundary).

2 : Boundary velocities are fixed (velocity boundary).

• I T B ( K ) \ k = 1 . 8

Length of (he table of time dependent boundary values.

• Card-2-2 Debug option card

•IDB\ ICUTS", ICUTE'

IDB'

Debug print option:

0 : No Print of Jacobian.

1 : Print Jacobian.

'ICUTS'

Not used at present.

'ICUTE'

Not used at present.
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* Card-2-3 Correlation option curd

ICJO\ 1HCON'. IADMP". IREC IECFG\ IFLOW

ICJO'

Option flag for implicit treatment of correlation:

0 : Implicit treatment (not usable at present).

1 : Explicit treatment.

1HCON'

Not used at present.

IADMF

Option flag for added mass force and dynamic pressure force:

0 : Use neither.

1 : Use dynamic pressure force,

2 : Use added mass force.

3 : Use both.

•IREC"

Option Hag for pipe geometry:

0 : Cylindrical.

1 : Rectangular (longer side is used as height).

2 : Rectangular (shorter side is used as height).

IECFG'

Option flag for pressure loss models of flow expansion and contraction:

1 : Lotte's model

2 : Modified Lotte's model.

3 : Homogeneous model.

IFLOW

Option flag for flow regimes:

0 : MINCS continuous model.

1 : Stratified flow.

2 : Annular flow,

3 : Bubbly flow,

4 : Droplet flow.
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« Card-2-4 Discharge coefficient data card

•VELFAC1

VELFAC"

Discharge coefficient for critical flow.

(This curd is omitted when IBNDY is I or 2)

» Card-2-5 Geometric data curd

T . IEC\ IFM\ IVL1. IPM". -IHTM\ AREAO'. DELX\ AREAI'. DELEV. DHF. DHH\

ROGH'

T

Mesh cell number.

•IEC

Option flag for pressure loss calculation of flow expansion and contraction:

U : calculated,

I : not calculated.

•IFM'

Form loss definition data table number,

(zero means no form loss)

•IVL'

Valve number,

(zero means no valve)

IPM"

PUMP number to be used,

(zero means no pump)

IHTM-

Arbitrary positive number assigned lo I-lh mesh cell.

It must be unique in the component. A set of this number and the component number defines the mesh

cell uniquely. This number corresponds to NODEL or NODER in the boundary condition card (Card-

4) of heal conduction definition data.

'AREAO-

Cross-sectional area al the center of mesh cell (nr).

•DELX"

Length of mesh cell (m).

•AREAP

Cross-sectional area at the right edge of mesh cell (nr).
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DELEV

Height of the right edge of l-lh mesh cell from the left edge of the same mesh cell (m).

DHF1

Flow equivalent diameter ui the center of mesh cell.

DHH'

Heat equivalent diameter ul the center of mesh cell.

Roughness of the wall of mesh cell.

* Card-2-h Initial value data card

T

Mesh cell number.

•X( l ) \ 1= 1,8

Initial value of physical quantity:

1 : Void fraction.

2 : Pressure (Pa).

3 : Enthalpy of gas (J/kg).

4 : Enthalpy of liquid (J/kg),

5 : Velocity of gas (m/s).

Velocity of liquid (m/s).

Enthalpy of the mixture of gas and liquid (J/kg).

Quality.

<Note>

• Data X (7) and X (8) have no meaning in the case of 2T calculation.

• When X (3) or X (4) are set to 0.0 in 2T calculation, generated values for X (3) or X (4) become saturated

values.

• When X (7) is set to 0.0 in lTor l.5Tcalculalion,ageneratedvalueforX(7)becomesasaturaledvalue

in accordance with X (8).

• In the case of IT or 1.5T calculation. X (I), X (3) and X (4) have no meaning.

• If negative values are given to X (3) or X (4). they are recognized as the temperature with negative sign.

• If negative value is given to X (7), it is recognized as the mixture temperature with negative sign.

« Card-2-7 Time dependent boundary value data card

(This card must be inserted only when ITB is positive)

( T A B U I . K) \ 1= I.ITB(K)*2)

•TABL(2*J-1,K)\J=1.ITB(K)

Time (s).
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•TABL<2*J. K)\J=I.ITB<K)

K= 1

K = 2

K = 3

K = 4

K = 5

K = 6

K = 7

K = 8

• Void fraction.

Pressure (Pa),

Enthalpy of gas (J/kg).

Enthalpy of liquid (J/kg),

Velocity of gas (m/s).

Velocity of liquid (m/s).

Enthalpy of mixture of gas and liquid (J/kg)

Quality.

This table is used with interpolation.

5.2.7 NETWORK DEFINITION DATA

The network is defined as follows:

(1) Assign an arbitrary but unique number to each junction adjacent to components,

(2) Specify the number of junction to which the terminal of each component is connected.

These data must be omitted in the case of restart calculations.

Note that two junctions with different polarity can be connected and those with the same polarity cannot be

connected. The polarity is defined as

Left boundary component : - I ,

Right boundary component : I,

Left-side end of pipe component : I,

Right-side end of pipe component : - 1 .

That is, the left boundary component can be connected to the left-side end of pipe component, the right-side end

of pipe component can be connected to the right boundary component or the left-side end of another pipe

component, and so on.

« Card-1 Network specification card

(This card must be repeated NCOMP times)

•MDLNAM'. 'JUNCI' (, MUNC2')

'MDLNAM'

Component name starting from the first column. This name must be defined in the component type

definition card of component definition data.

•JUNCr (, MUNC2')

Junction number to which the terminals of component are connected. In the PIPE component,

JUNCI is for the left end. and JUNC2 is for the right end.
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5.2.8 HEAT CONDUCTOR DEFINITION DATA

This data block defines a heat conductor module. This block is omiltcd in the case of restart calculation. Heat

conductor definition data consist of following 'Curd's:

Card-1 Print-edit option card

Card-2 Table control card

Card-3 Geometry, material and initial condition card

Card-4 Boundary condition card

« Card-1 Prinl-eclii option card

IDBG'

IDBG"

Print-edit option Hag for heat conductor module:

0 : No print,

1 : Prim.

« Card-2 Table control card

NPOW. 'NPWMAX', 'NTBLK1, 'MAXBLK\ 'NHTC. MAXHTC

NPOW

Number of power curve tables.

NPWMAX-

Maximum length of power curve tables.

•NTBLK'

Number of bulk temperature tables.

NTBLK"

Maximum length of bulk temperature tables.

NHTC-

Number of heat iransfer coefficient tables.

' MAXHTC'

Maximum length of heat transfer coefficient tables.

« Card-2-1 Power curve card

'NPWLEN'. "POWER"

"NPWLEN"

Length of power curve tables.

POWER"

Power (w).
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• Card-2-2 Power curve table card

CFRAC (I. J)\ FRAC (2. J)'). J = I. NPWLEN

•FRAC(I,J)\J= I, NPWLEN

Time(s).

"FRAC(2, J)'.J = I, NPWLEN

Power fraction.

Card-2-l and Card-2-2 must be repeated NPOW limes.

« Card-2-3 Bulk temperature card

'NTBLEN'

'NTBLEN*

Length of bulk temperature table.

» Card-2-4 Bulk temperature table card

( TBLKT (1, J)", TBLKT (2. JO. J = 1. NTBLEN

•TBLKT(1,J)\J= I,NTBLEN

Time(s).

•TBLKT (2. J)\ J = 1. NTBLEN

Bulk temperature (K).

Card-2-3 and Card-2-4 must be repeated NTBLK times.

In Ihc case of fixed boundary temperature condition, the table data arc used as the boundary temperature

of heat slab.

» Card-2-5 Heat transfer coefficient card

•NHTLEN'

'NHTLEN"

Length of heat transfer coefficient table.

« Card-2-6 Heat transfer coefficient table card

CHTCT (I. J)\ HTCT (2. J)). J = I. NHTLEN

•HTCT(I.J)\J= I. NHTLEN

Time(s)

•HTCT<2.J)\J= I, NHTLEN

Heal transfer coefficient (W/nv/K).

Card-2-.S and Card-2-6 must be repeated NHTC times.
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• Card-3-1 Name card

•HNAME'

HNAME"

Name of heat conducior (less than or equal to 12 characters starling from (he first column).

» Card-3-2 Geometry card

MCYL\ 'NODE'

ICYL"

Geometry indicator:

0 : Rectangular.

1 : Cylindrical.

NODE'

Number of mesh cells of heat conductor.

» Card-3-3 Volume card

TOTVOL"

TOTVOL1

Volume of heat conducior.

• Card-3-4 Coordinate card

•XR(I)M= I. NODE+1

XR (It-

Distance from the center of pipe mesh cell to l-th cell edge of heal conductor.

» Card-3-3 Material identification card

•MAT (DM = 1 . NODE

*MAT(D"

Material identification number of l-th mesh cell of heat conductor.

» Card-3-6 Initial temperature card

TEMPO (DM = I. NODE + I

TEMPO (I)"

Initial temperature of I-th cell edge of heal conducior (K).

« Card-3-7 Power fraction card

FPWR(l)-. 1=1 . NODE+1
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•FPWRd)'

Power fraction of l-th mesh cell of heal conductor.

Card-3-1 to Card-3-7 must be repeated NHEAT times.

• Card-4 Boundary condition card

•HNAME". IPOWX". -|TYPL\ COMP (I)" (or LBULKL). NODEL1 (or LHTCL). ITYPR".

•COMP (2)' (or "LBULKR"). NODER' (or LHTCR)

HNAME"

Name of heal conductor starling from Ihc first column.

This name must be the same as that defined by Card .V1.

IPOVVX'

Table number of power table used for this heat conductor.

ITYPL"

Boundary condition for left boundary:

-I(X) : Implicit coupling with fluid.

-10 : Explicit coupling with fluid.

-1 : Constant temperature.

0 : Adiabatic.

>() : Boundary condition is given by the designated bulk temperature table and heat transfer

coefficient table.

COMP (I )"

Name of component to be connected to the left side of the heat conductor.

•LBULKL"

Table number of bulk temperature lablc for the left side boundary condition.

'NODEL'

Same as IHTM in Ihc geometric data card (Card-2-4) of component definition data. It is the unique

number of the mesh cell connected to the left side of the heal conductor.

LHTCL"

Table number of heat transfer coefficient lablc for the left side boundary condition.

ITYPR-

Boundary condition Tor right boundary:

-I(K) : Implicit coupling with fluid.

-10 : Explicit coupling with fluid.

- I : Constant temperature.

0 : Adiabalic.

>0 : Boundary condition is given by the designated bulk temperature (able and heal transfer

coefficient table.
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Name ol'component to be connected to the right side of the '••eat conductor.

•l.Hll.KR-

Table number of hulk temperature table lor the right side boundary condition.

Same as IIITM in the geometric data card (Card-2-4) of component definition data. It is the unique

number of the mesh cell connected to the right side of the heal conductor.

•I.HTC'R"

Table number ol' heat transfer coefficient table for the right side boundary condilion.

C'ard-4 must be repealed NHEAT limes.
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6. SAMPLE PROBLEMS

Four sample problems are shown in this section. Selected problems are the annular flow evaporation, the

valve controlled flow, the pump controlled How and the Kclvin-Helmholt/. instability problems. The input decks

for the sample problems are listed in APPENDIX X

6.1 ANNULAR FLOW EVAPORATION

6.1.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This problem is bused on the data set No. 12 in the physical benchmark problem presented at the International

Workshop on Two-Phase Flow Fundamentals |6-11. Subcoolcd water flows into the vertical oriented pipe from

the bottom inlet. The pipe wall is uniformly heated and thus evaporation occurs. The input model is shown in

Fig. 6.1.1.

The heated pipe is made from stainless steel. It is 2.43S (/») in length and 9.296 [mm) in inner diameter with

1.651 Unm) thick wall. Inlet How boundary conditions arc fixed at the bottom of the pipe. The flow rate is 297.0

Ikgls/nr), the temperature is 111.1 Uh'n-c) and the pressure is 377.1 ikPa), The wall heat flux is 207.3 (KW/nr).

The pipe is simulated by 20-mcsh pipe component which has two boundary components. Each mesh of the

pipe has 6-mcsh heat conductor. The outmost mesh in the heat conductor has the hcut source. The heut flux is

linearly increased and then set to the constant.

6.1.2 CALCULATED RESULTS

The profiles of void fraction at several time steps arc shown in Fig. 6.1.2. The void fraction is shown to be

increasing from upstream to downstream due to evaporation. However, it i found that no steady state solution

can be obtained within this time scale. The continuous correlation model of MINCS is used in this calculation.

The continuous model tends to underestimate the interfacial heat transfer, and the flow regimes corresponding to

annular and droplet flows arc quite simple. The more detailed heat transfer models are. thus, desirable for this

problem.

6.2 VALVE CONTROLLED FLOW

6.2.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The flow in the horizontal pipe iscontrollcd by a valve. The pipe is I [m) in length and 0.026 (m) in diameter.

It is simulated by 20-mcsh pipe component. The valve is located at the 8-th mesh cell edge. The pressures at both

ends of the pipe arc fixed. The schema of input model and the valve condition are shown in Figs. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.

respectively.
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6.2.2 CALCULATED RESULTS

The gas velocity transients in the 4-lh and K-th mesh cells are shown in Fig. 6.2.3. The transients are

complicated, however, it is clearly shown that the velocity in the H-lh mesh is zero when the valve is entirely closed.

6.3 PUMP CONTROLLED FLOW

6.3.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The How in the loop is controlled by u pump. The How loop is 15 (»i) in total length. It consists ol'4 pipes:

2 vertical pipes and 2 horizontal pipes. The pump is located in the bottom horizontal pipe. One vertical pipe has

the contracting section and the pressure loss of this section is mainly balanced with the pump head. The input

model and the pump condition are schematically shown in Figs. 6.3.1 and 6,3.2.

6.3.2 CALCULATED RESULTS

The liquid velocity (ransieni in ihe lop horizontal pipe is shown in Fig. 6.3.3. The pump speed and the pump

total torque are shown in Figs. 6.3.4 and 6.3.5, respectively. It is found that the How in the loop in controlled by

(he pump.

6.4 KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY

6.4.1 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This problem is based on the numerical benchmark test Mo.2.5 presented at Ihc International Workshop on

Two-Phase Flow Fundamentals [7-11. The in viscid stratified How is flowing in Ihc 1 («i) long rectangular pipe.

The pipe cross section is I (m) by l(w) and Ihc inlet and the outlet arc connected, that is, the cyclic boundary

condition is used. The initial velocities arc 50.0 (nils) for gas and 0,001 (nils) for liquid and the void fraction is

0.5. The small sinusoidal perturbation with wavelength of 1.0 (»;) is superposed on the initial void distribution.

The flow channel is simulated by 2 pipe components, each has 100 mesh cells. The schema of flow channel is

shown in Fig. 6.4.1.

In this problem, the subroutine CORSET is modified to perform an inviscid calculation. The friction

coefficients arc set to zero in CORSET. Moreover, the four subroutines are modified to perform 200 mesh

calculation. MINCS is originally designed to handle 50 mesh cells and the memory si/c is set lo relatively small

value. It is. thus, necessary to enlarge some parameters for large calculations. At first, the memory size which

is defined in MAIN program should be enlarged to sonic necessary value. The maximum mesh-cell number is then

modified. The subroutines which must be modified are MAKEJB. SETFJ and SETFJ3.

6.4.2 CALCULATED RESULTS

The profiles of void fraction at several time steps are shown in Fig. 6.4.2. The initial disturbance is found

to be growing and the unstable results are obtained.
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APPENDIX 1. PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS

The program structures and functions arc described for the important part of the code. The relation of

subroutines and the role of each subroutine arc as follows.

A1.1 PIPE COMPONENT

The PIPE component simulates the one-dimensional duel in which two-phase Hows are flowing. In this

component, all the combination of (IV, I VD.2V) and (IT, 1.5T.2T) can be calculated.

I 2 N-l N

left right

The direction is defined as positive from cell-1 locell-N. The side of cell-1 is called the left side, while that

of cell-N is called the right side. The left BOUNDARY component can be connected to Ihc left side of the PIPE

component and the right BOUNDARY component can be connected to the right side of it. Thus, the boundary

conditions arc set at both boundaries. The PIPE component can be connected to anolhcr PIPE components. In

this case, ihe left side of one PIPE component must be connected to the right side of another PIPE components.

The heat conductors can be used as the wall of the PIPE components. Thus, Ihe heat transfers between fluid and

heat sources or between fluid and surrounding structures can be calculated. The FILL-BREAK(FB) model can

be used in any mesh-cells except for the first and N-th mesh-cells. Thus, branching junctions can be simulated.

However, only one FB can be used in one mesh-cell. The VALVE and PUMP can be used at each cell edge. All

functions mentioned above are used by specifying them in Ihe input deck.

A1.1.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to PIPE components arc shown below.

A1.1.1.1 INPUT SECTION

PIPEOI PAGEOO

PIPEIN - INGEOM

INITVL

FBGEOM

FBINVL

FBBDIN
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A1.1.1.2 CALCULATION SECTION

PIPE(K) MOVEST

PIPEXV

PIPEPO

PIPEPI

PIPEIZ —

- HFINIT

- PFINIT

- PIPEIL

• HFBIND

• PFBIND

PIPEST

PIPEMR

PIPERM

PIMEMK

CNVTJB

PIPEFE

PIPEBS

CONVCK

PIPEED

FBEDIT

PIPEPL

PIPEIP

PFSETV

PIPEPP

PIPEKI

STATAV

SINGLE

PIPEST

FBST

A1.1.2 FUNCTIONS

A1.1.2.1 INPUT SECTION

(1) PIPEOI

The integer data such as a number or mesh cells or some flags arc read from the input deck. Using them,

the address and the size of integer type array (I AR). real type array (RAR). character lype array (CAR) and

work area are calculated. The subroutine PAGE(X) is called so as to print the problem title and the data.

P1PEIN is then called, geometric data and the initial values of the basic variables arc read. If the FB model

is uscd.FBGEOM and FBIN VL arc called to read the geometric data and the initial values for the FB model.

Further, if time dependent boundary conditions arc used, FBBDIN is called to read the lime table for the

boundary condition. Finally, calculated address is stored in Ihc array IAR.

(2) PAGE(X)

The problem title and the data arc printed.
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(3) PIPEIN

The subroutines INGEOM and INITVL arc culled.

(4) INGEOM

The geometric data arc read und primed.

(5) 1NITVL

The initial values of basic variables are read and printed.

(6) FBGEOM

The geometric data I'or FB model arc read and printed.

(7) FBINVL

The initial values of basic variables for FB model are read and printed.

(8) FBBDIN

The time table of boundary conditions for FB model arc read and printed.

A1.1.2.2 CALCULATION SECTION

1I) PIPE(K)

The address and the important flags arc retrieved from Ihe array (IAR), and then all the subroutines needed

for calculations arc called according to the value of JOCODE.

(2) MOVEST

The variables at the location defined by ICNCJ in the array which has "TJ' in the last of the array name are

moved to the location defined by ICNCO in the array which has 'O' in the last of the array name.

CO PIPEXV

When the right side end of the PIPE component is connected to the right BOUN DARY component in which

velocities are fixed, the velocities are substituted into the rightmost internal terminal of Ihe PIPE component

and the relative velocity is calculated.

(4) PIPEPO

Initialization for plotting: sizes of fluid components arc printed.

(5) PIPEPI

Initialization for plotting: tag lists for fluid components are printed.

(6) PIPEIZ

After initialization for some array, the subroutine PIPEST is called to initialize variables related to the steam

table.

(7) PIPEST

If the flag INITLX is unity, variables related to the steam table arc initialized using the subroutines INITLO.

INITLI and INITLX If INITLX is other than unity, the subroutine STEAMO. STEAM I and STEAM2 are

used for initialization. The subroutine SETXV is then called to calculate the XV vector from the X vector.
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(8) FBST

Variables in FB model related to the steam table are initialized using the subroutines INITLO IN1TLI and

INITL2. The subroutine SETYV is then called to calculate the YV vector from the Y vector.

(9) HFINIT

Sequential numbers arc given to the heal slab boundaries connected to the fluid components. Numbering

is separately performed for each component. The array ITHT and IHT are set.

(10) PFINIT

The variable IPMBDT( M2USE.NOP) is set to unity if the PUMP model is used. NOP is the pump number.

(11) PIPEIL

After setting correlation parameters by calling the subroutine CORSET, the subroutine INTEGI is called to

set the initial values of the inventory and the accumulation of mass and energy.

(12) HFBIND

The values in the steam table related to the fluid temperature arc stored in the array HTBND.

(13) PFBIND

The fluid variables which is needed in the PUMP model arc stored in the array PMPBDT.

(14) PIPEMR

The variables at the new time step (n+1) arc stored in the array which is used to store Ihc variables at the old

time step (n). This array has 'X' in the last of the array name.

(15) PIPERM

The variables at the old time step (n) are stored in the array which is used to store the variables at (he new

time step (n+1).

(16) PIPEMK

The subroutine MAKEJB is called to calculate Jacobians and terminal matrices which arc not modified by

the boundary conditions. The subroutine DWLLHT is then called to differentiate the product of time step

size and heal flux from the wall. &X</B. by the wall temperature Tn. and the values are stored in the array TV.

The subroutine JACOB V is then called, in which if the flow area in a valve is smaller than EPSVAL. the

diagonal part of the Jacobian submatrix for the velocity is set to unity and the constant vector of equations

for Newton method (F) is set to the negative values of variables (F=-X) so as to obtain the convergence of

velocities to zero. Finally, some procedures are performed for terminal matrices when the flow area in the

valve is smaller than EPSVAL and the component is the right-BOUNDARY type.

(17) CNVTJB

The Jacobian and the terminal matri x for the 2V2T model arc converted to those for the non-2 V2T models.

(18) PIPEFE

Forward elimination is performed and the matrix which is multiplied to the terminal vector is calculated.

(19) PIPEBS

Backward substitution is performed. The subroutine SETXVM i.s then called to set the array XV. HMIX

and QAL using X vector during the iteration of Newton method.
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(20) CONVCK

Convergence is checked lor each component.

(21) PIPEED

Variables in fluid components are printed.

(22) FBEDIT

Variables in FB models arc printed.

(23) PIPEPL

Transient values of variables in fluid components arc output for plotting.

(24) PIPEIP

The subroutine SETGVO is called to set the old value of the g-vector—terms including time derivatives in

basic equations—which is needed localculate Jacobians. If VAL VEs are used. VALCON is called toobtain

the degree of opening and the flow area of the VALVE by interpolation of the input table. ECFMLS is called

to set form loss data according to the flow direction. The form loss for E/C section is calculated in the

subroutine ECLOSS. The correlation parameters are obtained by calling CORSET. XV vector is set by using

X vector. UK and « in the subroutine SETXV. If the FB model is used and the FB is defined as the break,

SETFBO is called to set the old value which is needed to calculate Jacobians. If the FB model is used and

the critical flow is defined at the FB. the critical velocity is set by the subroutine FBCHOK. If the FB model

is used. FBBND is called to obtain the lime dependent boundary values by interpolation of the input table.

(25) PFSETV

The pressure difference and the energy which are actually used in fluid calculation are calculated from the

pump head, speed and torque.

(26) PIPEPP

If the FB model is used and the FB is defined as the break, FBBND is called toobtain the new value of mixture

velocity. CHECKX is called to check whether or not the void fraction is in the range between zero and unity.

Finally, the inventory and accumulation of mass and energy are calculated by the subroutine INTEGT.

(27) PIPEKI

For evaluating the correlations implicitly, the correlation parameters are calculated by using the subroutine

CORSET, (this subroutine is not used at present)

(28) STATAV

The minimum ratio of the new average value of variable change to the old one is obtained.

(29) SINGLE

(this subroutine is nol used at present)
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A1.2 BOUNDARY COMPONENT

The BOUNDARY components define the boundary conditions of the PIPE components.

left

BOUNDARY

(left) (right)

PIPE

right

BOUNDARY

There arc two types of BOUNDARY components: lefl-BOUNDAR Y and right-BOUNDARY components.

The left-BOUNDARY component can be connected to the left side of the PIPE component, and the right-

BOUNDARY component can he connected to the right side of the PIPE component. The left-BOUNDARY is

usually used as an inflow boundary, while the right-BOUNDAR Y as an outflow boundary. Two types of boundary

conditions can be supplied by BOUNDARY components: one is to fix all basic variables, the other is to calculate

velocities and II x other variables. The input values of basic variables in the BOUNDARY componentscan be time

dependent and are obtained by interpolation. All the combination of (IV, I VD.2V) and (IT, 1.5T.2T) can also be

calculated in this component. The FB model, heal slabs and PUMPs cannot be used in the BOUNDARY

components, but the VALVE can be used at the cell edge of the left-BOUNDARY component.

A1.2.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to BOUNDARY components arc shown below.

A1.2.1.1 INPUT SECTION

BNCHXH PAOE(K)

PIPEIN - INGEOM

INITVL
BNDIN
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A1.2.1.2 CALCULATION SECTION

BN DOCO- MO VHST

BUDOXV

BNDOPO

BUNOPI

PIPEIZ —

PIPEIL

PI PEST

PIPEMR

PIPER M

PIPEMK

CNVTJB

BNDOFE

PIPEBS

CONVCK

PIPEED

PIPEPL

PIPEIP

CHOKEM

BNDOST

PIPEKI

BDSNGL

PI PEST

FBST

A1.2.2 FUNCTIONS

A1.2.2.1 INPUT SECTION

1I) BNDOOI

The integer data such as some Hags are read from the input deck. Using them, the address and the size of

integer type array IAR. real type array RAR. character type array CAR and work area are calculated. The

subroutine PAGE(X) is called so as to print the problem title and the date. PIPEIN is then called, geometric

data and the initial values of the basic variables are read. Further if time dependent boundary conditions arc

used. BNDIN is called to read Ihc time lable for the boundary condition. Finally, calculated address is stored

in the array IAR.

(2) PAGE(H)

(see the description of PIPE component)

(3) PIPEIN

(see the description of PIPE component)

(4) INGEOM

(see Ihc description of PIPE component)
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(5) INITVL

(sec the description of PIPE component)

(6) BNDIN

The time table of boundary conditions arc read and printed.

A1.2.2.2 CALCULATION SECTION

(1) BNDOOO

The address and the important flags arc retrieved from the array IAR. and then, all the subroutines needed

for calculation arc called according lo (he value of JOCODE.

(2) MOVEST

(see the description of PIPE component)

(3) BNDOXV

When the component is the right-BOUNDAR Y in which velocities urc calculated, the calculated velocities

in the external terminals arc substituted into the internal terminals.

(4) BNDOPO

This is an entry name in the subroutine PIPEPO. Initialization for plotting is performed: size of components

arc printed.

(5) BNDOPI

This is an entry name in the subroutine PIPEPI. Initialization for plotting is performed: tag lists arc printed.

(6) PIPEIZ

(sec the description of PIPE component)

(7) PIPEST

(sec the description of PIPE componcni)

(8) FBST

(sec the description of PIPE component)

(9) P1PEIL

(sec the description of PIPE component)

(10) PIPEMR

(see the description of PIPE component)

(11) PIPERM

(sec the description of PIPE componcni)

(12) PIPEMK

(see ihe description of PIPE component)
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(13) CNVTJB

(see the description of PIPE component)

(14) BNDOFE

The Jacobian matrix is modified according to whether the velocities arc calculated or not, then forward

elimination is performed and the matrix, which is multiplied to the terminal vector, is calculated.

(15) PIPEBS

(see the description of PIPE component)

(16) CONVCK

(see the description of PIPE component)

(17) PIPEED

(see the description of PIPE component)

(18) PIPEPL

(see the description of PIPE component)

(19) P1PEIP

(sec the description of PIPE component)

(20) CHOKEM

The critical flow velocity is calculated.

(21) BUNDOST

The boundary conditions at the new time level are calculated when the time dependent boundary conditions

arc used.

(22) PIPEKI

(see the description of PIPE component)

(23) BDSNGL

(this subroutine is not used at present)

A1.3 HEAT CONDUCTOR

The HEAT CONDUCTOR componcni simulates one-dimensional heat conduction in the wall of PIPE

components. Cylindrical type or flat plate type heal slabs can be selected.

I 2

left
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Different materials can be used in each mesh of Ihe heal slab. When Ihe heat slab has NODE mesh cells, the

I'irsi mesh side is called Ihe left side anil the NODE-lh mesh side ihe righl side. The PIPE components can be

connected to both sides. Several heal slabs can be used in one mesh cell of the PIPE component. Some

churuclcristics iiml remarks tire noted below.

1I) boundary conditions

The following 5 types of boundary conditions can be applied.

(a) implicit coupling between ihe heat slub and fluid

(b) explicit coupling between the heal slab and fluid

(c) fixed temperature

(tl) adiabatic

(e) heal transfer coefficients and bulk lemperaiures

(2) time dependent values

Ihe following values arc defined as the lime dependent values.

(a) power (heat source) being defined in each heat slab

(b) bulk temperature

(c) heal transfer coefficients at boundaries

(d) boundary temperature

(3) power fractions

Two types of power fractions are used.

(a) total power of one heal slab

Following two values are used to define the total power of one heal slab:

POWER(J) : power

FRAO2.I.J) : table for (lime versus power fraction)

The power fraction (FR AC) is obtained by interpolating the table of FRAC(2.I.J I. and the tolal power

is given as POWER(J)*FRAC.

(b) distribution of tolal power to each mesh

The tolal power of one hear slab is distributed to each mesh of the heat slab according to the fraction

FPWR(K):

hRWRtKlxVOLUMMO
1IPWR<L ix\ OLVMEiL)

which is the power fraction of K-th mesh in the heal slab.

(4) definition of ihe fluid cell to which Ihe heat slab is connected

Two variables are used to define the connection between the heat slab and the fluid cell. I HTM is the number

given lo the fluid cell, ami JHTM to Ihe boundary of heal slab. The heat slab boundary and the fluid cell arc

connected if I HTM and JHTM are the same values.

(a) IHTM
It is defined in ihe geometric data of PIPE component. It is used as IAR(J.NOHTM) in the program,

where J is ihe cell number of the PIPE component, li must he a positive integer. The value of IHTM

is not necessary1 to be ihe same as the cell number of the PIPE component.
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(h) JHTM

ll is used as IHTBND) 1.1 NODE.ISIDE. LHEAT) in Ihe program. It is input when the houndury of heal

slab is implicitly orexplieitly coupled to the fluklccll. ll must be a positive integer. The value of JHTM

is not necessary lo be Ihe same as the cell number of the PIPE component.

A1.3.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to HEAT CONDUCTOR components are shown below.

A1.3.1.1 INPUT SECTION

HTIN(K) HTINPW

HTINBI

HTINB2

HTINOI HTIN02

HTIN(M

HTIN04

HTPWBD

A1.3.1.2 CALCULATION SECTION

HTCL(X)- HTBDST

HTCLOI - HTPLGI

HTPLTI

HTIZOI

HTSTOI

HTRDOI

HTBDOI

HTM Ed I

HTSBOI

HTEDIT

HTPLDI

A1.3.2 FUNCTIONS

A1.3.2.1 INPUT SECTION

1I) HTIN(H)

Some Hags, array numbers and dimensions related lo all heat slabs arc read from Ihe inpul deck. The address

of variables is calculated. The subroutine HTINPW is called to read power curve tables. HTINBI to read

hulk temperature tables and HTINB2 to read heal transfer coefficient tables. The variables in each heat slab

are read and the address is calculated by calling HTINOI. Finalty. HTPWB is called lo read boundary

conditions.

(2) HTINPW

The power curve tables arc read.
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(3) HTINB1

The bulk temperature tables are read.

(4) HTINB2

The heat transfer coefficients tables are read.

(5) HTINOI

The heat slab name (HNAME). the geometric flag (ICYL) and (he number of mesh (NODE) are read. The

address for JSLAB-th heal slab is then calculated. The subroutine HTIN02, HTIN03 and HTIN04 are called

to read geometric data, initial temperatures, and power fraction tables, respectively. Finally, some parts of

the array IHTBND and HTBND are set.

(6) HTIN02

The volume of the heat slab (TOTVOL), the distance between the PIPE center and each mesh edge (XR) and

the identification number of the mesh material (MAT)are read, and then some values related lo geometry

are calculated to be stored in the array.

(7) HTIN03

The initial temperatures at mesh-cell edges are read and arc checked whether or not they are within the

temperature range of material properties' table,

(8) HTIN04

The power fractions (FPWR) are read, and then they are multiplied by the mesh cell volumes and are

normalized.

(9) HTPWBD

Some values related to boundary conditions are read.

A1.3.2.2 CALCULATION SECTION

(1) HTCLOO

If JHCODE, which is equivalent to JOCODE in this subroutine, is+l or -1. the total power at time TIMEN

is calculated by interpolating the table. The subroutine HTBDST is called to determine the boundary

conditions according to the boundary type of each heal slab. Heat conduction calculations in each heat slab

are performed by calling the subroutine HTCLOI.

(2) HTBDST

The bulk temperatures and heat transfer coefficients are obtained by interpolating the table data or by using

the fluid conditions, and then they are arranged into the array HTBND. If the boundary temperatures are

to be fixed, the wall temperatures ( 7" ) are obtained by interpolating the bulk temperature tables.

(3) HTCLOI

The address and flags are retrieved from the array IR. and then subroutines arc called according lo JHCODE

to perform the calculation related lo one hear slab.

(4) HTPLGI

Initialization for plotting is performed: geometric data arc printed.
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(51 HTPLTI

Initialization for plotting is performed: tag lists are printed.

(6) HT1Z01

The power in each mesh is calculated and the boundary temperatures, heal transfer coeffieients and bulk

icniperutures are set into the appropriate variables.

(7) HTSTOI

ITJHCODE is not equal to 10. (he power in each mesh is calculated, and heal transfer coefficients und bulk

temperatures arc set into the appropriate variables. The boundary temperatures are set into the array

HTBND.

(8) HTRDOI

The coefficients of hcut conduction equations are calculated by calling the subroutine MTPROP, and

forward elimination is performed by MTSLOF.

(9) HTBDOI

The source terms in heat conduction equations arc calculated. The material properties arc then calculated

by calling the subroutine MTPROP. and (he coefficient of boundary temperatures and bulk temperatures arc

obtained to complete the heal conduction equations at the left and right boundaries.

(10) HTMEOI

The coefficients in heat conduction equations at the boundary are calculated according to the three cases:

the implicit coupling, the fixed boundary temperatures and others, and they arc set into the array CWL.

(11) HTSB01

Backward substitution is performed, and new values arc then subslituted into the old variables.

(12) HTED1T

If IDBG is not equal to zero, the variables arc printed.

(13) HTPLDI

The lime dependent data are printed for plotting.

A1.4 FILL-BREAK MODEL

The FILL-BREAK (FB) model simulates the inflow and the outflow through the side walls of the the PIPE

components. The FB model can be used in the PIPE component except for the first and the last mesh cells. It is

used only in 2V model. There are two types of FB models: one is to fix all the flow variables (FILL) and the other

is to calculate velocities (BREAK). The variables can be time dependent by interpolating the input tables. The

critical Mow model can be applied. The angle between the main PIPE and the FB is arbitrarily selected, and the

location of the FB is chosen to be at the lop, at the side or at the bottom of PIPE component.

A1.4.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to FILL-BREAK model are shown below.
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A1.4.1.1 INPUT SECTION

PIPEOI — FBGEOM

— PBINVL

— FBI) DIN

A1.4.1.2 CALCULATION SECTION

PIPEIZ —

MAKEJB -

P1PE0O —

PIPEIP —

PIPEPP

- FBST

- SOURCE

- FBEDIT

- SETFBO

- FBCHOK

- FBBND

- FBBND

SETYV

SETYV

SETYV

A1.4.2 FUNCTIONS

A1.4.2.1 INPUT SECTION

1I) FBGEOM

The geometric data arc read from the input deck and arc printed.

(2) FBINVL

The initial conditions arc read from the inpul deck and arc printed.

(3) FBBD1N

The time dependent boundary conditions are read from the input deck and arc printed.

A1.4.2.2 CALCULATION SECTION

1I) FBST

Some variables related to the steam table are calculated by using the subroutines IN ITU). INITLI and

INITL2. YV vector is then obtained from Y vector by calling the subroutine SETYV.

(2) SETYV

YV vector is calculated from the array DD3 and Y vector.

(3) SOURCE

The source terms and their derivatives are calculated.

(4) FBEDIT

The variables arc printed.

(5) SETFBO

The old values of variables are set for Jacohian calculations.
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(6) FBCHOK

The critical velocities are set.

(7) FBBND

If the Hag IIORP is other than unity, the time dependent boundary values arc obtained by interpolating Ihc

tables. When the Hag is unity, ihc mixture velocity is set to new value.

A1.5 VALVE MODEL

The VALVE model simulates the valves in thermal-hydraulic systems. The VALVEs can be located at cell

edges in the PIPE component oral the left-BOUNDARY component. The How area is controlled by the VALVE.

Two types of VALVEs can be used:

1I) normal valve

The flow area of the VALVE is time dependent and given by the input table data.

(2) check valve

The How area of the VALVE is determined from the pressure difference between both sides of the VALVE.

In the input stage, the tlow area of the VALVE is defined us % of Ihc full opening area for normal valves,

while values between zero lo unity arc uses for check valve:-.

A1.S.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to VALVE models are shown below.

A1.5.1.1 INPUT SECTION

SLPOOI 1 SLPXOR INVALV

' SLPXOI INVALV

A1.5.1.2 CALCULATION SECTION

PIPEOO 1 PIPEIZ

PIPEMK JACOBV

PIPEED VALEDT

PIPEIP VALCON

A1.5.2 FUNCTIONS

A1.5.2.1 INPUT SECTION

(I) INVALV

Some input dala are read from the input deck.
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A1.5.2.2 CALCULATION SECTION

(1) P1PEIZ

The array CC2(J, N2AR2) and CC2(J.N2VOPN) are initialized.

(2) PIPEMK

The procedure, which is needed lor the Jacohian matrix when the VALVE is closed, is performed by calling

the subroutine JACOBV. The portion of the matrix SMTOX related to velocities arc ihcn set equal to zero

so that this procedure is not affected by external terminals.

(3) JACOBV

If the flow area of the VALVE is smaller than EPSVAL. Ihe diagonal elements for velocities in the Jacobian

matrix are sol to unity and the constant part of equations for Newton method (F) i.s set equal lo the negative

value of X vector (F=-X) so that ihe velocities are converged to zero.

14) VALEDT

The condition of VALVE i.s printed.

(5) VALCON

The How area is calculated by interpolating the VALTBL table.

A1.6 PUMP COMPONENT

The PUMP component simulates the centrifugal pump. It produces the pressure difference due to the pump

head and the energy dissipation due to the pump torque. The PUMPs can be located al cell edges in Ihc PIPE

component, and Ihc direction of Ihc PUMP component must coincide with that of the PIPE component.

A1.6.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to PUMP component are shown below.

A1.6.1.1 INPUT SECTION

SLPXOI 1 PUMPIN

I TRH'IN

A1.6.1.2 CALCULATION SECTION

SLPXOO —
PUMPLO PUMPLI

PUMPIL PUMPS 1 TRIP

' PUMP

PUMPPR PUMPOP

PUMPPL PUMPLT PUMPL2

PUMPMR

PUMPCL PUMPS 1 TRIP

I PUMP

PUMPRM
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A1.6.2 FUNCTIONS

A1.6.2.1 INPUT SECTION

(1) PUMPIN

Input dutu except lor the trip dulu are read from (he input deck, und the necessary urruy and address arc

pro pared.

(2) TRIPIN

TR1PIN is I he entry name in the subroutine TRIP, the trip data are read.

A1.6.2.2 CALCULATION SECTION

1I) PUMPLO

The component name is stored in the variable PNAME. and the subroutine PUMPLI. which is used to print

the component name and the tag list I'or plotting, is called.

(2) PUMPLI

The component name and the tag list arc printed out for plotting.

(3) PUMPIL

This is one of the entry names in the subroutine PUMPIN. The subroutine PUMPS iscallcd lor initialization.

(4) PUMPS

When the flag START is "TRUE", initialization is performed. When the flag START is "FALSE", the pump

head and the pump torque arc determined by interpolating the homologous curve tables, and then the pump

speed is obtained by interpolating the pump speed table or by integrating the momentum equations.

(51 TRIP

The trip condition — "on" or 'o f f — is determined by interpolating the trip signal tables.

(6) PUMP

The type of homologous curve is determined according to the pump condition, and the pump head and the

pump torque are obtained by interpolating the homologous curve tables.

(7) PUMPPR

This is one of the entry names of the subroutine PUMPIN. NSTEP. TIME and DT are printed, and the

subroutine PUMPOP is called.

(8) PUMPOP

The calculated pump head, pump speed and pump torque are printed.

(9) PUMPPL

This is one of the entry names of the subroutine PUMPIN. The subroutine PUMPLT is called.

(10) PUMPLT

The component name is created for plotting, and the subroutine PUMPL2 is called.
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(11) PUMPL2

The component name and the values ol' variables are printed lor plotting.

(12) PUMPMR

This is one of the entry names of the subroutine IUIMPIN. The pump speeil at (n) step is stored in the array

(13) PUMPC'I.

This is one of the entry names of the subroutine PUMI'IN. The subroutine PUMPS is called.

(M) PUMPKM

This is one of the entry names of the ..ubrouline PUMPIN. The pump speed is retrieved from the array

AtLOMEGX+NOP-1) to A(LOMEGA+NOP-1).

A1.7 CORSET

The correlations, which appear in the constitutive relatr vns. are calculated in the subroutine CORSET and

in its lower routines. The calculated values are stored in the array C'C'4.

A1.7.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to CORSKT are shown below.

CORSET CREDIT
CRSTAT

CRGEOM

CRENCi

CR2V

CRIV
CR2T
CRIT

CR2TW

CRSAVE

A1.7.2 FUNCTIONS

1I) CORSET

The calling sequence of the subroutines are controlled.

(2) CREDIT

When the flag I PR I NT is greater than zero, the following variables are printed for debugging.

(a) values of basic variables.

(b) values related to the steam table.

(c) intermediate variables used to calculate correlations.

(d) calculated correlations.
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(3) CRSTAT

State variables are prepared. If IPRINT is greater than zero, they are printed by calling the subroutine

CREDIT. The slate variables are

(a) basic dependent variables.

(b) values related to the sieam table,

(temperature, density)

(c) Hug ICHHV, which indicates whether the PIPE component is vertically or horizontally oriented,

(tl) relative velocity.

(e) values related to the How regime map.

(cnlruinmcnt. volume fraction)

(0 mixture velocity, mass velocity.

(4) CRGEOM

Geometric data and material properties arc prepared. If IPRINT is greater than zero, they arc printed by

calling the subroutine CREDIT. The geometric data and the material properties arc

(a) diameter, cross-sectional area, cell length, cell height.

(b) specific heal, viscosity, heat conductivity, surface tension, compressibility, expansion coefficient.

(c) various hydraulic diameters.

(d) angle between the How axis and the edges of interlace.

(e) form loss data.

(51 CRENG

Engineering data are prepared. If IPRINT is greater than zero, they arc primed by culling the subroutine

CREDIT. The engineering data arc

(a) Prandtl number.

(b) various Reynolds numbers.

(6) CR2V

This subroutine is called when METV is 2. that is. when 2V model is used. The wall area, the interfacial

area, the wall friction factor, the interface friction factor and the added mass coefficients are calculated in

this order.

(7) CRIV

This subroutine is called when METV is zero or unity, that is, when IV or IVD model is used. The wall

area, the wall friction factor for the mixture and the two-phase multiplier are calculated in this order.

(8) CR2T

This subroutine is called when METT is 2. that is, when 2T model is used. The wall area and wall friction

factor for heat conduction calculation and the interfacial heat transfer coefficient are calculated in this order.

(9) CRIT

This subroutine is called when METT is zero or unity, that is. when (Tor 1.5T model is used. The wall area

for heat conduction calculation is calculated.
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(l()| CR2TW

This subroutine is called when the heat slab is used. Various wall heat transfer coefficients are calculated,

'flic wall area Cor each heal slab is also calculated.

( I l l CRSAVK

The wall area, the wall friction factors without form loss, the wall friction factors for IV or IVI) models.

iniciTaciul area, the intcrl'achl I'riclion factors, the added mass cwMicieiils. ihe mass transfer rule for suhcnol

boiling, the intcrfaciul heut transfer coefficients and the wall friction factors with form loss arc stored in the

array C'C'4 in this order.

A1.8 RELATIVE VELOCITY

The relative velocity used in IVD model is calculated in the subroutine CRUR and in its lower routines.

A1.8.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to Ihe relative velocity are shown below.

C'RSTAT — CRUR VFLPLU —i VFLMAP

I DRIFT

A1.8.2 FUNCTIONS

1I) CRUR

The relative velocity RELV is calculated by calling the subroutine VFLPLU and is stored in the array

CC4(J.N4REV).
(2) VFLi'LU

The How regime is determined according to the llag IFLOW. If IFLOW is zero or unity, the flow regime

is determined from the modified Bennet How regime map by calling VFLMAP. The relative velocity is then

calculated by calling DRIFT according to the How regime.

O) VFLMAP

The flow regime is determined using the modified Beimel How regime map.

(4) DRIFT

The drill velocity ortw is calculated according to Ihe How regime.
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A1.9 SINGLE PHASE TREATMENT

A1.9.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to the single phase treatment are shown below.

INITVL

STEAMO

STEAM I

MAKEJB 1 ALPFAC

AIMAKE

SETFJ

SETFJ3

A1.9.2 FUNCTIONS

(1) INITVL

The void traction read from the input deck is reset to ALPMIN when it is smaller than ALPMIN. and to

ALPMAX when it is greater than ALPMAX.

(2) STEAMO

II'HM is smaller than HLS or KM is larger than RHLS. XQ is reset lo XQSMIN. II'HM is larger than HLS

or RM is smaller than RHGS. XQ is reset lo XQSMAX. XQSMIN and XQSMAX are determined from

ALPMIN and ALPMAX, respectively.

(3) STEAMI

When XQ is smaller than zero. XQ is reset to /.era. and when XQ is larger than unity, XQ is reset lo unity.

(4) MAKEJB

Two Jacobian matrices are combined into one matrix: one is the Jacobian matrix for the time derivatives

in the basic equations, and the other is the Jacobian matrix for other terms than time derivatives calculated

in the subroutine SETFJ and SETFJ3.

(5) ALPFAC

Some variables used for the single phase treatment are calculated: xja), sfa), .ii fa), sja), r fa), r/a), and

i fa). Their derivatives with respeel to the void fraction are also calculated.

(6) AIMAKE

Modified inlcrfacial area is calculated.

(7) SETFJ

The Jacobian matrices, which arc not related lo time derivatives, arc calculated for the mass and energy

equations.

(8) SETFJ3

The Jacobian matrices, which are not related to time derivatives, are calculated for the momentum equations.
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A1.10 CRITICAL FLOW MODEL

A1.10.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to the critical How model arc shown below.

BNtXKX) CHOKEM 1 HEM POLAT2

I SETXV

PIPEIP FBCHOK HEM POLAT2

A1.10.2 FUNCTIONS

1I) CHOKEM

The critical velocity is obtained using mass velocity G, and then it is stored in the array CCI and X vector.

The critical velocity is also stored in XV vector by calling the subroutine SETXV.

(2) SETXV

The basic variables in the array CC3 and CCI and in X vector arc set into XV vector.

(.1) FBCHOK

The critical velocity is obtained using muss velocity G. and then it is stored in YV vector.

(4) HEM

The mass velocity G is obtained by interpolating ihc HEM lablc according to the pressure and the enthalpy.

<5) POLAT2

Some values are taken every IX and IY step from the array X and Y. and then the interpolated value i.s

calculated.

A1.11 FORM LOSS MODEL

Two types or form loss arc prepared: one is (o give the form loss coefficients by the input and Ihc other i.s

to calculate Ihc coefficients due to the varialion of flow area. The form loss coefficients defined by the input are

CC2( I .N2FLSG). CC2( 1 .N2FLSL) and CC2( I .N2FLSM) for the gas, liquid and mixture, respectively. The form

loss coefficients calculated are CC2( I .N2FECG), CC2( I .N2FECL) and CC2( I ,N2FECM) for the gas. liquid and

mixture, respectively. These coefficients are combined wilh wall friction factors in the subroutine CORSET.

A1.11.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to the form loss model arc shown below.

SLPXOI INFMLS

PIPEIP 1 ECFMLS

F.CLOSS 1 ECDEPS ECEPSC

ECDALF
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A1.11.2 FUNCTIONS

(1) INFMLS

The form loss data set is read IDF times from the input deck.

(2) ECFMLS

The form loss data are selected duo lo Ihe How direction.

(3) ECLOSS

The form loss is calculated according to the variation of flow area.

(4) ECDEPS

The variables f and e are calculated.

(5) ECEPSC

The variables ev and £h arc calculated.

(6) ECDALF

The void fraction and ihe holdup at (J+1/2) junction arc calculated.

A1.12 STEAM TABLE

A1.12.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to Ihe steam table are shown below.

PIPEST INITLO

INITLI

INITL2

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

STEAMO

STMSAT

STEAM I

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

STEAM2

STEAMO

STEAM 1

STEAM2

SETXV
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BNDOST POLATE

INITLO -

INITLI

INITL2

FAIL

SETXV

— STMSAT

— STMGAS

— STMLIQ

— STEAMO

STMSAT

STEAM I

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

STEAM2

FBBND POLATE

INITLO

INITLI

INITL2

FAIL

SETYV

— STMSAT

— STMGAS

— STMLIQ

— STEAMO

STMSAT

STEAM I

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

STEAM2

FBST INITLO

INITL2

SETYV

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

STEAMO

INITLI -] STMSAT

' STEAM I

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

STEAM2
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STEAMO STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

SIGMA

VISCL -

— VISCV

— THCV

— THCL

POLY

POLY

POLY

POLY

STEAM1

STEAM2

STMSAT

STMGAS

STMLIQ

SIGMA

VISCL —

VISCV —

THCV —

THCL —

STMGAS

STMIDG

STMLIQ

STMIDL

STMSAT

SIGMA

VISCL —

VISCV —

THCV —

THCL —

POLY
POLY
POLY
POLY

POLY
POLY
POLY
POLY

SLP001 STMOOO

A1.12.2 FUNCTIONS

1I) STMOOO

The steam table data arc read and stored into the common array STMDIM and STMDAT.

(2) STMSAT

The saturation enthalpies and Iheir derivatives are calculated. The region in the steam table, where the given

pressure is located, is determined Tor steam. The enthalpy ht and its derivative are obtained by the spline

function. The region in the steam table is alsc determined for water, and then /;, and its derivative are ob-

tained.

(3) STMGAS

The region in the steam table, where the given pressure is located, is determined for single phase vapour. The

region in the steam table, where the given enthalpy is located, is also determined for single phase vapour.

The temperature T and its derivative are obtained by the spline function. The other properties are also

calculated by the spline functions.
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(4) STMLIQ

The region in the steam table, where the given pressure is located, is determined for single phase water. The

region in the steam table, where the given enthalpy is located, is also determined for single phu.sc water. The

temperature'/', and its derivative are obtained by the spline function. The other properties are also calculated

by the spline functions,

(5) STliAMO

The variables related to II' model are calculated using the steam table, and stored in the array CC3. This

subroutine consists of two parts: one is based on the basic variables /> and /),„. the other is based on p and

Pm.

(ft) STEAM I

The variables related to I.5T model arc calculated using the steam table, and stored in the array CC3.

(7) STEAM2

The variables related to 2T model are calculated using the SICMI table and the hypothetical steam table, which

is supplied by users, and stored in the array CC3.

<K> STMIIXi

The variables related to the hypothetical steam table for gas are calculated.

(9) STMIDL

The variables related to the hypothetical steam table for liquid are calculated.

(10) SIGMA

The surface tension is calculated from the saturation temperature.

(11) V1SCL

The viscosity of liquid is calculated from the liquid enthalpy and pressure.

(12) VISCV

The viscosity of gas is calculated from the gas temperature and density.

<IJ| THCV

The thermal conductivity of gas is calculated from the gas temperature and density.

(14) THCL

The thermal conductivity of liquid is calculated from liquid enthalpy.

(15) POLY

The products of coefficients and power of variables are summed up as X ,̂-»J '•

(16) INITLd

The mixture enthalpy is calculated if the input mixturecnlhalpy is negative or zero. The subroutine STEAMO

is then called to set the steam table values. The mixture density is stored in X(2J).
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(I7( INITLI

The saturated mixture enihulpy is calculated il' the input mixture enthalpy is negative or zero. The mixture

enthalpy is stored in X(2J). The subroutine STEAM I is called to set the steam table values.

(IK) INITL2

The enthalpy is calculated il'lhe input enthalpy is negative or zero. The subroutine .STKAM2 is called to set

the steam table values.

A1.13 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

A1.13.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The tree structure of subroutines related to the material properties are shown below.

SLPXOI MTINOO

HTBDOI MTPROP

HTRDOI MTPROP

WALHTC MTPROP

A1.13.2 FUNCTIONS

1I) SLPXOI

The subroutine CCPOOI is called to read component daia. and then MTIN(K) is called to read material

properties.

(2) MTINOO

The material properties data — the density, specific heat, thermal conductivity, emissiviiy — are read and

checked.

(3) MTPROP

The material properties of heat slabs at a certain temperature arc calculated by interpolation or by some

calculations.

(4) HTBDOI

The heat conduction equations are prepared at the left and right boundaries.

(5) HTRDOI

Forward elimination is performed for heal conduction equations.

(6) WALHTC

The heat transfer coefficients for wall arc calculated.
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A1.14 TIME STEP CONTROL

A1.14.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The subroutines related lo the time .step control are .shown below.

SLPX(K) • DTIMOI

DTIM(X)

TIMCNL

CCPOOO PIPEOO STATAV

A1.14.2 FUNCTIONS

(1) DTIMOI

The date for time step control are read from the input deck.

(2) DTIMOO

The entry name of the .subroutine DTIMOI. The maximum time step size at time TIME is selected.

(3) STATAV

The average variation of variables over the last (NM AX-1) time steps is calculated. The variation at the new

time step is also calculated. The minimum ratio (RATE) of the two variations overall variables is obtained.

The array STATE, in which old variables are stored, are updated.

(4) CCPOOO

The minimum of the ratio (RATE) in the component is obtained.

(5) TIMCNL

The average number of convergence in the past (A VN) is obtained. The ratio between the old and new time

step size is calculated using RATE and A VN. and the new lime step size is determined. The array NCOUNT.

in which the number of convergence in the past is stored, is updated.

(6) SLPXOO

The subroutines DTIMOO (entry name of DTIMOI). TIMCNL and CCPOOO( STATAV) are called. The time

step size is shortened if convergence is not accomplished.

A1.15 RESTART

The intermediate data are printed to the dump file every dump lime intervals. The dump file is used as the

input data for the restart calculation.
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A1.15.1 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The functions associated will) (he rcsian calculation are to print the intermediate duta to the dump file and

to read the data from the dump file forthe restart. The subroutines related to the restart calculation are shown below,

SLPfXX) SLPX(X) EDT000

SLPOOI 1 RESTPR

' SLPXOR

A1.15.2 FUNCTIONS

1I) SLPtXX)

The lime independent data needed to the restart calculation are printed to the dump file.

(2) SLPXOO

The time dependent duta needed to the restart calculation arc printed to the dump file every dump time

intervals. When the dump file is printed out, Ihc time and the time steps arc printed on the output list.

(3) EDT(XX>

This is the entry name of ihc subroutine EDTOOI. It is checked whether or not the current time step is the

dump time step.

(4) SLPOOI

The lime independent data in the dump Tile are read for the restart calculation.

(5) RESTPR

The statement indicating the restart calculation is printed on the output list.

(6) SLPXOR

The input data for ihc restart calculation and the time dependent data in the dump file are read.
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APPENDIX 2. USER INFORMATION

A2.1 ARRAY STRUCTURE

The global array is divided into 3 puns: the integer array IAR, the double precision real array RAR and the

character array CAR. The dimension is defined in the MAIN program. The address of the array itself is also stored

in IAR.

A2.1.1 COMMON STRUCTURE

The array structure, which is common to IAR. RAR and CAR, consists of 5 parts.

1. system

2. pump

3. fluid component

4. heat conductor

5. work area

The storage of the system data into the array and the address allocation arc performed by the subroutine

SLPOOI. The total array length except for work area are also calculated by SLPOOI. The subroutine SLPXOI is

called by SLPOOI to obtain the array length for the pump component, fluid component, heat conductor and work

area. SLPXOI calls the input routine for pump, the subroutine CCPOOI and the input routine for heat conductor

in this order, and calculate the length of each array.

The array structure of fluid components arc as follows.

1. first fluid component

2. second fluid component

N. NCOMP-th fluid component

The subroutine CCPOOI is called by SLPXOI to obtain the array length for each fluid component. CCPOOI

calls the input routine for boundary and pipe, and calculate the length of each array.

A2.1.2 GENERAL STRUCTURE

The array structure for the system, pump and each fluid component arc as follows. The array mentioned here

are arranged by the subroutine SLPOOI. PUMPIN. BNDOOI and PIPEOI.

(I) IAR: INTEGER**

a. a region storing the address and the length of 'the region storing the address of single datum and array

data'

b. a region storing the address of single datum -ind array data

c. some integer type array
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(2) RAR: REAL*«

a. some double precision type real array

(3) CAR: CHARACTER*!

a, some character lype array

The structure of 'the region sloring Ihe address of single datum and array data' consists of 7 parts.

1. single datum

2. address for integer type array

3. address for real type array

4. address for character type array

5. address for integer lype array for work area

6. address for real type array for work area

7. address for character lype array for work area

The variables used in address calculation are listed below.

I. length of 'the region sloring the address of single dalum and array data'

LADOP

LAOI

LADR

LADC

LADIW

LADRW

LADCW

number single datum

length of the region storing the address of integer type array data

length of ihc region sloring Ihe address of real type array data

length of Ihe region storing Ihc address of character type array daia

length of the region storing the address of integer type array data for work area

length of the region storing the address of real type array data for work area

length of the region storing the address of character type array data for work area

2. address of 'the region storing the address of single dalum and array data'

NADOP : I + (length of the region sloring the address and length of 'the region sloring the address of

single datum and array dala).

address of the region sloring single datum

NADI : NADOP + LADOP.

address of the region storing Ihc address of integer type array

NADR : NADI + LADI.

address of the region storing the address of real type array

NADC : NADR + LADR.

address of the region sloring Ihc address of character type array

NADIW : NADC + LADC.

address of ihc region storing the addi ess of integer type work area

NADRW : NADIW + LADIW.

address of the region sloring the address of real lype work area

NADCW : NADRW + LADRW.

address of the region storing Ihc address of character type work area
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3. address of integer lype ana>

LMDCN : (NADOP-I) + LADOP +LADI + LADR + LADC +LADIW +LADRW + LADCW.

(LMDCN+1) is the firsi address of integer lype array

* the first address of real type array is unity

* the first address of character type array is unity

* the first address of work area is unity

A2.1.3 HEAT CONDUCTOR

The array structure for the heat conductor is basically the same as tluid components. The single datum is

followed by the array data. The address of array is stored in the region for single datum in the array IAR. The

subroutine SLPXOI calls HTiNOO. and HTINOOculls HTINOl. The subroutine HTINOI calculates the region size

needed for each heal slab. The subroutine HT1N(K) calculates the length of the array which is commonly used for

all heat slabs. The total region for heat conductors is also calculated in HTIN(X).

A2.2 DEFAULT VALUES

Some default values arc used for important Hags and data. The meaning and values arc listed below.

1I) 1SFLAG

Flag for calculation lype. Unity for steady slate calculations, and other values for transient calculations. But

steady state calculations are not possible ui present. The default value is zero, which is set in the subroutine

SLPX(K).

(2) IHTC

Flag for heat transfer cocfficicnl. Interfacial heal transfer coefficient, which arc calculated by using

correlations, are used if IHTC is zero. Other than zero, inlcrfacial heat transfer coefficients arc sci to zero.

When the sicam table indicator IEOS is zero or two. IHTC is set lo zero. If IEOS is other than zero or two.

1HTC is set to unity. IHTC is set in the subroutine SLPOOI.

(3) EPSVAL

Valve flow area for stopping the flow. Default value is 0.0. which is sei in the subroutine SLPOOI.

(4) NSTORE

Maximum number of dala point which arc used lo obtain the average value of variables and iterations for

time step controlling. Default value is 20. which is set in the subroutine SLPOOI.

(5) THETA

Degree of implicitness for heal conductor calculations. Default value is 1.0. which is set in the subroutine

HTCLOI.

(6) IPRINT

Flag for debug priming used in several subroutines. Default value is 0. which is set in the subroutine SLPOOI

for steam table data. Default value is also sci in the subroutines PIPEIL. PIPEIPand PIPEKI for correlations.
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(7) MXV.NMX

Dimension of the local array. MX V is the number of basic variables. NMX is the maximum number of mesh

cells in one component. They are set by parameter statements as MXV=6 and NMX=S2 in the subroutines

MAKEJB. SETFJ and SETFJ3.

(K) MAXINP

Number of calculations for Jacobian. Jacobian is calculated for first MAXINP limes in the iteration of

Newton method. If ihc value smaller than zero is sel in the input deck. MAXINP is set to HXXX) in the

subroutine SLPOOI.

(") DAMPI.DAMP2

Factor for time step si/e. If Ihc iteration of Newton method is not converged. DAMPI is multiplied lo the

time step si/.c for the first and second time, but after the third time, DAMP2 is multiplied. They arc set by

data statement as DAMPI=0.707l(t678l2D0 and DAMP2=O.5DO in the subroutine SLPX(K).

(10) WGHT(6, 3)

Factor for scaling of Jacobian. They arc sel by dala statement as

WGHT/I.0D6. I.0D6. I.0D0, 1.0D0. I .OCX). I .OCX).

I.0D6. I.0D6. I.ODO. I.ODO. I.ODO. I.OCX).

I.ODO. I.0D6. I.0D6. I.0D6. I.ODO. I.ODO / .

in the common variable WF.IGI IT in the BLOCK DATA.

(11) THETI

Upwind degree of virtual mass force term. Default value is 1.0. which is set in the subroutine SETFJ3.

(12) IFAC

Flag for selecting correlations for the drift velocity in bubbly and droplet Hows. Default value is 0. which

is set in Ihc subroutine CRUR.

(13) ISTDYX

Flag used in the subroutine WALHTC. Default value is 0. which is set in the subroutine SLPOOI.

(14) ICHF

Flag used in the subroutine WALHTC. Default value is I. which is set in the subroutine SLPOOI.

(15) ITMIN

Flag used in the subroutine WALHTC. Default value is 0. which is set in the subroutine SLPOOI.

(16) GRAV

Gravitational acceleration. If the value snial ler than 10 "' is set in the input deck. GRAV is set to -9.80665

in (he subroutine SLPOOI.
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(17) ISTDY. MXCNCO. NUMSG. NRSTP

ISTDY is llie flag lor selecting calculation type, zero for transient calculation and unity for steady state

cnlculiiiion. MXCNCO is the maximum number of terminals Ion- -.h component, NUMSG is the number

of steam generators, NRSTP is not used at present. These values are set in the input deck, but they arc reset

to default values in the subroutine SLP001 as ISTDY=(). NXCNCO=2. NUMSG=0 and NRSTP=0.

(IK) ALPO. ALPWI.ALPW2

Parameters for determining the functions for single phase treatment. ALPO is the minimum value o f> . i)

and i\ c,, i) and i\ are ALPO at a = atitw. unity at amn + ALPWI £ a £ auit • ALPW2 and again ALPO at

a = amii. In the region between amm and amH + ALPW I and amlt - ALPW2 and am m, r,. r( and r arc obtained

by linearly interpolating between ALPO and unity. Default va'ije are 0,0.9.0D-5 and 9.0D-5 for ALPO.

ALPW\ and ALPW2. rcspeclivcly. which are set in the subroutine ALPFAC.

(19) EIFR. ElIfG.EIHL

EIFR is the single phase limiting value of imerfacial area for interfacial friction. EIHG is the single phase

limiting value of AIHG. which is the intcrfacial area of gas for interfacial heat transfer. EIHL is the single

phase limiting value of AIHL. which is the intcrfacial area of liquid for intcrfacial heat transfer. Default

values arc I.OD-4. I.OD-7 and I.OD-7 for EIFR. EIHG and EIHL. respectively, which are set in the

subroutine Al MAKE.

(20) NPHM.PHDM

The two-phase multiplier for the pump component is given as the table data: two-phase multiplier versus

void traction. NPHM is the dimension of the table, and PHDM is the table data. In the subroutine PUMPIN.

NPHM is set equal to two. and PHDM is /-1.0.0.0.1.0. ().()/. that is. the two-phase multiplier is always zero.

A2.3 IMPORTANT ARRAY

There arc some important array which are not derned as the variable dimension.

(1) local array in MAKEJ B. SETFJ. SETFJ3

The array MXV and NMX are set by parameter statements. Il is noted that NMX must be larger than the

maximum mesh cell number + 2.

(2) FMLOSS

The array FMLOSS is used for storing the input form loss data. U appeal* as the common block of FMTABL

in the subroutine INFMLS and ECFMLS.

0) VALTBL. IVKONT. IVTYPE. VNAME

The ui ray VALTBL is used for storing the table data for valve. IVKONT is for the table length of VALTBL.

IVTYPE is for the flag for valve (ype and VNA ME is for the valve name. They are defined by the common

VALTAB in the subroutine VALCON. 1NVALV and VALEDT.
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A2.4 STOP NUMBERS

When some errors are detected during ealeuUnions, certain slop numbers arc primed on the output list, and

the calculation is stopped. The meaning of stop numbers is listed below.

1I) "STOP"

There are t woeases in which "STOP" appears without slop numbers. When "STOP" isgencruted by the main

routine, it corresponds lo the normal end of calculations. If it is generated by the subroutine SLPX(X). ii

corresponds to that the errors are detected in the heal conduction calculation routine HTCL(K) when

JHCODE=lor=2.

(2) "STOP2(X>"

"STOP 2<X>" is generated by ihe subroutine SLPX(K) when the Hag lor system debug IDBS is 2.

(3) "STOP 2<MK)"

"STOP 2<MXr is generated by the subroutine BNDOSTor FBBND. In both cases, it means that some errors

are detected in the subroutine INITLO. INITLI or INITI.2 during initialization of the steam table related

variables.

(4) "STOP4(XX>"

"STOP 4(XX)" is gcncraicd by Ihe main routine. Ii corresponds lo ihree cases, one case is lhat the error is

detected in the subroulinc SLPfXH during input and initialization. Other case is lhat the necessary array size

exceeds the size provided by the main routine. And the other case is that the error is delected during the

transient calculations.

(5) "STOPS(XX>"

"STOP 5(XX)" is generated by the subroutine POLATE during spline interpolation, in which Ihe number of

elements lor Ihe interpolation table exceeds I(K).

(6) "STOP ** * * * SPLINE INTERPOLATION ERROR * * * * • "

It is generated by the subroutine POLATE. It corresponds to the error in the lower routine INSPL.

A2.5 JOCODE

The subroulinc CCWXMt performs several procedures according to Ihe value of JOCODE. The meaning of

JOCODE is listed below.

(I» JOCODE = -3

Initialization for plotting: printing the geometric data of fluid components.

(2) JOCODE = -2

Initialization for plotting: printing Ihc tag lists of fluid components.

(3) JOCODE =-I

Initialization: selling of steam table related variables.
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<4l JOCODE=0

If JOCODE is larger than or equal to zero, and is not equal to 10. the following procedure called "procedure

A' is performed. At first, variables are transferred from ihe array for the external terminal to the array for

the fluid component. In the case of PIPE component with the velocity fi xed boundary component at the right

boundary, the boundary velocities are substituted into the right internal terminal of the PIPE component. In

the case of right-BOUNDAR Y component with the velocity calculation option, the calculated velocities are

substituted into the internal terminal of the right-BOUNDARY component. These procedures are

•procedure A".

IfJOCODE is equal to zero, the following procedures are performed after "procedure A'. In the ease of

HEAT CONDUCTOR, the array ITHT or IHT are set by arranging (he heal slab boundaries sequentially,

which are connected to the fluid component.

In the case of PUMP component, the variable IPMBDT (M2USE. NOP) is set to unity corresponding to

actually used PUMP components. Correlation parameters are calculated by the subroutine CORSET. The

initial values for ihe inventory and accumulation of mass and energy are set.

In the case of HEAT CONDUCTOR, some steam table related variables are stored in the array HTBND. In

the case of PUMP, variables transferred from fluid to pump are set in the array PMPBDT.

(5) JOCODE=I

At first, "procedure A' is performed. The values of steam table are set, then XV-veeuir is set by using X-

vccior. In ihe case of HEAT CONDUCTOR, steam table related variables are stored in Ihe array HTBND.

In the case of PUMP, variables transferred from fluid to pump are set in the array PMPBDT.

(6) JOCODE = 2

At first, "procedure A" is performed. The values in the new lime step are then siored in ihe array, which is

used to store the values in the old lime step.

(7) JOCODE = 3

At first, "procedure A' is performed. The values in the old lime step are then siored in the array, which is

used lo store Ihe values in Ihe new time step.

(Kt JOCODE = 4

At first, "procedure A" is performed. The Jacobian is calculated, then it is transformed into the non-2V2T

Jacobian. if necessary. Forward elimination is performed.

(9) JOCODE = 5

At first, "procedure A" is performed. Backward substitution is performed. By calling Ihe subroutine

SETXVM. the array XV. HMIX and QAL for the intermediate values of Newton iteration are set by using

X-vector. Convergence is checked for each component and for a.I the fluid components.

(1(11 JOCODE = 6

At first, "procedure A" is performed. Variables for the fluid component are printed on Ihe output list.

(11) JOCODE = 7

At firsi. 'procedure A" is performed. Time dependent variables for the fluid component are printed for

plotting.
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(12) JOCODE = X

At first, "procedure A' is performed. The old values of g-voclor are set.

In the case of VALVE, the How area is calculated by interpolating the table data. The form loss data are set

according to the (low direction, and the form loss data for E/C arc calculated. Correlation parameters are

set by the subroutine CORSET. XV-vector is set by using X-vector. «( and w,,

In the case of FB used as BREAK, old values are set for Jacobian calculation. Critical velocities arc

calculated, if necessary. Time dependent boundary values are then set.

In the case of PUMP, the pressure difference and the energy arc calculated from the pump head, speed and

torque.

In the case of BOUNDARY, critical velocities and time dependent boundary values at Ihc new time level

are calculated, if necessary.

(13) JOCODE = 9

At first 'procedure A" is performed. In the case of FB used as BREAK, um M is calculated. In Ihc case of PIPE

component, the void fraction is checked whether or not it remains between zero and unity, and then the

inventory and the accumulation of mass and energy arc calculated.

(14) JOCODE= 10

Some necessary values are transferred from the array for the fluid component to the array for internal

terminals. Some necessary values are transferred from the array for internal terminals to the array for

external terminals.

(15) JOCODE= II

At first, 'procedure A' is performed. Parameters for implicit calculation of correlations arc calculated. But

it is not used at present.

(16) JOCODE=I2

Only 'procedure A" is performed.

(17) JOCODE= 13

At first, "procedure A' is performed.

In the case of PIPE component, the minimum value of the ratio is calculated, which is defined as the ratio

of the average variation of the old variables to the variation of Ihc new variables.

(18) JOCODE= 14

It is not used at present.

A2.6 JHCODE

The subrouline HTCL00 performs several procedures according to the value of JHCODE. The meaning of

JHCODE is listed below.

(I) JHCODE = -3

Initialization for plotting: printing the geometric data of HEAT CONDUCTOR.
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(2) JHCODE = -2

Initialisation for plotting: priming the lag lists of HEAT CONDUCTOR.

(3) JHCODE = -1

Initial power is calculated by interpolating the table data, and the boundary values ure obtained according

to the type of coupling between the fluid component and the heal conductor. The power of each mesh cell

is calculated, and boundary temperatures, heal transfer coefficients and bulk temperatures arc set.

(4) JHCODE = I

The power at the next time level is calculated by interpolating the (able data, and I he boundary values are

obtained according to the type of coupling between the fluid component and the heat conductor. The

coefficients for heat conduction equations are calculated, and forward elimination is performed, then the

coefficients at boundaries, which are transferred from the heat conductor to the fluid component, are stored

in the array CWL.

(5) JHCODE = 2

Backward .substitution is performed. The variables at the new time step are stored in the array, which is used

to store the variables at the old time step.

A2.7 NETWORK DATA

Initial allocutions for some network data - locations of boundary variables in the system matrix and

conjunction of components - are described in the following.

A2.7.1 FLUID COMPONENT

The procedure is carried out in the subroutine CCPOOI.

(I) allocation of the number of internal and external terminals, terminal identification number and polarity for

each component.

12) search for the component number from the component name in the network definition data, and distribution

of the junction number in accordance with the component number.

(3) numbering the junctions.

(4) search for the external terminal 'A" to which the internal terminal of the component number ICOMPand the

internal terminal number ICNCO is connected, and determination of the component number which has the

terminal 'A ' and the internal terminal number of 'A ' in the component.

(5) determination of the location of terminal variables in the system matrix and the size of the system matrix.

- procedure (I) -

In the procedure (I). the number of internal and external terminal, the terminal number and the polarity are

defined for each fluid component as
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* leli-BOUNDARY
NCNCT = I

NCNCO = I

NTABJN (K7CNC. I. ICOMP) = I

NTABJN (K7POLE. I. ICOMP) = -I

* righl-BOUNDARY
NCNCT = I

NCNCO = I

NTABJN (K7CNC. I. ICOMP) = I
NTABJN (K7POLE, I. ICOMP) = I

*PIPE

NCNCT = 2

NCNCO = 2

NTABJN (K7CNC. I, ICOMP) = I

NTABJN (K7CNC. 2. ICOMP) = 2

NTABJN (K7POLE. 1. ICOMP) = I

NTABJN (K7POLE. 2, ICOMP) = -1

where the meaning of variables are

NCNCT : Ihe number of internal terminals

NCNCO : the number of external terminals

NTABJN (K7CNC. I. ICOMP) : Ihe terminal number of ICOMP-th component

(left terminal of pipe component)

NTABJN (K7CNC. 2. ICOMP) : the terminal number of ICOMP-th component

(right terminal of pipe component)

NTABJN (K7POLE. I. ICOMP) : the polarity of ICOMP-th component

(left terminal of pipe component)

NTABJN (K7POLE, 2, ICOMP) : the polarity of ICOMP-lh component

(right terminal of pipe component)

Internal terminals arc defined as the boundary cells of the component, while external terminals are the

boundary cells of the neighboring component. The terminal which has a positive polarity must be connected to

that with a negative one.

- procedure (2) -

The junction number, which is an arbitrary but unique number defining a junction between Ihe internal and

external terminals, is given to the variable

NTABJN (K7JUNC. I. ICOMP) (1=1 . NCNCO).

This number corresponds lo the l-th terminal number of ICOMP-th component.
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- procedure(3)-

After numbering all the component junctions, the terminal data of KC-th junction are set in the following

variables:

* common data for both sides of the KC-th junction

NJNTN (K8JUNC. KC) : the junction number

NTABJN (K7JPOS, ICNCO. ICOMP) : the number KC. which is corresponding to the component

number ICONP and the terminal number ICNCO

* data for right side terminal of the KC-th junction (polarity = I)

NJNTN (K8CMPR. KC) : the component number to which the right-side terminal of KC-lh

junction belongs

NJNTN (K8CNCR. KC) : the right-side terminal number of KC-lh junction locked at from the

right-side component

* data for left side terminal of the KC-lh junction (polarity = -1)

NJNTN (K8CMPL, KC) : Ihe component number to which the Icfl-side terminal of KC-th

junction belongs

NJNTN (K8CNCL. KC) : Ihe left-side terminal number of KC-lh junction looked at from the left-

side component

- procedure (4) -

The following variables are to be set:

NTABJN (K7CMPO. ICNCO. ICOMP) : the component number ICOMPX to which the external

terminal 'A' belongs, internal terminal of the component

number ICOMP and terminal number ICNCO are con-

nected to "A"

NTABJN (K7CNCO. ICNCO. ICOMP) : Ihe terminal number of A" looked at from INCOMPX-lh

component

• procedure (5) -

The following variables are to be set:

MXSYSV : Dimension of system matrix when ihere are only fluid

components

NTABJN (K7MPOS. ICNCT. ICOMP) : address of variable in ICNCT-lh lerminal of ICOMP-th

fluid component in the system matrix
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A2.7.2 HEAT CONDUCTOR

The location of following variables relating lo the wull temperature in the system matrix is set by the

subroutines SLPXOI and HFINIT.

(1) SLPXOI

IHTBND(L1MRX. K. 1)

MXSYSV

(2) HFINIT

IHT(L6MRX. L)

address of Tn, which is the temperature of K-ih side (K=l for left and

K=2 for right) of l-th heat slab, in the system matrix

dimension of the system matrix which is composed of fluid compo-

nents and heal conductors

address of Tn, which is the boundary temperature of L-th heat slab

connecting to ICOMP-th component

A2.8 SOLUTION METHOD FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS

Linear algebraic equation systems can be solved by several methods. The following four subroutines are

prepared for solution methods:

1) INVGJ : calculating the inverse matrix of an arbitrary square matrix by the Gauss-Jordan method

2) MTSLO : solving the equations which have tridiagonal coefficient matrix by the LU-decomposition

method

3) MTSLI : solving the equations which have block Iridiagonal coefficient matrix by the LU-

decomposition method

4) MTSLC : solving the equations which have an arbitrary coefficient matrix by the Crout method

( I ) INVGJ

The inverse matrix is calculated.

Nl

N2

N

A(N.N)

NOSEQ(N)

ISW

dummy variable

dummy variable

dimension of matrices and vectors

array for input and output matrices

work area for storage of the order of substitution

error flag: zero for normal end. unity for abnormal end

(2) MTSLO (entry MTSLOF. MTSLOB)

Equations are solved by the LU-dccomposilion method when the coefficient matrix is tridiagonal. The

vector, which is multiplied to the terminal variables, is obtained according lo the KEY value.

KEY= I : LU-dccomposition is performed and equations without terminals are solved.

KEY=2 : LU-dccomposition is performed.

KEY=3 : Equations without terminals arc solved.

The vector, which is multiplied to the terminals, arc obtained, and then the equations with

terminals arc solved.

KEY=I2 : LU-dccomposilion is performed and equations without terminals are solved. The vector.

which is multiplied lo (he terminals, arc calculated.
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KHV= 13 : Equations v, ith lenninals are solved by using the solutions without terminals and the vector.

which is multiplied to the terminals.

KEV= other value : LU-decomposiiion is performed and equations without terminals arc solved. The

vector, which is multiplied to the terminals, are calculated. Equations with terminals

are solved.

N

A ( N )

B IN)

C(N)
D(N)
KEY
ERR

dimension of matrix

element for the lower diagonal part

element for the diagonal part

element for the upper diugonal pan

vector of constant terms

Hag for calculations

Hag for error information

(31 MTSLOF (entry of MTSL(I)

MTSLOF is the entry name of MTSLO. It has the same functions as the subroutine MTSLO except for the

cases KEY=3 and KEY=13.

(4) MTSLOB (entry of MTSLO)

MTSLOB is the entry name of MTSLO. Equations with terminals are solved by using the terminal vector

and the solutions without terminals.

XO : values of left terminal

XN I : values of right terminal

(5) MTSLI (entry MTSI.IF)

Equations are solved by the LU-deeomposilion metluHl when the coefficient matrix is block tridiagonal. The

terminal matrix lor the system matrix is also obtained.

KEY=I : Ll'-dccompositioii is performed.

KF.Y=2 : LLl-decomposition is performed and equations without terminals are solved.

KEY=3 : Backward substitution is performed hy using the matrix, which is obtained by LU-dccompo

sition.

KEY= 11 : L(J-decomposition is performed and coefficient matrices lor backward substitution are

obtained.

KEY=I2 : LU-decomposilion is performed and equations with terminals are solved.

KEY=I3 : Backward substitution is performed by using the matrices, which are given.

N : number of cells

M : dimension of matrix and vector

MMAX : dimension of terminal matrix and terminal vector

NCNCO : number of terminals

A (M. M. Ni : lower diagonal matrix

B ( M . M. N) : diagonal part matrix

C (M. M. N) : upper diagonal matrix

Y ( M . N) : vector of constant terms

MUSE ( I ) : degree of freedom of variables at Ihe left external terminals

MUSE (2) : degree of freedom of variables at Ihe right external terminals
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XLR(MMAX. NCNCO) : terminal vector

ALCR (M. MMAX. NCNCO): terminal matrix

S (M. MM AX. NCNCO. N) : matrix to be multiplied to terminal vector

KEY ' ll;ii; tor calculations

W (MMAX. MMAX) : work area

IW(M) : work area

ERR : flag for error information

(6) MTSL IF (entry of MTSL I)

MTSLIF is the entry name of MTSLI, It has the same 1'iinclions as MIS 1.1. but the names of variables are

di Herein.

(7) MTSLC (entry MTSLCF. MTSLCB)

Equations are solved by the Croul method

KEY=I : LU-decomposition is performed and equations are solved.

KEY=2 : LU-decomposition is performed.

KEY=3 : Backward substitution is performed by using the matrix, which is obtained by LU-deeom-

posiiion.

(X) MTSLCF (entry of MTSLC)

MTSLCF is the entry name of MTSLC. It has the same functions as MTSLC except the case KEY=3.

CO MTSLCB (entry of MTSLC)

MTSLCB is the entry name of MTSLC. It has die same function as the case KEY=3 in MTSLC.

(10) INNRPD

Inner product is calculated using the elements in an arbitrary range of an arbitrary vector, and added to certain

constant.

N

Wl (N)

W2(N)

FROM

TO

START

ANS

dimension of array

vector

vector

starting number for element

ending number for element

additive constant

sum of constant and inner pr> duct

A2.9 COMMON VARIABLES

Common blocks and variables are listed here. Almost all of variables used in MINCS appear in common

blocks.

(I) CCONST

COMMON/CCONST/FRGTYP

FRGTYP : array consists of 5 How types defined by BLOCK DATA. Each of them has 18 characters.
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(2) CORR

COMMON/CORR/A1L. AIG. AIC. AIB. AID. AILH. AIGH. AICH. AIBH. AIDH. AWG. AWL. AWM.
AWGC. AWLC. AWGB. AWLD. AWGH. AWLH. AWMH. AWGCH. AWLCH.
AWGBH. AWLDH. FIL. FIG. FIC. FIB. FID. FWG. FWL. FWM. FWGC. FWLC.
FWGB, FWLD. HTCIL, HTCIG. HTCIGC. HTCI3D. HTCIGB. HTCILC. HTCILB.
HTCILD. HTCWL. HTCWG. HTCNC. HTCWM. PHAI. CVM. RAM. GNCS

AIL
AIG

AIC
AIB

AID
AILH
AIGH

AICH

AIBH

AIDH

AWG
AWL
AWM

AWGC

AWLC

AWGB

AWLD
AWGH

AWLH
AWMH
AWGCH

AWLCH
AWGBH

AWLDH

FIG

FIL

FIC

FIB

FID

FWG

FWL

FWM

FWGC

FWGB

FWLD
HTCIL

HTCIG

HTCIGC

HTCIGD

HTCIGB

iiiierfucial area of liquid for friction

intcrfadal urea of gas for friction

inlcrfaciul area in continuous How for friction

inicrfacial urea in bubbly How lor friction

imcrfacinl area in droplet How for friction

intcrfaciul heut transfer area of liquid

inlerfaciul heat transfer area of gas

intcrfacial heat transfer area in continuous How

intcrfacial heat transfer are in bubbly flow

intcrfacial heat transfer area in droplet How

wall contact area of gas for friction

wall contact area of liquid for friction

wall contact area of mixture for friction

wall contact area of gas in continuous How for friction

wall contact area of liquid in continuous How for friction

wall contact area of gas in bubbly How for friction

wall contact area of liquid in droplet flow for friction

wall heat transfer area of gas

wall heat transfer area of liquid

wall heat transfer area of mixture

wall heat transfer area of gas in continuous How

wall heat transfer area of liquid in continuous flow

wall heat transfer area of gas in bubbly How

wall heat uanslcr area of liquid in droplet flow

inicrfacial friction coefficient of gas

interfacial friction coefficient of liquid

intcrfacial friction coefficient for continuous flow

intcrfacial friction coefficient for bubbly flow

interfacial friction coefficient for droplet flow

wall friction coefficient of gas

wall friction coefficient of liquid

wall friction coefficient of mixture

wall friction coefficient of gas in continuous flow

wall friction coefficient of gas in bubbly flow

wall friction coefficient of liquid in droplet How

intcrfacial heat transfer coefficient of liquid

interfacial heat transfer coefficient of gas

intcrfaciul heat transfer coefficient of gas in continuous flow

intcrfacial heat transfer coefficient of gas in droplet flow

intcrfacial heat transfer coefficient of gas in bubbly flow
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HTCILC

HTCILB

HTCILD

HTCWL

HTCWG

HTCNC

HTCWM

PHAI

CVM

RAM

GNCS

(3) COUNT

intcrfacial heal irunsl'er coefficient of liquid in continuous How

inicrfncial heal transfer coefficient of liquid in bubbly How

interf'acial heat transfer coefficient of liquid in droplet flow

wall heat transfer coefficient of liquid

wall heal transfer coefficient of gas

heat transfer coefficient for subcool boiling

not used at present

two-phase multiplier for wall friction

virtual muss coefficient

parameter in virtual muss force term

phase change rate for subcool boiling

COMMON/COUNT/NSTEPZ. KOUNTZ

NSTEPZ

KOUNTZ

total lime step number

total iteration number

(4) CSLAND

COMMON/CSLAND/CAR (LENCAR)

CAR (LENCAR) : character type global array for all components

(5) ENGNER

COMMON/ENGNER/REW. REWGC. REWGB. REWLC. REWLD. REWM. REIGC. REIGC. REIGB.

REILC. REILD. REIC. REIB. REID. PRIG. PRIL

REW

REWGC

REWGB

REWLC

REWM

REIGC

REIGB

REILC

REILD

REIC

REIB

REID

PRIG

PRIL

not used at present

gas Reynolds number in continuous flow for wall correlation

gas Reynolds number in bubbly flow for wall correlalion

liquid Reynolds number in droplet flow for wall correlation

Reynolds number in IV and IVD model for wall correlation

not used at present

not used at present

not used at present

not used at present

Reynolds number in continuous flow for interface

Reynolds number in bubbly flow for interface

Reynolds number in droplet flow for interface

gas Prandtl number

liquid Prandtl number

(6) ERROR

COMMON/ERROR/NOGO

NOGO : error flag
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(7) FMTABL

COMMON/FMTABL/FMLOSS (10. 6)

FMLOSS (10. ft) : input form loss coefficient

(8) ICONST

COMMON/ICONST/ ICRDBG. NFF. ITRC. IHOR. IHORG. ICHVOL

ICRDBG

NFF

ITRC

IHOR

IHORG

ICHVOL

not used at present

not used at present

not used ut present

not used at present

not used at present

not used at present

<«) IGEOM

COMMON/IGEOM/ICHHV. IDCPHX. IHTNO. ISIDE. KWL. VERT

ICHHV

IDCPHX

IHTNO

ISIDE

KWL

VERT

(10) INDJ3

(lag for pipe, zero for horizontal, unity for vertical

flag for discrete phase, zero for gas. unity for liquid

heat slab number to which IHEATC-lh heat slab boundary belongs, same as

ITHT(L2IHT.IHEATC)
Hag for boundary type of IHEATC-lh heal slab boundary, unity for left, iwo for right, same

as ITHT (L2SDN. IHEATC)

material properly number of ISIDE side boundary mesh in IHTNO-ih heat slab, same as

IHTBND(LIKWL. ISIDE. IHTNO)
indicator for pipe. ".FALSE." for horizontal. '.TRUE.' for vertical

COMMON/INDJ3/J3MAXN. J3TMI. J3TMG. J3TML. J.VTEI. J3TEG. J3TEL. J3IMF. J3OMF. J3IEF.

J3OEF. J3IMFT. J3OMFT. J3DIOF. J3IEFT. J3OEFT. J3DIOE. J3IMAS. J3IENG.

J3RMAS, J3RENG. J3THI. J3THG. J3THL. J3THIT. J3THGT. J3THLT

J3MAXN

J3TMI

J3TMG

J3TML

J3TEI

J3TEG

J3TEL

J3IMF

J3OMF

J3IEF

J3OEF

dimension of array CINV: tola! number of poimcrs in INDJ3 (= 2ft)

pointer indicating (he location of total muss inventory in the array CINV

pointer indicating the location of mass inventory of gas in the array CINV

pointer indicating the location of mass inventory of liquid in the array CINV

pointer indicating the location of total energy inventory in the array CINV

pointer indicating the UKation of energy inventory of gas in the array CINV

pointer indicating the location of energy inventory of liquid in the array CINV

pointer indicating the location of mass How. which comes in from the left boundary of

component, in the array CINV.

pointer indicating the location of mass How. which goes out from the right boundary of

component, in the array CINV

pointer indicating Ihe location of energy flow, which conies in from Ihe left boundary of

component, in the array CINV

pointer indicating the location of energy How. which goes out from the right boundary of

component, in the array CINV
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J3IMFT : pointer indicating the location of integrated mass How. which comes in from the left

boundary of component, in the array CINV

J3OMFT : pointer indicating the location of integrated mass How, which goes out from the right

boundary of component, in the array CINV

J3DIOF : pointer indicating the location of mass accumulation in the array CINV

J31EFT : pointer indicating the location of integrated energy How, which comes in from the left

boundary of component, in the array CINV

J3OEFT : pointer indicating the location of integrated energy How, which goes out from the right

boundary of component, in the array CINV

J3DIOE : pointer indicating the location of energy accumulation in the array CINV

J3IMAS : pointer indicating the location of initial value of loial muss inventory in the array CINV

J3IENG : pointer indicating the location of initial value of total energy inventory in the array CINV

J3RMAS : pointer indicating the location of relative error between total mass inventory and mass

accumulation in the array CINV

J3RENG : pointer indicating the location of relative error between total energy inventory and energy

accumulation in the array CINV

J3THI : pointer indicating the location of total heat flux, which comes in from the wall, in the array

CINV

J3THG : pointer indicating the location of heal flux to gas. which comes in from the wall, in the array

CINV

J3THL : pointer indicating the location of heal (lux to liquid, which comes in from the wall, in the

array CINV

J3THIT : point indicating the location of integrated total heal flux, which comes in from the wall, in

the array CINV

J3THGT : pointer indicating the location of integrated heal flux lo gas. which comes in from the wall.

in the array CINV

J3THLT : point indicating the location of integrated heal flux to liquid, which comes in from the wall.

in the array CINV

( I I ) INDKO

COMMON/INDK0/K0MAXN. KOAl. KOAR. KOAC. KOLI. KOLR. KOLC. KOLIW. KOLRW KOLCW

KOMAXN

KOAI
KOAR

KOAC

KOLI

KOLR

KOLC

KOLIW

KOLRW

KOLCW

first dimension of two-dimensional array NSBTAB: total number of pointers in

INDKO (=9)

pointer indicating the address location of integer type array IAR in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the address location of real type array RAR in the array NSC TAB

pointer indicating the address location of character type array CAR in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of length of integer type array IAR in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of length of real type array RAR in Ihe array NSBTAB

pointer indicating Ihe location of length of character type array CAR in Ihe array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of work area length of integer type array IAR in the array

NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of work area length of real type array RAR in the array

NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of work area length of character type array CAR in ihe array

NSBTAB
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(12) INDK1

COMMON/INDK1/K1MAXN, KITIM. KIEDT. KIVAL. KIFRM. KIPMP. K1SGI.K1HTC. K1CCP.
KIMTB

KIMAXN

KITIM

KIEDT
KIVAL

KIFRM

KIPMP
KISGI

KIHTC
KICCP

KIMTB

(13) INDK2

second dimension of two-dimcnsionul array NSBTAB: total number of pointers in

INDKI<='»

pointer indicating the location of time step control dutu in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the locution of I/O control data in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of valve data in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of form loss data in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of pump data in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of SG component data in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of heal conductor data in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the locution of fluid component duta in the array NSBTAB

pointer indicating the location of physical property table data in the array NSBTAB

COMMON/INDK2/K2MAXN. K2USE. K2CMP. K2TYP, K2MXM. K2MTV. K2MTT. K2MBD. K2NCT.

K2NCO. K2NHT. K2LI. K2LR. K2LC. K2LIT. K2LRT. K2LCT. K2LIW, K2LRW,

K2LCW

K2MAXN : first dimension of two-dimensional array NTABOP: total number of pointers in INDK2 (=

K2USE : not used at present

K2CMP : pointer indicating the location, in which the component number is stored in the array

NTABOP

K2TYP : pointer indicating the location, in which the type of component is stored in the array

NTABOP

K2MXM : pointer indicating the location, in which the number of basic variables MAXDM is stored

in the array NTABOP

K2MTV : pointer indicating the location of Hag. which denotes the velocity model: IV. IVDor2V.

in the array NTABOP

K2MTT : pointer indicating the location of Hag. which denotes the temperature model: J T. 1.5T or

2T. in the array NTABOP

K2MBD : pointer indicating the location of flag, which denotes the velocity condition of BOUNDARY

component, in the array NTABOP

K2NCT : pointer indicating the location, in which the number of internal terminals is stored in the array

NTABOP

K2NCO : pointer indicating the location, in which the number of external terminals is stored in the

array NTABOP

K2NHT : pointer indicating the location, in which the numbc of heat slab boundaries is stored in the

array NTABOP

K2LI : pointer indicating the location, in which the length for one component in the integer type

array IAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

K2LR : pointer indicating the location, in which the length for one component in the real type array

RAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

K2LC : pointer indicating the location, in which the length for one component in the character type

array CAR is stored, in the array NTABOP
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K2LIT

K2LRT

K2LCT

K2LIW

K2LRW

K2LCW

(14) 1NDK3

pointer indicating the locution, in which the length for internal and external terminals of one

component in the integer type array IAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

pointer indicating the location, in which the length for internal and external terminals of one

component in the real type array RAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

pointer indicating the location, in which the length for internal and external terminals of one

component in the character type array CAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

pointer indicating the locution, in which the work area for one component in the integer type

array IAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

pointer indicating the locution, in which the work area for one component in the real type

array RAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

pointer indicating the location, in which the work area for one component in the character

type array CAR is stored, in the array NTABOP

COMMON/INDK3/K3MAXN. K3AI. K3IT. K3IO. K3IHT

K3MAXN

K3AI

K3IT

K3IO

K3IHT

(15) INDK4

first dimension of two-dimensional array NTABI: total number of pointers inINDK3 (=4)

pointer indicating the location of address, which denotes the part used for other than

terminals of one component in the integer type array IAR. in the array NTABI

pointer indicating the location, in which the address of integer type array IART for internal

terminals is stored, in the array NTABI

pointer indicating the locution, in which the address of integer type array IARO for external

terminals is stored, in the array NTABI

pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array IHT for heal conductors is

stored, in the array NTABI

COMMON/INDK4/K4MAXN. K4AR, K4RVT, K4SMTT. K4TVT. K4XT. K4XVT, K4CCIT, K4CC2T,

K4CC3T. K4CC4T, K4RVO. K4SMTO. K4DTVO. K4XO. K4XVO, K4CC1O.

K4CC2O, K4CC3O. K4CC4O

K4MAXN : first dimension of two-dimensional array NTABR: total number of pointers in

INDK4(= 19)

K4AR : pointer indicating the location of address, which denotes the part used for other than

terminals of one component in the real type array RAR. in the array NTABR

K4RVT : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array RVT used to store the solution

of internal terminals without the effect of external terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4SMTT : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of matrix SMTT used for the effect of

external terminals in the solution of internal terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4TVT : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of vector TVT used for the STn effect

in the solution of internal terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4XT : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of vector XT for basic variables in

internal terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4XVT : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of vector XVT for basic variables in

internal terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC1T : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array CCIT for internal terminals is

stored, in the array NTABR
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K4CC2T : pointer indicating the locution, in which the address of array CC2T for geometric data of

internal trminuls is stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC.1T : pointer indicating die location, in which ihc address of array CC3T lor sieam table related

data of internal terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC4T : (winter indicating the location, in which (he address of array CC4T for correlations for

internal terminals, is stored, in the array NTABR

K4RVO : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array R VO for solutions of external

terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4SMTO : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array S MTO used to siure derivatives

of Jacobians of internal terminals hy basic variables of external terminals is stored, in the

array NTABR

K4DTVO : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array DTVO used to store solutions

(SI]) of heat slab boundaries is stored, in the array NTABR

K4XO : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of vector XO for basic variables of

external terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4X VO : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of vector XVO for basic variables of

external terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC1O : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array CCIO for external terminals is

stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC2O : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array CC2O for geometric data of

external terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC3O : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array C O O for steam table related

data of external terminals is stored, in the array NTABR

K4CC4O : pointer indicating the location, in which the address of array CC4O for correlations for

external terminals is stored, in Ihc array NTABR

(I6| INDK5

COMMON/INDK5/K5MAXN. K5AC

K5MAXN

K5AC

(17) INDK6

first dimension of two-dimensional array NTABC: total number of pointers in

INDK5(= I)

pointer indicating the location of address, which denotes the part used for other than ter-

minals of one component in the character type array CAR. in the array NTABR

COMMON/INDK6/KWv1AXN. K6TYP. K6MXM. KhMBD. K6MTV. K6MTT

K6MAXN : first dimension of two-dimensional array NTAB(X): total number of pointers in

INDK6 (= 5)

K6TYP : pointer indicating the location, where the type of component connected to one component

is stored, in the array NTAB(K)

K6MX M : pointer indicating the location, where (lie number of basic variables in I he component

connected to one component is stored, in the array NTABOO

KftMRI) : pointer indicating the location, where the Hag for velocities in the BOUNDARY component

is stored, in the array NTAB(X)

KftMTV : pointer indicating the locution, where the Hag for velocity model - IV. IVD or 2V - of the

component connected to one component is stored, in the array NTAB(K)
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KnMIT : pointer indicating the location, where the Hag for temperature model - IT. 1.5T or 2T - of

the component connected to one component is stored, in the array NTABOO

(IK) INDK7

COMMON/INDK7/K7MAXN. K7MPOS. K7CMPO. K7CNCO. K7JPOS. K7JUNC. K7CNC. K7POLE

K7MAXN : first dimension of three-dimensional array NTABJN: total nuinher of pointers in

INI)K7(=7)

K7MPOS : pointerof the array NTAUJN. NTABJN (K7MP()S.IC>NCT.IC'()MI>)islheaddressofhasic

variahle vector for K'NCT-lh terminal of ICOMP-lh component

K7CMPO : pointer of Ihe array NTABJN. NTAUJN (K7CMPO. ICNCO. ICOMP) is the component

mimher. to which the terminal - connected to l('N('O-th terminal of IC'OMP-th component

- belongs

K7CNCO : pointer of the array NTABJN. NTABJN (K7CNCO. ICNCO. ICOMP) is the external

terminal number of the component connected to IC'NC'()-th terminal of IC'OMP-ih compo

nent

K7JPOS : pointer ol the array NTABJN. NTABJN (K7JPOS. ICNC'O. ICOMP) is the junction number

corresponding to ICNCOlh terminal of ICOMP-th component

K7JUNC : pointer indicating the location, where the allotted junction number by the input is stored, in

the array NTABJN

K7CNC : pointer indicating the location, where the terminal number of the component is stored, in the

array NTABJN

K7PO1.K : pointer indicating the locution, where the polarity of each terminal is stored, in the array

NTABJN

(I " ) INDKK

COMMON/INDKX/KXMAXN. KXJUNC. KKCMPR. KKCNCR. KKCMPL. KKCNCL

KKMAXN

KXJUNC

KKCA.i'U

KKCNCR

KKCMPI.

KXCNCI.

(20) INDK"

first dimension oflwo-dimensional array NJNTN: total number of pointers in INDKX (= 5)

pointer of the array NJNTN. NJNTN (KKJUNC. KC) is the allotted number for KC-th

junction by input

pointer of the array NJNTN. NJNTN (KKCMPR. KC) is the component number, which is

connected to KC-th junction, with the terminal polarity of unity

pointer of the array NJNTN. NJNTN (KKCNCR. KC) is the terminal number, which is

connected to KC-lh junction, in the component with the terminal polarity of unity

pointer of the array NJNTN. NJNTN (KKCMPI.. KC) is the component number, which is

connected to KC-th junction, with Ihe terminal polarity of -1

pointer of the array NJNTN. NJNTN (KXCNCI.. KC) is the terminal number, which is

connected to KC-lh junction, in the component with the terminal polarity of -1

COMMON/INDK"/K"MAXN. K"A1.MI. K9AI.MX. KVC.RV. K»KPVI.

K9MAXN : dimension olCONSTV: total number ol pointers in INDK"(= 4)

K9A1.MI : point::; indicating the location of « in Ihe array CONSTV

K"ALMX : pointer indicating the location of « n i in the array CONSTV

K9GR V : pointer indicating Ihe location of gravitational acceleration in the array CONSTV

K9KPVI. : pointer indicating Ihe location of minimum valve How area in the array CONSTV
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(21) INDLO

COMMON/INDLO/LOMAXN. LOTW. LOAWG, LOAWL. LOHGW. LOHLW. LOHNC. LOTG. LOTL.

LOTGP. LOTLP. LOTGH. LOTLH. LOTBL. L(»HTC. LOAREA

LOMAXN :

LOTW

LOAWG :

LOAWL :

LOHGW :

LOHLW :

LOHNC :

LOTG :

LOTL :

LOTGP

LOTLP :

LOTGH :

LOTLH :

LOTBL

LOHTC :

LOAREA :

first dimension of three-dimensional array HTBND: iota! number of pointers in

INDLO (=15). The array HTBN D is used to exchange variables between heal conductors and

fluid components

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTW. I. J > is the temperature at l-th boundary of

J-th heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOAWG. I. J) is the wall contact area of gas in the

fluid cell connected to the l-lli boundary of J-lh heat slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOAWL. I. J) is the wall contact area of liquid in

the fluid cell connected to the l-th boundary of J-lh heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOHGW. I. J) is the wall heat transfer coefficient

for gas in the fluid cell connected to the l-th boundary of J-lh heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOHLW. I. J) is the wall heat transfer coefficient for

liquid in the fluid cell connected to the I-lh boundary of J-lh heat slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOHLC. I. J) is the heat transfer coefficient for

suhcool boiling in the fluid cell connected lo the I-th boundary of J-th heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTG. I. J) is the gas temperature in the fluid cell

connected to the l-(h boundary of J-th heat slab

pointer ol the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTL. I. J) is the liquid temperature in the fluid cell

connected to the I-lh boundary of J-lh heat slab

pointer ol the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTGP. I. J) is Mjdp in the fluid cell connected lo

the I-lh boundary of J-lh heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTLP. I. J) is iff/dp in the fluid cell connected lo

the I-lh boundary of J-lh heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTGH. I. J) is i)l;/<!// in the fluid cell connected

lo the l-th boundary of J-lh heat slab

pointer ol the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTLH. I. J) is HT/Hh, in the fluid cell connected lo

the I-lh boundary of J-lh heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOTBL. I. J) is the bulk temperature for the l-th

boundary of J-th heat slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTB N D (LOHTC. I. J) is the heal transfer coefficient for the

I-lh boundary of J-th heal slab

pointer of the array HTBND. HTBND (LOAREA. I. J) is the area of the l-th boundary or

J-th heal slab

<22> INDLI

COMMON/1NDLI/LIMAXN. LIMRX. LIKWL. LI TYPE. LICOMP. LINODE. LIFLG. LIFBD

L1MAXN : first dimension of three-dimensional array IHTBND: loial number of pointers in

INDLI <= 7).

LIMRX : pointer olthe array IHTBND. IHTBND (LIMRX. I. J) is the number of total elements of

system matrix up to the wall temperature of l-th boundary of J-th heal slab

LIKWL : pointer of the array IHTBND. IHTBND (LIKWL. I. JI is the material number of l-th

boundary of J-lh heal slab
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LI TYPE

LICOMP

LI NODE

LIFLG

L1FBD

(23) INDL2

pointer of the array IHTBN D. IHTB N D (LIT Y PE. I. J) is the boundary type of l-th boundary

of J-th heat slab

pointer of the array I HTBN D. I HTBN D (LI COM P. I. J) is the component number, to which

the l-th boundary of J-th heat slab is connected, or the table number of bulk temperature used

as the boundary condition

pointer of the array IHTBND. IHTBND (LI NODE. I. J) is the cell number, to which the I-

Ih boundary of J-th heat slab is connected, or the table number of heat transfer coefficient

used us the boundary condition

pointer of the array IHTBND. IHTBND (LIFLG. I. J) is the Hag. which is -I if (here is no

component or cell when the l-th boundary of J-th heat slab is set to he connected to a tluid

component. Otherwise, it is 0.

pointer of the array IHTBND. IHTBND(LIFBD.U)istheflag. which is L7IMB. L7EXB

and L7NOT according to the coupling type, implicit, explicit and other, respectively.

COMMON/INDL2/L2MAXN. L2NDN. L2IHT. L2SDN. L2NIHT. L2FBD

L2MAXN
L2NDN

L2IHT

L2SDN

L2NIHT

L2FBD

(24) INDL3

first dimension of two-dimensional array ITHT: total number of pointers in INDL2 (= 5)

pointer of the array ITHT. ITHT (L2NDN. I) is the fluid cell number, to which l-th boundary

of heat slab is connected

pointer of the array ITHT. ITHT (L2IHT. I) is the heat slab number, to which l-th boundary

belongs

pointer of the array ITHT. ITHT (L2SDN. I) is the flag of l-th boundary: unity for left, two

for right

pointer of the array ITHT. ITHT (L2NIHT. I) is the boundary number: I

pointer of the array ITHT. ITHT (L2FBD. I) is the (lag for coupling: L7IMB for implicit.

L7EXB for explicit

COMMON/INDL.VL3MAXN. L3WL. L3WR. L3TG. L3TL. L3CNST

L3MAXN

L3WL

L3WR

L3TG

L3TL

L3CNST

(25) INDL4

first dimension of three-dimensional array CWL: total number of pointers in INDL3 (= 5).

CWL is the array for system matrix when coupling is implicit

pointer of the array CWL. CWL (L3WL. I. J) is the coefficient for the left boundary

temperature Tnj in the heat conduction equation of l-th boundary of J-th heat slab

pointer of the array CWL. CWL (L3WR. I. J) is the coefficient or the right boundary

temperature fw in the heat conduction equation of l-th boundary of J-th heal slab

pointer of the array CWL. CWL (L3TG. I. J) is the coefficient for the gas temperature T in

the heat conduction equation of I-th boundary of J-th heal slab

pointer of the array CWL. CWL (L3TL. I. J) is the coefficient for the liquid temperature Tt

in the heat conduction equation of l-th boundary of J-th heat slab

pointer of the array CWL. CWL (L3CNST. I. J) is ihe constant term in the heat conduction

equation of l-th boundary of J-lh heat slab

COMMON/INDL4/L4MAXN. L4TG. L4TL

L4MAXN : total number of pointers in INDL4 (= 2) for the array THGL. RVWL. SMTWL and TVWL

L4TG : clement having this pointer is related to ST

L4TL : clement having this pointer is related to STt
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(2ft) INDL5

COMMON/1NDLS/LSMAXN. 1.51MB. LSEXB. LSTB. L5AB. L5TAB

LSMAXN : total number of flags in INDL5 (= 5)

L5IMB : Hag indicating implicit coupling (=-l(H))

L5EXB : Hag indicating explicit coupling (= -10)

L5TB : flag indicating temperature houndary (= -11

1.5AB : Hag indicating adiabalic boundary (= 0)

L5TAB : Hag indicating table data boundary (= I)

(27) INDI.6

COMMON/INDLo/LGMAXN. L6MRX. L6IHT. L6SDN. L6FBD

LdMAXN : first dimension of two-dimensional array IHT: total number of pointers in INDL6 (=4)

L6MRX : pointer of (he array IHT. IHT(L6MRX, I) is the number of total elements of system matrix

up to the wall temperature of l-th boundary

L6IHT : pointer of the array IHT. IHT (L6IHT. I) is the heat slab number, to which I-lh boundary

belongs

L6SDN : pointer of the array IHT. IHT (L6SDN, I) is the (lag of l-th boundary: unity for left, iwo

for right

L6FBD : pointer of the array IHT. IHT(L6FBD, I) is the Hag tor coupling: L7IMB for implicit.

L7EXB for explicit

<2X> INDL7

COMMON/INDL7/L7MAXN. L7IMB. L7EXB, L7NOT

L7MAXN

L7IMB

L7EXB

L7NOT

(29) INDMI

total number of Hags in INDL7 (= .1)

tlag indicating implicit coupling

flag indicating explicit coupling

Hag indicating other boundary condition

COMMON/INDMI/MIMAXN. MIALP. MILJG. MIUL. MIRG. MIRL. M1AR2. M1HED. MITRQ.

MIOMG

MIMAXN : first dimension of two-dimensional array PMPBDT: total number of pointers in

INDMI (=9)

MI ALP : pointer of the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (MI ALP. I) is the void fraction in the cell, whose

edge has I-lh pump

MIIIG : pointer of the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (MIUG, I) is the gas velocity at the cell edge.

which has l-th pump

MIUL : pointer of the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (MIUL. I) is the liquid velocity at the cell edge.

which has l-th pump

MIRG : pointer ol the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT(MIRG.hisihcgasdcnsityatlhcccll.whosccdgc

has l-th pump

MIRL : pointer of the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (MIRL. I) is the liquid density at the cell, whose

edge has l-th pump

MIAR2 : pointer of the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (Ml AR2.1) is the flow area ofcell edge or valve.

which has l-th pump
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MIHED

MITRQ

MIOMG

(30) INDM2

: pointer of the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (MI HED, I) is the hytlnxlynumic head calculated

in the I - ill pump

: noimcrofihe array PMPBDT. PMPBDT(MITRQ. I) is ihe hydrodynamic torque calculated

in Ihe l-lh pump

: pointer ol° the array PMPBDT. PMPBDT (MIOMG. I) is the rotation velocity calculated in

the l-th pump

COMMON/INDM2/M2MAXN. M2ST. M2USE

M2MAXN : first dimension of two-dimensional array IPMBDT: total numher of pointers in

INDM2(=2)

M2ST : not used at present

M2USH : pointer of the array IPMBDT. IPMBDT (M2USE. I) is the Hag indicating whether or not

I-ill pump is used in Ihe fluid component (0: not used. I: used)

(3D INDXO

COMMON/INDX0/N0KWAL. NOMSV. N0IDC.N0ISNG.N0MSVX.N0IDCX.N0IEC.N0IFM.N0IVL.

NOIPM. NOHTM

NOKWAL : pointer of the integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOKWAL) is the total numher

of heal slab boundaries, which are connected lo J-lh cell

NOMSV : pointcrofthc integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOMSV) is the Hag indicating

the massive phase in J-th cell is gas or water (0: gas. I: water)

NOIIX' : pointer of the integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOIDO is the (lag indicating

the discrete phase in J-lh cell is gas or water (0: gas. I: water)

NOISNG : pointer of the integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOISNG) is nol used at present

NOMSVX : poinlerofiheintegerarraylARforeachcomponent: IAR(J.NOMSVX)isnoluscdatpresent

NOIIX'X : pointeroflhe integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOIDCX) is not used at present

NOIliC : pointer of ihe integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. N01EQ is the flag indicating

whether or nol calculated form loss coefficient is used in J-lh cell (0: nol used. I: used)

NOIF'M : pointer of the integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOIFMl is the form loss

coefficient (able numher used in J-lh cell (0: no table is used)

N0IVL : pointer of the integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. N0IVL) is Ihe valve number

connected lo J-th cell edge (0: no valve is used)

NOIPM : pointer of die integer array IAR for each component: IAR (J. NOIPM) is the pump numher

connected to J-th cell edge (0: no pump is used)

NOHTM : pointer of the integer array IAR (breach component: IAR (J. NOHTM) is Ihe allotted number

to the heat slab boundary, which is connected lo J-lh cell

(32) INDXI

COMMON/INDXI/NIQAL. NIRM. NIHM. NIUM. NIUG. NRJL. NIUGX. NIULX

NIQAL

NIRM

NIHM

NIUM

NIUG

NIUL

pointer of the array CCI: CCI

pointer of the array CC I: CC I

pointer of the array CC I: CC I

pointer ol ihe array CC I: CCI

pointer of the array CC I: CC I

pointer of Ihe array CC I: CC I

(J. NIQAL) is the quality in J-lh cell

(J. NIRM) is the mixture densily in J-th cell

(J. NIHM) is ihe mixture enthalpy in J-th cell

(J. N1UM) is Ihe mixture velocity at J-lh cell edge

(J. NIUGI is the gas velocity at J-th cell edge

I J. NIUL) is !hc liquid velocity at J-lh cell edge
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NI UCiX : pointer of Ilk' array CCI: ( ' ( ' I (J. N11 KiX) is Ihe gas velocity at J-lh evil edge :il the old lime

level

NIUI.X : pointer dlthe array CC I: C'C'I (J. NI(K.X) is (he liquid velocity alJ-th cell edgcal llie old

time level

(.V») INDX2

COMMON/INDX2/N2VOL, N2ARI. N2AR0. N2AR2. N2DI.V, N2DLX. N2DHF. N2DHH, N2RC5H.

N2PI-CCJ. N2FECI-. N2FECM, N2ILS(i. N2R.SI.. N2I-LSM. N2VOPN.

N2HEI). N2TRQ. N2()M(i

N2VOI. : poinier of ihe array CC2: CC2 <J. N2VOU is ihe volume of.l-th cell

N2ARI : poinier of ihc army CC2: CC2 (J. N2ARI) is die cross sectional area of J-lh cell edge

N2AR0 : pointer of the array CC2: CC2 (J. N2AR0) is ihe cross sectional area of J-lh cell center

N2DI.V : poinier of ihe array C'C'2: CC'2 (J. N2DI.V)is the elevation between edges of J-lh cell

N2DI.X : pointer ol (he array CC2: CC2 (J. N2DLX) is the length of J-lh cell

N2DHF : poinier of the array CC2: CC2 i J. N2DHF) is die equivalent diameter of J-ih cell center

N2DHH : pointer of ihe array CC2: CC2 (J. N2DHH) is the equivalent diameter ol J-th cell center for

heal conduction calculation

N2RGH : pointer of the array CC2: CC2 (J. N2RCiH) is ihe wall roughness of J-lh cell

N2FECC! : poinier of the array CC2: CC2 (J. N2FHCG» is the calculated form loss coefficient of J-lh

cell for the gas phase in 2V model

N2FECI. : poinierol the array CC2: CC2 (J. N2FF.CI.) is ihe calculated form loss coefficienl ol'J-ih cell

for Ihe liquid phase in 2V model

N2I-I-CM : pointer of ihe array CC2: C'C'2 (J. N2Ff-:C'M) is the calculated form loss coefficient of J-lh

cell in IV or IVI) models

N2l'I.S(i : pointer of ihe array CC2: C'C'2 (J. N2l:I.SCi) is (he input form loss coefficient of J-lh cell for

Ihe gas phase in 2V model

N2F1.SI. : poinier of ihe array C'C'2: C'C'2 (J. N2FLSL) is ihe input form loss coefficient of J-lh cell for

Ihe liquid phase in 2V model

N2FI.SM : pointer of the array C'C'2: CC'2 (J. N2FLSM»is the inpul form loss coefficienl of J-lh cell in

IV or IVD models

N2VOPN : poinier of the array C'C'2: CO2 (J. N2VOPN) is ihe opening degree of valve at J-th cell edge

N2HED : pointer of ihe array C'C'2: C'C'2 (J. N2HI-D) is the head of pump al J-lh cell edge

N2TRQ : poinier of ihe array CC2: C'C'2 (J. N2TRQ) is ihe torque of pump al J-ih cell edge

N2OMCi : pointeroflhe array C'C'2: C'C'2 (J. N2OMG) is the rotation velix-ity of pump at J-lh cell edge

(34) INDX3

COMMON/INDX.VN3HM. N3QAL. N3AI.I'. N3RM. N3PG. N3PL. N3HCi. N3HI-. N3RG. N3RL.

N3TC!. N3TL. N3BETCJ. N3I«:TI.. N3CAPG. N3CAPL. N3CIPCJ. N3CIPL.

N3SPUCJ. N3SPIII.. N3FMUC'i. N3FMUL. N3C'NIXi. N.H'NDL. N3GP. N3I.P.

N3GH. N3LH. N3TCiP. N3TI.P. N3TCiH. N3TI.H. N3TS. N3HCiS. N3HLS. N3RC'iS.

N3R1.S. N3FMI.S. N3SKi. N3TSP. N3IICiSP. N3IILSP. N3RC5SP. N3RLSP

N3HM : poinier of ihe array C O : CC"3 I J. N3I llvt > is the mixlua- enthalpy in J-lh cell

N3QAI. : pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3QAI.) is the quality in J-lh cell

N3AI.P : pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3ALP) is the void fraction in J-th cell

N3RM : pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3RM) is the mixlure density in J-th cell

N3PCI : poinier of the array C O : C O (J. N3IKi) is ihe gas pressure in J-th cell (same as the liquid

pressure at present >
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NUM.

N3HG

N3H1.

N3RG

N3RI.

N.vrc;
N.vn.
N3rJI:TG

N.MiliTI.

N3CAPG

N3CAPI.

N3CIPG

N3CIPI.

N3SPUG

N3SPUL

N3FMUG

IM3FMUL

N3CNDG

NXNDL

N3GP

N3LP

N3GH

N31.H

N3TGP

N3TLP

N3TGH

N.vn.n
N.VIS

N3HGS

N3HLS

N3RGS

N3RI.S

N3FMLS

N3S1G

N3TSP

N3HGSP

N3HLSP

N3RGSP

N3RLSP

C35) INDX4

pointer of the array C O : CCS (J. N3PI.) is the lk|uid pressure in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. IM3HG I is ihe pas enthalpy in J-lh cell

pointer of Ihe array C O : C O (J. N3HL) is the liquid enthalpy in J-lh cell

pointer of Ihe array C O : C O (J. N.Wi) is ihe pas density in J-lh coll

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3RL) is the liquid density in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3TG I is (he gas temperature in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N.VI'L) is the liquid temperature in J-lh cell

pointer of ihe array C O : C O (J. N3HETG) is the expansion coefficient of gas in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J, N3HF.TI.) is the expansion coefficient of liquid in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3CAPC0 is ihe compressihiliiy of pas in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N.K'APl.) is the compressibility of liquid in J-lh cell

poinicr of the array C O : C O (J. N3C1PG) is the heal capacity of pas in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3CIPL) is the heal capacity of liquid in J-lh cell

pointer of (he array C O : C O (J. N3SPUG > is the internal energy of gas in J-th cell

pointer of Ihe array C O : C O (J. , J3SPUL) is ihe internal energy of liquid in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3FMUG) is the viscosity of gas in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3FMUL) is the viscosity of liquid in J-lh cell

pointer of Ihe array C O : C O (J. N.1CNDG) is the heat conductivity of gas in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3CNDU is the heal conductivity of liquid in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3GP) is ihe derivative (iipjttp)^ in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3LP) is Ihe derivalive fi)p/dplu in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : CO (J. NXiH) is the derivalive ulpjdhj,, in J-th cell

pointer of Ihe array C O : C O (J. N31.H) is ihe derivalive (dp/rUt^, in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3TGP) is the derivalive fdTJty)^ in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3TLP) is ihe derivative (i)Tfip)u in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3TGH) is ihe derivalive (STJiUiJ,, in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : CO (J. N3TLH) is ihe derivative (M'/hli,),, in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : CCS (J. N3TS) is the saturation temperature in J-th cell

pointer of ihe array C O : CCS (J. N3HGS) is the saturated enthalpy of gas in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : CC3 (J. N3HLS) is the saturated enthalpy of liquid in J-th cell

pointer of the array CC3: C O (J. N3RGS) is the saturated density of gas in J-th cell

poinicr of the array C O : C O (J. N3RLS) is ihe saturated density of liquid in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3FMLS) is the saturated viscosity of liquid in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3SIG) is ihe surface tension in J-lh cell

pointer of the array CCS: CCS (J. N3TSPI is the derivalive dTJtlp in J-lh cell

pointer of the array C O : C O (J. N3HGSP) is the derivative </#, Jdp in J-th cell

pointer of the array C O : CC3 (J. N3HLSP) is the derivalive <IH, Jdp in J-th cell

poinicr or Ihe array CC3: C O (J. N3RGSP) is the derivative dpx Jdp in J-th cell

pointer of ihe array C O : CCS (J. N3RLSP) is the derivalive dp, Jdp in J-th cell

COM MON/IN DX4/ N4TW. N4 A WG. N4AWL. N4HG W. N4HLW. N4QWG. N4QWL. N4FG W, N4FLW.

N4AGI. N4ALI. N4HGI. N4HLI. N4GAM. N4QGI. N4QLI. N4UKI. N4FGI. N4FLI.

N4RAM. N4CVM. N4DYN. N4REV. N4AWM. N4FPH. N4TFGW. N4TFLW.

N4TFMW. N4FIO. N4GNC. N4HNC. N4QNC. N4PHDG. N4PHDL. N4PHEG,

N4PHEL
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N4TW : pointer of I he array CC4: CC4 (J. N4TW) is nol used at present

N4AWC1 : pointer of the array CC4: CC4 (J. N4AWGI is the wall contact area of gas in J-lh cell

N4AWL : pointer of I he array CC4: CC4 (J. N4AWLI is the wall contact area of liquid in J-lh cell

N4HC1W : pointer of the array CC4: CC4 (J. N4H0W) is not used at present

N4HLW : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4HLW) is not used at present

N4QWG : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4QWG) is the heal flux from the wall to gas in J-th cell

N4QWI. : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4QWI.I is the heat flux from the wall to liquid in J-lh cell

N4FGW : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4FGW) is the wall friction factor of gas in J-th cell

N4F1.W : pointer of the array CC'4: CCA (J. N4R.W) is the wall friction factor of liquid in J-th cell

N4 AG1 : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4AGI) is the inierfacial area of gas in J-lh cell

N4AU : pointei of the array CCA: CCA <J. N4AU t is the inteifaeial area of liquid in J-lh cell

N4HGI : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4HGI) is the interfaeial heal transfer coefficient of gas

in J-lh cell

N4HLI : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4HL.ll is the interfacial heal transfer coefficient of liquid

in J-ih cell

N4GAM : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4GAM) is the vapour general ion rale in J-lh cell

N4QGI : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4QGI > •* the heat flux from the interface 10 gas in J-lh

cell

N4QLI : pointer of the array CCA: CCA < J. NAQLl) is ihe heal flux from ihe interface to liquid in J-

lh cell

N4UKI : pointer of the array CCA: CC4U. N4UKI) is the velocity of interlace in J-lh cell

N4FGI : pointer of Ihe array CCA: CCA (J. N4FGI) is ihe inierlacial friction factor of gas in J-lh cell

N4F1.I : pointer of Ihe array CCA: CCA (J. N4FLI) is the inierfacitil friction factor of liquid in J-lh cell

N4RAM : pointer of ihe array CC'4: CC4 (J. N4RAM) is the parameter \ in added mass force term in

J-lh cell

N4CVM : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4CVM) is the coefficient Ciin in added mass force term

in J-th cell

N4DYN : pointer of Ihe array CCA: CCA (J. N4DYN) and CCA (J. N4DYN+I) are ihe pressure

difference between gas and interface, and between liquid and interface, respectively, in J-lh

cell

N4RF.V : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4REV» is the relative velocity between gas and liquid in

J-lh cell

N4AWM : pointer of the array CCA: CC4iJ. N4AWM) is the wall contact area in IV or IVD model in

J-lh cell

N4FPH : pointer of the array CCA: CCA < J. N4FPHI is the producl of wall friction coefficient in IV

or I VD model and two-phase multiplier in J-lh cell

N4TFGW : pointer of the array CCA: CC4(J.N4TFGWHsihesumofwall^iclioncoefncientandfonn

loss coefficient of gas in J-lh cell

N4TFLW : pointer of the array CCA: CCAU. N4TFl.W>isihesumofwall friction coefficient ami form

loss coefficient of liquid in J-th cell

N4TFMW : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4TFMW) is the sum of wall friction coefficient and form

loss coefficient in IV or 1 VD model in J-lh cell

N4FIO : pointer of the array CCA: CCA (J. N4FIG) is not used at present

N4GNC : pointer of the array CCA: CCA < J. N4GNCI is ihe vapour generation rale for subcool boiling

in J-th cell

N4HNC : pointer of Ihe array CC'4: CC4 < J. N4HNC) is not used al present

N4QNC : pointer of the array CC4: CC4 (J. N4QNO is ihe heal flu* for subcool boiling in J-lh eel)
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N4PH1X! : pointer of the an ay CC4: CC'4 (J. N4PIIIX!) is the pressure difference lor gas hy pump ul

J-th cell edge

N4PHDL : ,>oinler of the array C'C'4: CC'4 (J. N4PIIDI.) is the pressure difference for liquid by pump

at J-lli cell edge

N4PI IEG : pointer of the array CC'4: C'C'4 (J. N4I'HKC!) is the dissipation energy for gas by pump ul J-

Ih cell edge

N4PHEL : pointer of the array C'C'4: C'C'4 (J. N4PIIEL) is the dissiputiou energy for liquid hy pump at

J-Ih cell edge

(Jft) ISLAND

COMMON/ISLAND/IARU.I-NIAR)

IAR (l.ENIARi : integer array used by all components

(37) RC'ONST

COMMON/RCONST/ZERO. ONI:. TWO. HALF. TWOPI. CUTV

ZERO : constanl of zero

ONE : constant of unity

TWO : constanl of two

HALF : constant of 0.5

TWOPI : constant of 2 it

CUTV : constant of Id *: the minimum value of wall contuct area

<JK> RGEOM

COMMON/RGEOM/AREAV. AREAJ. GRAVC. HGS. Hl.S. TSAT. TCHF. SURFI\ SURFA. SVLL.

SVLG. SPUG. SPUL. RPD. RPB. DHWGC. DHWGB. DHWLC. DGWLD. DHIB.

DHID. DHIC.THETA. DIA. DIAH, DELX. DELEV. ROUGH. CPIG. CPIL.

FMUG. FMUL. CONDG. CONDL. VOL. FECLM. FECLG. FECLL. FLOSM.

FLOSG. FLOSL. CAPG. CAPL. BETG. BETL. SIG. FMULS. RAiTO

AREAV

AREAJ

GRAVC

HGS

HLS

TSAT

TCHF

SURFT

SURFA

SVLL

SVLG

SPUG

SPUL

RPD

RPB

DHWGC

DHWGB

DHWLC

cross sectional area al cell center

cross sectional area al cell edge

gravitational acceleration

saturated enthalpy of gas

saturated enthalpy of liquid

saturation temperature

critical heal flux temperature

total side area of one cell

boundary area of heal slab connected to fluid component

not used at present

not used at present

internal energy of gas

internal energy of liquid

radius of liquid droplet

radius of gas bubble

equivalent diameter of continuous gas phase for wall correlations

cquivalcnl diameter of gas bubble for wall correlations

cquivalcnl diameter of continuous liquid phase for wall correlations
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DHWLD

DHIB

DHID

DHIC

THETA

DIA

DIAH
DELX

DELEV

ROUGH

CPIG

CPIL

FMUG

FMUL

CONDG

CONDL

VOL

FECLM

FECLG

FECLL

FLOSM

FLOSG

FLOSL

CAPG

CAPL

BETG

BETL

SIG

FMULS

RATIO

(39) RSLAND

equivalent diameter of liquid droplet for wall correlations

equivalent diameter of bubbly How for wall correlations

equivalent diameter of droplet ilow for wall correlations

equivalent diameter of continuous How for wall correlations

angle between the center axis of pipe and both edges of interfacial area in stratified How

equivalent diameter in the cell center

equivalent diameter in the cell center for heal transfer

cell length

elevation between both edges of one cell

wall roughness

specific heal of gas

specific heat of liquid

viscosity of gas

viscosity of liquid

heat conductivity of gas

heal conductivity of liquid

cell volume

calculated form loss coefficient for IV or IVD model

calculated form loss coefficient for gas in 2V model

calculated form loss coefficient for liquid in 2V model

input form loss coefficient for IV or I VD model

input form loss coefficient for gas in 2V model

input form loss coefficient for liquid in 2V model

compressibility of gas

compressibility of liquid

expansion coefficient of gas

expansion coefficient of liquid

surface tension

saturated viscosity of liqiud

ratio of boundary area of heal slab to the total side area of one cell

COMMON/RSLAND/RAR (LENRAR)

RAR (LENRAR) : real array used by all components

(40) STAT

COMMON/ST AT/ALPHA. XQ. XE. VOLFU. VOLFL, ALPC. ALPB. BETD. BETC, P. PG. PL. HG. HL.

HM. VELG. VELL. VELM. VELGC. VELGB. VELLC. VELLD. RELVC. RELVB.

RELVD. TG. TL. TM. TW. RHOL. RHOG. RHOM. GM. ALPU. ALPL. ED. EB

ALPHA

XQ

XE

VOLFU

VOLFL

ALPC

ALPB

void fraction

quality

not used at present

sum of volume fractions: continuous gas phase and droplets

sum of volume fractions: continuous liquid phase and hubbies

volume fraction of continuous gas phase

volume fraction of bubbles
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BETD

BETC

P
PG

PL
HG
HL
HM
VELG

VELL

VELM

VELGC

VELGB

VELLC

VELLD

RELVC

RELVB

RELVD

TG
TL
TM
TW :

RHOL :

RHOG :

RHOM :

GM :

iLPU :
ALPL :

ED :

EB :

(41) STMDAT

AI'IM-NUIX 2. USISR INIORMATION

: volume fraction of droplets

: volume traction of continuous liquid phase

: pressure

: same as P

: same as P

: specific enthalpy of gas

: specific enthalpy of liquid

: mixture enthalpy

: gas velocity at the cell center

: liquid velocity at the cell center

mixture velocity at the cell center

same as VELG

same as VELG

same as VELL

same as VELL

difference between VELGC and VELLC

same as RELVC

same as RELVC

gas temperature

liquid temperature

not used at present

boundary temperature of heal slab connected to fluid eel

liquid density

gas density

mixture density

mass velocity

ratio of ALPC to VOLFU

ratio of ALPB to VOLFL

cntrainment of droplets in continuous gas phase

entrainment of bubbles in continuous liquid phase

COMMON/STMDAT/DPGS(MXPRGS), PRGS(MXPRGS+I), PGS(MXPGS).CFHGS(M4. MXPGS),

DPLS(MXPRLS), PRLS(MXPRLS+I). PLS(MXPLS). CFHLS(M4. MXPLS).

DPG(MXPRG). PRG(MXPRG+I). PG(MXPG), DHG(MXHRG),

HRG(MXHRG+I). HGP(MXHG).CFTG(MI6. MXPG. MXHG).

CFPVG(MI6. MXPG. MXHG), AKAPG(MXPG. MXHG). DPL(MXPRL).

PRHMXPRL+1). PL(MXPL). DHL(MXHRL). HRL(MXHRL+I).

HLP(MXHL). CFrL(M16. MXPL. MXHL). CFVL(M16. MXPL. MXHL).

AKAPMMXPL. MXHL)

DPGS(MXPRGS)

PRGS(MXPRGS+1)

PGS (MXPGS)

CFHGS(M4. MXPGS)

DPLS(MXPRLS)

array for pressure intervals for detailed division of steam saturation

line

array for minimum pressures for each division of steam saturation line

array for pressure values for rough division of steam saturation line

array for coefficients of spline function used to obtain the saturated

steam enthalpy

array for pressure intervals for detailed division of liquid saturation

line
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PRLS(MXPRLS+I>

PLS(MXPLS)

CFHLS(M4. MXPLS)

DPG(MXPRG)

PRGlMXPRG+l)

PG(MXPG)

DHG(MXHRG)

HRG(MXHRG+I)

HGP(MXHG)

CFrG <MI6. MXPG. MXHG)

CFPVG (M16. MXPG. MXHG)

AKAPG (MXPG. MXHG)

DPL(MXPRL)

PRL(MXPRL+1)

PL(MXPL)

DHL(MXHRL)

HRL(MXHRL+1)

HLP(MXHL)

CFTL(MI6. MXPL. MXHL)

CFVL (MI6. MXPL. MXHL)

AKAPL (MXPL. MXHL)

(42) STMDIM

: array for minimum pressures lor cuch division of liquid saturation line

: array for pressure values for rough division of liquid saturation line

: array for coefficients of spline function used to obtain the saturated

liquid enthalpy

: array for pressure intervals for detailed division of single phase steam

: array for minimum pressures for each division of single phase steam

: array for pressure values for rough division of single phase steam

: array for enthalpy intervals for detailed division of single phase steam

: array for minimum enihalpies for each division of single phase steam

: army for enihalpy values for rough division of single phase steam

: array for coefficients of spline function used to obtain the temperature

of single phase steam

: array for coefficients of spline function used to obtain />i>v of single

phase steam

: array for pKe of single phase steam

: array for pressure intervals for the detailed division of single phase

liquid

: array for minimum pressures for each division of single phase liquid

: array for pressure values for rough division of single phase

liquid

: array for enthalpy intervals for detailed division of single phase liquid

: array for minimum enthalpies for each division of single phase liquid

: array for enthalpy values for rough division of single phase liquid

: array for coefficients of spline function used to obtain the temperature

of single phase liquid

: array forcoefficientsof spline function used toobtainu,ol'single phase

liquid

: array for (2.5xW-p)Kl of single phase liquid

COMMON/STMDIM/NXPRGS. NPGS. NPRGS (MXPRGS). NPRGST (MXPRGS). NXPRLS. NPLS.

NPRLS(MXPRLS).NPRLST(MXPRLS).NXPRG.NPG.NPRG(MXPRG).

NPRGT(MXPRG).NXHRG.NHG.NHRG(MXHRG).NHRGT(MXHRG).

NXPRL. NPL. NPRL (MXPRL). NPRLT (MXPRL). NXHRL. NHL.

NHRL (MXHRL). NHRLT (MXHRL)

NXPRGS

NPGS

NPRGS (MXPRGS|

NPRGST (MXPRGS)

NXPRLS

NPLS

NPRLS(MXPRLS)

NPRLST(MXPRLS)

NXPRG

NPG

NPRG(MXPRG)

NPRGT(MXPRG)

number of roughly divided regions of steam saluration line

total number of pressure points for rough division of steam saluration line

array for the number of detailed division of sicam saturation line

NPRGST (I) = INPRGS (I-1 )+l

number of roughly divided regions of water saturation line

total number of pressure points for rough division of water saturation line

array for the number of detailed division of water saturation line

NPRLST (I) = INPRLS (I-1 )+l

number of roughly divided pressure rergions of single phase steam

total number of pressure points for rough division of single phase steam

array for the number of detailed pressure division of single phase steam

NPRGT(I) =
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NXHRG

NMG

NHRG(MXHRG)

NHRGT(MXHRG)

NXPRL

NPL

NPRL(MXPRL)

NPRLT(MXPRL)

NXHRL

NHL

NHRL(MXHRL)

NHRLT(MXHRL)

number of roughly divided enthalpy regions ol single phase sieam

total number of enthalpy points for rough division of single phase sieam

array for the number of detailed enthalpy division of single phase steam

NHRGT(I) = INHRG(I- I )+I

number of roughly divided pressure regions of single phase water

total number of pressure points for rough division of single phase water

array for the number of detailed pressure division of single phase water

NPRLT(I) = INPRL(I-I)+1

number of roughly divided enthalpy regions of single phase water

total number of enthalpy points for rough division of single phase water

array for the number of detailed enthalpy division of single phase water

NHRLT(ll = XNHRL(l-l)+l

(43) TRIPC

COMMON,TRIPC/TTRIP (100. 10). NTABTR (10)

TTRIP(KH). 10)

NTABTR (10)

(44) VALTAB

array for the table of lime and trip signal

array for the number of trip data for each trip

COMMON/VALTAB/VALTBL (50. 10). IVKONT (10). IVTYPE (10). VNAME (10)

VALTBL (50. 10) : array for the table of lime and opening degree or thai of pressure and opening

degree, according lo the valve type

IVKONT (10) : array for the table length in the array VALTBL

IVTYPE(IO) : array for the flag of valve type

VNAME (10) : array for the valve name

(45) WEIGHT

COMMON/WEIGHT/WGHT (6. 3)

WGHT (6. 3) : array for the weighting factor lor sealing of Jacobian

A2.10. FILE ALLOCATION

Following files are needed for MINCS calculations:

FT03F00I

FT05F001

FT06F00I

FTIIFOOI

FHOFOO)

FT.W0OI

FT60F00I

FT6IF001

convergence history for debugging.

input data fi le.

output list tile.

plot file.

steam table.

work area lor RDCARD.

output data for restart calculation.

input dala for restart calculation.
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An example tor file allocation in JCL is lhus:

//FT03F00I DD DUMMY

//FT05F00I DD DISP=SHR. DSN=J4()42.MINCS.DATA (SAMPLEI)

//FT06F00I DD UNIT=TSSWK. SPACE=(TRK. (50. SO). RLSE).

/ / DISP=(NEW, CATLG), DCB=(LRECL=I.V7. RECFM=FBA. BLKSIZE=274<)0).

/ / DSN=J4042.SAMPLEI.OUT

//FTI IF(K)I DD UNIT=TSSWK. SPACE=(TRK. (SO. 50). RLSE),

/ / DISP=(NEW. CATLG), DCB=(LRECL=62()X. RECFM=VBS. BLKSIZE=62I2).

/ / DSN=J4042.SAMPLEI.PLOT

//FT20F00I DD DSN=J4042.¥STMTAB.DATA. DISP=SHR

//FTMF00I DD UNIT=TSSWK, SPACE=(TRK.( 10, 5)). DISP=(NEW. DELETE)

//FT6()F(K)1 DD UNIT=TSSWK. SPACE=(TRK. (50. 50). RLSE).

/ / D1SP=(NEW. CATLG). DCB=(LRECL=620K. RECFM=VBS. BLKSIZE=62I2).

/ / DSN=J4042.RESTART.OUT

//FT6IF(K)I DD DSN=J4042.RESTART.IN. D1SP=SHR

A simple example is:

//FT03F00I DD DUMMY

//FT()5F(H)I DD D1SP=SHR. DSN=J4042.MINCS. DATA (SAMPLED

//FT06F00I DDSYSOUT=*

//FTI1F00I DD DUMMY

//FT20F(K)l DD DSN=J4042.¥STMTAB.DATA. DISP=SHR

//FT30F(K)l DD UNIT=TSSWK. SPACE=(TRK. (10. 5)). DISP=(NEW. DELETE)

//FT60F00I DD DUMMY

//FT6IF(K)I DD DUMMY
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APPENDIX 3. SAMPLE INPUT

Four sample problems are shown in Seclion 6: the annular flow evaporaiion. the valvo controlled tlow, the

pump controlled flow and the Kclvin-Hclmholl/ instability problems. All the input decks are listed here.

A3.1 ANNULAR FLOW EVAPORATION

SAMPLE-1 ANNULAR FLOW EVAPORATION

* SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 - ANNULAR FLOW EVAPORATION
*

* VERTICAL HEATED PIPE = 2.1l38 M LONG

* 9-296 MM I.D.

* 1.651 MM WALL THICKNESS
«

* BOTTOM INLET FLOW = 297-0 KG/S/M2

* 111.1 DEG-C

* 377-1 KPA

* WALL HEAT FLUX = 207-3 KW/M2

* — THIS PROBLEM IS BASED ON DATA SET NO. 12 IN

* PHYSICAL BENCHMARK PROBLEM PRESENTED AT

* INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON TWO-PHASE FLOW FUNDAMENTALS,

* SEE 'MULTIPHASE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY VOL.31,

* HEMISPHERE CORP. 1987-
*

* ( BUT HEAT FLUX IS ABOUT A HALF OF THE ORIGINAL ONE )

* TEST SECTION IS SIMULATED BY 20-MESH PIPE

* - EACH MESH HAS 6-MESH HEAT CONDUCTOR

* - CONSTANT INLET VELOCITY BOUNDARY CONDITION

* - HEAT FLUX IS LINEARLY INCREASED

SYSTEM CONTROL DATA
***********

* IRST, ISTDY

0 0

* NONCMP
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0

* NUC, MOMEN, IEOS

1 1 0

* NCOMP, MXCNCO, I D V , NHEAT, MXHEAT, HUMPMP, NUMSG,IDF,MAXTB,MATNUM

3 2 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 0

* MAXITR, MAXIMP, EPS, EPSC, EPCR

kO 0 0.01 0.01 1.0

* IDBS

0

* THET

1.0

* GRAV

0.0

* DELTI, DELT, ENDTIM, NTIM

0.1 10.0 500.0 0

* MPRT, NTPRT, MPLT, NTPLT, MRST, NTRST

100 0 10 0 10000 0

* COMPONENT DEFINITION DATA

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

20 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 2

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

10 0 0 0 1 6-78TD-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0

2 0 0 0 0 2 6.787D-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0

3 0 0 0 0 3 6.787D-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0

U 0 0 0 li 6.787D-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0

5 0 0 0 0 5 6.787D-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0

6 0 0 0 0 6 6.787D-5 0.1219 6.787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0

7 0 0 0 0 7 6-787D-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0.0



M i l

8

9

10

11

12

13

Ik
15

16

17
18

19

20

* I ,
1

20

KI i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

VOII

0.

0.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

>,

8

9

10

11

12

13

u
15

16

17
18

19
20

6
6
6
6
6
6,
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.
6.

•787D-5

•787D-5

•787D-5
•787D-5

•787D-5

•787D-5

787D-5

787D-5

787D-5
787D-5

787D-5

787D-5

787D-5

0

0

0

0

0,

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

M'l'l

.1219

.1219

.1219

.1219

.1219

.1219

,1219

1219

,1219

1219

1219

1219

1219
PRES, ENTH-G,

2 .

2 .

82D5 0.

82D5 0.

0

0

M)l\ .' S\M|'| 1 IM>1 I

6

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6.
6.

•787D-5
•787D-5
•787D-5
•787D-5

•787D-5

•787D-5
•787D-5
•787D-5
•787D-5
.787D-5
•787D-5

787D-5
787D-5

ENTH-L,

h.

k.

6616D5

6616D5

0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219
0.1219

0.1219

0.1219

VEL-G;

0.3127
0.3127

9-296D-3
9-296D-3
9.296D-3
9-296D-3
9-296D-3
9.296D-3
9-296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9-296D-3
9-296D-3
, VEL-L,

0.3127
0.3127

9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9-296D-3
9-296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9.296D-3
9-296D-3
9-296D-3
9-296D-3

ENTH-M

0.0

0.0

Jo

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0 . 0

0 . 0

0.0

0.0
0 . 0

0.0

0.0

0 . 0

0.0

0.0

, QUAL

0.0

0 .0

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

BOUNDARY-L -2 2 2

* IBNDY, ITB(K),K=1,8

2 8*0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, 1FL0V

1 1 0 0 0 2

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 6.787D-5 0.1219 6-787D-5 0.1219 9-296D-3 9-296D-3 0 .0

* I , VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0 . 0 3-771D5 0 . 0 M.6616D5 0.3127 0.3127 0 .0 0 .0
u

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

BOUNDARY-R - 1 2 2

* IBNDY, ITB(K),K=1,8

1 8*0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0
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* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 1 0 0 0 2

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 6-787D-5 0.1219 6.787D-5 0.1219 9.296D-3 9.296D-3 0.0

* I, VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 1.0 2.82D5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

NETWORK DEFINITION DATA

*********************

* MDLNAM, JUNC1, JUNC2

PIPE 1 2

BOUNDARY-L 1

BOUNDARY-R 2

***********

HEAT CONDUCTOR DEFINITION DATA

* IDBG,

0

* NPOW, NPWMAX, NTBLK, MAXBLK, NHTC, MAXHTC

1

* NPWLEN,

7
* FRAC1,

0.0

20.0

30.0

60.0

70.0

100.0

1000.0

* HNAME

HEAT01

7 0 0 0 0

POWER

1.D3

FRAC2

0.0

0.3

0.3

0.6

0.6

1.0

1.0

* ICYL, NODE

1 6

* TOTVOL

8-556D-6
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* XR(I),I=1,NODB+1

Jj.6l»8D-3 1I.9782D-3 5.308J|D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3

* MAT(I),I=1,NODB

6*6

* TEMPO(I),I=1,NODE+1

7*381|. 26
* FPWR(I),I=1,NODB

5*0.0 1.0

HBAT02

1 6

8.556D-6

!*.6Ii8D-3 11.9782D-3 5-308l|D-3 5.6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6
7*38^.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT03

1 6

8.556D-6

li.6U8D-3 »i.9782D-3 5-3081»D-3 5.6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6

7*381|.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEATOlj

1 6

8.556D-6

U.6U8D-3 l».9782D-3 5.3081lD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6

7*38i».26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT05

1 6

8-556D-6

U.6U8D-3 U.9782D-3 5-308iiD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3

6*6

7*38I».26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT06
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1 6

8.556D-6

i».61i8D-3 JJ.9782D-3 5.3081»D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6

7*38ii.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT07

1 6

8.556D-6

it.6li8D-3 i».9782D-3 5 3081»D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6

7*38U-26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT08

1 6

8-556D-6

1I.6U8D-3 II.9782D-3 5.308i|D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6-299D-3 6-6292D-3

6*6

7*38ij.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT09

1 6

8-556D-6

lj.6il8D-3 1J.9782D-3 5-308ilD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6

7*3814.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEATIO

1 6

8-556D-6

ij.61l8D-3 l).9782D-3 5-308J»D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3

6*6

7*3811.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEATH

1 6

8.556D-6
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ll.61l8D-3 i4.9782D-3 5.3O8UD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3
6*6
7*38i|.26
5*0.0 1.0

HEAT12
1 6
8.556D-6
fc.61i8D-3 U.9782D-3 5-3081|D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3
6*6
7*3811.26
5*0.0 1.0

HEAT13
1 6
8-556D-6
/i.6ii8D-3 1I-9782D-3 5-308ijD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3
6*6
7*38J|.26
5*0.0 1.0

HEATllj
1 6

8-556D-6

i|.6WD-3 II.9782D-3 5-308i»D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3
6*6
7*381|.26
5*0.0 1.0

HEAT15
1 6

8.556D-6

lj.6ii8D-3 II.9782D-3 5-308UD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3
6*6
7*38^.26
5*0.0 1.0

HEAT16
1 6

8-556D-6

JJ.6II8D-3 i4• 9782D-3 5-308UD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3
6*6
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7*3811.26
5*0.0 1.0

HEAT17
1 6

8.556D-6
!4.6ii8D-3 l|.9782D-3 5.308tlD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3

6*6

7*3811.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT18
1 6
8.556D-6
l|.61l8D-3 1J.9782D-3 5-3081|D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3
6*6
7*38U.26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT19

1 6

8.556D-6

M.61l8D-3 M.9782D-3 5-3084D-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6.6292D-3
6*6

7*381*. 26

5*0.0 1.0

HEAT20

1 6

8-556D-6

l».61»8D-3 l».9782D-3 5-308liD-3 5-6386D-3 5-9688D-3 6.299D-3 6-6292D-3

6*6

7*381l.
5*0.0

* HNAME

HEATOl

HEAT02

HEAT03

HEATOlt

HEAT05

HEAT06

26
1.0

, IPOWX,

1

1

1

1

1

1

ITYPL

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

, COMP1,

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

NODEL,

1

2

3

Jl

5
6

ITYPR,

0

0

0

0

0

0

COMP2,

0

0

0

0

0

0

N'

0

0

0

0

0

0
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HEAT07

HEAT08

HEAT09

HEAT10

HEATH

HEAT12

HEAT13

HEATlJj

HEAT15

HEAT16

HEAT17

HEAT18

HEAT19

HEAT20

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

-10

Al'l'l-

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

PIPE

NIJIX 3.

7
8

9

10

11

12

13

lil

15

16

17

18

19

20

SAMI'I V.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
n

0

0

0

INPUT

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

215
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A3.2 VALVE CONTROLLED FLOW

SAMPLE-2 VALVE CONTROLLED FLOW

*

#

*

SAMPLE PROBLEM 2 - VALVE CONTROLLED FLOW

HORIZONTAL PIPE WITH FIXED PRESSURE AT BOTH ENDS

= 1.0 M LENGTH

0.026 M DIA.

*

*

*

*

*

PIPE IS SIMULATED BY 20-MESH PIPE COMPONENT

VALVE IS LOCATED AT 8-TH MESH

VALVE CONDITION 0.0 3-0 SEC 100* OPEN

3
It

7
8
11

12

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

1)
7

8

11

12

15

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

.0

SEC
SEC

SEC

SEC

SEC

SEC

LINEARLY DECREASE

0% OPEN ( CLOSE )

LINEARLY INCREASE

100* OPEN

LINEARLY DECREASE

70* OPEN

SYSTEM CONTROL DATA

* IRST, ISTDY

0 0

* NONCMP

0

* NUC, MOMEN, IEOS

1 1 0

* NCOMP, MXCNCO, IDV, NHEAT, MXHEAT, NUMPMP, NUMSG,IDF,MAXTB,MATNUM

3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* MAXITR, MAXIMP, EPS, EPSC, EPCR

kO 0 0.1 0.1 1.0

* 1DBS
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0

* THET

0.5

* GRAV

0,0

* DELTI, DELT, ENDTIM, NTIM

0.01 0.01 15-0 0

* MPRT, NTPRT, MPLT, NTPLT, MRST, NTRST

100 0 5 0 10000 0
**************************

* VALVE DEFINITION DATA
***************************

* VNAME, IVTYPE, IVKONT

'VALVE011 1 8

* VALTABdh (2), (3), U ) , (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10),

0.0 100.0 3.0 100.0 k.O 0.0 1.0 0.0 8.0 100.0

* VALTAB(ll), (12), (13), ( U ) , (15), (16)

11.0 100.0 12.0 70.0 15-0 70.0
*****************************

* COMPONENT DEFINITION DATA

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

20 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 5-3236D-l» 0.05 5-3236D-l| 0.0 0.026 0.026 0.0

8 0 0 1 0 0 5.3236D-fj 0.05 5-3236D-i| 0.0 0.026 0.026 0.0

9 0 0 0 0 0 5-3236D-li 0.05 5-3236D-ii 0.0 0.026 0.026 0.0

20 0 0 0 0 0 5-3236D-lt 0.05 5-3236D-ii 0.0 0.026 0.026 0.0

* I, VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.5 1-7029D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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20 0 .5 1.7029D6 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

BOUNDARY-L - 2 2 2

* IBNDY, ITB(K),K=1,8

1 8*0
* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 5-3236D-li 0.05 5-3236D-I4 0.0 0.026 0.026 0.0

* I, VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.5 1.7030D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

BOUNDARY-R - 1 2 2

* IBNDY, ITB(K),K=1,8

1 8*0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOV

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 5.3236D-lj 0.05 5.3236D-U 0.0 0.026 0.026 0.0

* I, VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.5 1.7029D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
*****************************

* NETWORK DEFINITION DATA
*************************

* MDLNAM, JUNC1, JUNC2

PIPE 1 2

BOUNDARY-L 1

BOUNDARY-R 2
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A3.3 PUMP CONTROLLED FLOW

SAMPLE-3 PUMP CONTROLLED FLOW

* SAMPLE PROBLEM 3 - PUMP CONTROLLED FLOW
w

* LOOP WITH A PUMP = LOOP : 15 M LONG

* 1 M DIA.

*

* 2 VERTICAL ( 5 M ) AND 2 HORIZONTAL ( 2.5 M ) PIPES
*

* ONE VERTICAL PIPE HAS CONTRACTION

* ( PRESSURE DROP = PUMP HEAD )

* PUMP CONDITION : 0.0 - 7-0 SEC ON

* 7.0 - 7-1 SEC LINEARLY DECREASE

* 7-1 - 1U.0 SEC OFF

* llj.O - l l l . l SEC LINEARLY INCREASE

* l i» . l - 35-0 SEC ON

SYSTEM CONTROL DATA

* IRST, ISTDY

0 0

* NONCMP

0

* NUC, MOMEN, IEOS

1 1 0

* NCOMP, MXCNCO, IDV, NHEAT, MXHEAT, NUMPMP, NUMSG.IDF.MAXTB.MATNUM

1» 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

* MAXITR, MAXIMP, EPS, EPSC, EPCR

J»0 0 0.1 0.1 1.0

* IDBS

0
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* THET

0 . 5

* GRAV

0 . 0

* DELTI, DBLT, ENDTIM, NTIM

0.01 0.01 35-0 0

* MPRT, NTPRT, MPLT, NTPLT, MRST, NTRST

200 0 5 0 10000 0

* PUMP DEFINITION DATA

* NPMPD, NPCHRC, NMOTRC, NPSTP, NPSPED, NINERT

1 1 1 1 1 1

* IPUMP

1

* IPC, ITPUMP, IRP, IPM, IMT, IPSPD,INERT, ISTOP

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0

* POMGAR, PSRAT, PFLOWR, PHEADR, PTORKR, PINRTA, VRHOI, TORKMR

1211.1 1 .0 1 6 . 7 W 6 9 7 . 5 4 liijlO.ii 26k.62M 7 4 7 - 5 0 . 0

* TORKMR(l), ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , U )

0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

* NTMO

2

* PTMO(l) , ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , (it)

0 . 0 1 .0 1 0 0 0 . 0 1 . 0

* NOIN

2

* CAVCON, FPUMP, SPUMP

10.0 0.0 0.0

* ITPSP, NPSP

1 5

* PSPBED(l), (2), (3), U ) , (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10)

0.0 1.0 2.0 1.0 ij.O 1.0 6.0 1.0 1(0.0 1.0

* RTRIP, VARIN(l), (2), (3), (U)

10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

* KTRIP

1
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• NTABTR

6

* T T R I P ( 1 ) , ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , U ) , ( 5 ) , ( 6 ) , ( 7 ) , ( 8 ) , ( 9 ) , ( 1 0 ) , ( 1 1 ) , ( 1 2 )

0 . 0 1 . 0 7 - 0 1 . 0 7 - 1 - 1 . 0 l i j . O - 1 . 0 l l j . l 1 . 0 l jO .0 1 . 0

* COMPONENT D E F I N I T I O N DATA

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE-T 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

5 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO, DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

* I, VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.0 1.OD6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE-R 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

10 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO, DELX, AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 -0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 -0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0

* I, VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE-B 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

5 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO, DELX, AREAl, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

3 0 0 0 1 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

k 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

* I , VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VBL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE-L 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

10 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC , IECFG, IFLOW

1 0 0 0 0 0

* I,IEC,IFM,IVL,IPM,IHTM,

* AREAO, DELX, AREAl, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROGH

1 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0

3 1 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0

J) 0 0 0 0 0 0.0Ji909 0.5 0 .0 J J909 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.0

6 1 0 0 0 0 O.OJ»909 0.5 0.0l»909 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0

10 0 0 0 0 0 0.785 0.5 0.785 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0

* I , VOID, PRES, ENTH-G, ENTH-L, VEL-G, VEL-L, ENTH-M, QUAL

1 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

10 0.0 1.0D6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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* NETWORK DEFINITION DATA
ft************************

* MDLNAM, JUNC1, JUNC2

PIPE-T 1 2

PIPE-R 2 3

PIPE-B 3 k

PIPE-L k 1
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A3.4 KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABIUTY

SAMPLE-il KELVIN- HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY

* SAMPLE PROBLEM k - KELVIN-HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY

* HORIZONTAL RECTANGULAR DUCT = 1.0 M LONG

* 1.0 M • 1.0 M CROSS SECTION

*

* INLET AND OUTLET ARE CONNECTED ~ CYCLIC BOUNDARY CONDITION

*

* INITIAL CONDITION : UG = 5 0 . 0 M/S

* UL 0 . 0 0 1 M/S

* VOID = 0 . 5

* WITH SINUSOIDAL PERTURBATION

* 1 . 0 M WAVELENGTH

* 0 . 0 0 1 AMPLITUDE
#

* INVISCID , INCOMPRESSIBLE

* — THIS PROBLEM IS BASED ON NUMERICAL BENCHMARK TEST

* NO. 2 . 5 PRESENTED AT INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON

* TWO-PHASE FLOW FUNDAMENTALS,

* SEE 'MULTIPHASE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY V O L . 3 ' ,

* HEMISPHERE CORP. 1987-
#

* ( BUT SEVERAL VALUES USED ARE SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT

* FROM THE ORIGINAL ONE )
*

* DUCT IS SIMULATED BY 2 PIPE COMPONENTS

* - DX = 0 . 0 0 5 M : BACH HAS 100 MESH CELLS

* - DT = 0 . 0 0 1 S

*

* DYNAMIC PRESSURE FORCE IS CONSIDERED

*
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* SUBROUTINE CORSET MUST BE MODIFIED FOR INVISCID CALCULATION

* SUBROUTINE SETFJ , SETFJ3 , MAKEJB AND MAIN PROGRAM

* MUST BE MODIFIED FOR 200 MESH-CELL CALCULATION

* SYSTEM CONTROL DATA

* IRST, ISTDY

0 0

* NONCMP

1

* NUC, MOMEN, IEOS

1 1 2

* RHOGOO, CGOO, RHOLOO, CLOO, POO, HGSOO, HLSOO, CPGOO, CPLOO

1.0 l.E-8 1000.0 O.EO 0.0 1.E6 1.E5 1.0E3 h-2E3

* NCOMP, MXCNCO, IDV, NHEAT, MXHEAT, NUMPMP, NUMSG,IDF,MAXTB,MATNUM

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

* MAXITR, MAXIMP, EPS, EPSC, EPCR

kO 0 0.01 0.01 1.0

* IDBS

0

* THET

1.0

* GRAV

10.0

* DELTI, DELT, ENDTIM, NTIM

0.001 0.001 1. 0

* MPRT, NTPRT, MPLT, NTPLT, MRST, NTRST

500 0 100 0 10000 0
ft****************************

COMPONENT DEFINITION DATA

* MDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE1 1 2 2

* N , NVAL, NFB

100 0 0
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* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC ,

1 1 1 1

* I , I E C , I F M , I V L , I P M , I H T M ,

* AREAO , DELX,

1 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 .005

100 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 .005

* I , VOID, PRES,EN-G,EN-

1 0.1|99981»D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

2 0.499953D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

3 O.I»99922D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

U 0.li99890D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

5 0.1199859D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

6 0./199828D+00 0 . 0 0.0 0 . 0

7 O.ii99797D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

8 0.ti99767D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

9 0.II99736D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

10 0.II99706D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

11 0.JJ99676D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

12 O.ii996il7D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

13 O.i(99617D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

Ht 0.i<99588D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

15 0.i)99560D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

16 O.ti99532D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

17 O.1J995O5D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

18 0.1i99'l78D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

19 0.!i99i»51D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

20 O./499I|25D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

21 O.h99>tOOD+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

22 O.Ji99375D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

23 O.ii99351D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

2li 0 . 1 J 9 9 3 2 7 D + 0 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

25 O.ii993Oi|D+OO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

26 0.JJ99282D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

27 0.1199260D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

28 0.i<992l»0D+00 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

IECFG, IFLOW

0 1

AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROCH

1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

•L, VEL-G, VEL-L, EN-M, QUAL

0.500016D+02 0.999969D-03 0.0 0.0

0.5000U7D+02 0.999906D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500078D+02 0.99981l3D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500110D+02 0.999781D-03 0.0 0.0

0.5001111D+02 0.999718D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500172D+02 O.999656D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.500203D+02 O.999595D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.50023i|D+O2 O.999533D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.500261|D+02 O.999HT3D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.500291tD+02 0.999JI12D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500321JD+02 0.999353D-03 0.0 0.0

O.5OO35I4D+O2 0.99929»JD-03 0.0 0.0

0.500383D+02 0.999235D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500l»12D+02 0.999178D-03 0.0 0.0

O.5OOijl»OD+O2 0.999121D-03 0 .0 0.0

0.5001(68D+02 O.999O65D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.500/196D+02 0.999010D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500523D+02 O.998956D-O3 0.0 0.0

O.5OO55OD+O2 0.998903D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500576D+02 0.998851D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500601D+02 0.998801D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.500626D+02 0.998751D-03 0.0 0.0

O.5OO65OD+O2 0.998703D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500671JD+02 0.998656D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500697D+02 0.998610D-03 0.0 0.0

O.5OO719D+O2 O.998566D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.5007IUD+02 0.998523D-03 0.0 0.0

0.500762D+02 0.998ll81O-03 0.0 0.0
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29 0.!i99220D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500782D+02

30 0.l»99200D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500801D+02

31 0.i)99l82D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500819D+02

32 0.1»99l6i»D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500837D+02

33 0.1|99U7D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO85iD+O2

3k O.i)99131D+OO 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.500870D+02

35 0.U99H6D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500885D+02

36 0.1J99102D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO9OOD+O2

37 0.JJ99089D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500913D+02

38 0.1)99076D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500926D+02

39 O.t»99O65D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500937D+02

1)0 0.1)9905*1 D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5009<<8D+02

1*1 O.1J99O14JJD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500958D+02

Ij2 0.1i99035D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500966D+02

U3 0.1)99028D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500974D+02

lik 0.ii99021D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500981D+02

i(5 0.i)99015D+00 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.500987D+02

H6 0.1i99010D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500992D+02

1*7 O.J499OO6D+OO 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.500996D+02

k& O.ii99OO3D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500999D+02

il9 O.M99OO1D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5O1OO1D+O2

50 0.ii99000D+00 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.501002D+02

51 0./J99000D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.501002D+02

52 O.1199OO1D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.501001D+02

53 O.I»99OO3D+OO 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.50O999D+O2

51) 0.1)99006D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500996D+02

55 0.1(99010D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500992D+02

56 O.ii99O15D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500987D+02

57 0.1)99021D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500981D+02

58 0.li99028D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50097l)D+02

59 O.li99O35D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500966D+02

60 0.1)9901*l)D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO958D+O2

61 O.i«99O5i|D+OO 0 .0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO9l<8D+O2

62 O.J)99O65D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500937D+02

63 0.1i99076D+00 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.500926D+02

6U 0.JJ99089D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500913D+02

65 0.1i99102D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500900D+02

0.998M2D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998J«03r-03 0.0 0.0

0.998366D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998331D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998298D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998266D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998236D-03 0.0 0.0

0.99820TD-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998181D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998156D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998133D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998111D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998092D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998075D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998059D-03 0.0 0 .0

O.998O1J5D-O3 0.0 0.0

O.998O34D-O3 0.0 0 .0

0.99802l*D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998016D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998010D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998006D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.99800iiD-03 0.0 0 .0

0.99800J)D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998006D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998010D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998016D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.99802JiD-03 0.0 0 .0

0.99803llD-03 0.0 0 .0

0.99801J5D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998059D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998075D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998092D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998H1D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998133D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998156D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998181D-03 0 .0 0 .0

0.998207D-03 0.0 0.0
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66 0.499H6D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500885D+02

67 0.JJ99131D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500870D+02

68 0./I99U7D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5OO854D+O2

69 0.lj99161jD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500837D+02

70 0.1»99182D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500819D+02

71 0.J»99200D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500801D+02

72 0.ij99220D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500782D+02

73 0.J)992i*0D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500762D+02

7k 0.1i99260D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50071HD+02

75 0.1|99282D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500719D+02

76 O.4J993O1ID+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO697D+O2

77 0.i»99327D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50067l»D+02

78 O.it99351D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500650D+02

79 0499375D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500626D+02

80 O.ii99WOD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500601D+02

81 0.U99ii25D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500576D+02

82 0.^99ii51D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO55OD+O2

83 0.l|99J»78D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500523D+02

&t\ O.i»995O5D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5001(96D+02

85 0499532D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5001(68D+02

86 0499560D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500M0D+02

87 O.499588D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OO1412D+O2

38 0499617D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500383D+02

89 0.1»996^7D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500354D+02

90 O.JJ99676D + OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50032l»D+02

91 0.J»99706D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50029llD+02

92 O./»99736D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500261|D+02

93 0.JJ99767D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50023l»D+02

9^ O.J»99797D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500203D+02

95 0.1»99828D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500172D+02

96 O.it99859D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5001/HD+02

97 O.ij9989OD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500110D+02

98 0.1)99922D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.500078D+02

99 0.U99953D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.50001i7D+02

100 0.1|99981|D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.5OOO16D+O2

* HDLNAM, IMTYP, METV, METT

PIPE2 1 2 2

0.998236D-03 0 .0 0.0

0.998266D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998298D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998331D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998366D-03 0.0 0.0

O.998itO3D-O3 0.0 0.0

0.998J|l|2D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998IJ81D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998523D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998566D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998610D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998656D-03 0 .0 0.0

0.998703D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998751D-03 0 .0 0.0

0.998801D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.998851D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998903D-03 0.0 0.0

0.998956D-03 0.0 0.0

0.999010D-03 0.0 0.0

0.999065D-03 0.0 0.0

0.999121D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.999178D-03 0.0 0.0

0.999235D-03 0.0 0.0

0.99929ljD-03 0 .0 0 .0

0.999353D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.999^120-03 0.0 0.0

O.999473D-O3 0.0 0 .0

0.999533D-03 0 .0 0.0

O.999595D-O3 0.0 0 .0

0.999656D-03 0.0 0 .0

0.999718D-03 0 .0 0.0

0.999781D-03 0.0 0.0

0.9998IJ3D-03 0.0 0.0

0.999906D-03 0.0 0.0

0.9999690-03 0.0 0.0
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* N , NVAL, NFB

100 0 0

* IDB , ICUTS, ICUTE

0 0 0

* ICJO , IHCON, IADMP, IREC ,

1 1 1 1

* I.IEC.IFMJVL.IPM.IHTM,

* AREAO , DELX,

1 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.005

100 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0.005

* I , VOID, PRES,EN-G,EN-

1 O.5OOO16D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0

2 0.50001J7D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0

3 0.500078D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0

U 0.500110D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0

5 0.50011)lD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0

6 0.500172D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0

7 0.500203D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0

8 0.500233D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

9 O.5OO26J4D+OO 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .0

10 0.5002911D+00 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0

11 0.50032itf)+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0

12 O.5OO353D+OO 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .0

13 0.500383D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

llj 0.500I|12D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

15 0.500M0D+00 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0

16 O.50Oli68D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

17 O.500ii95D+O0 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0

18 0.500522D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

19 0.5005Ji9D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0

20 O.5OO575D+OO 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0

21 O.50060OD+00 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0

22 O.5O0625D+0O 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0

23 0.50061I9D+OO 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .0

2I{ 0.500673D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

25 0.500696D+00 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .0

26 0.500718D+00 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0

IECFG, IFLOW

0 1

AREA1, DELEV, DHF, DHH, ROQH

1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0

•L, VEL-G, VEL-L, EN-M, QUAL

0.1J99981»D+02 O.100003D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1J99953D+02 0.100009D-02 0.0 0.0

0.U99922D+02 0.100016D-02 0.0 0.0

0.JI99890D+02 0.100022D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1J99859D+02 0.100028D-02 0.0 0.0

O.tt99828D+O2 0.10003J4D-02 0.0 0.0

0499797D+02 0.10001jlD-02 0.0 0.0

0.499767D+02 0.1000i»7D-02 0.0 0.0

0.JJ99736D+02 0.100053D-02 0.0 0.0

0.J*99706D+02 0.100059D-02 0.0 0.0

O.J*99676D+O2 0.100065D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1|996W>+02 0.100071D-02 0.0 0.0

0 .1 I99618D+02 0.100077D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1t99589D+02 0.100082D-02 0.0 0.0

0499560D+02 0.100088D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1»99533D+02 0.100091»D-02 0.0 0.0

0.JJ99505D+02 0.100099D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1l99b78D+02 0.100105D-02 0.0 0.0

O.)!991»52D+O2 0.100110D-02 0.0 0.0

O.i»99J|26D+O2 0.100115D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1j99i»00D+02 0.100120D-02 0.0 0.0

0.II99376D+02 0.100125D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1J99351D+02 0.100130D-02 0.0 0.0

O.J|99328D+O2 0.100135D-02 0.0 0.0

O.J»99305D+02 0.100139D-02 0.0 0.0

0 . I J 9 9 2 8 3 D + 0 2 0.1001UD-02 0.0 0.0
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27 O.5OO7itOD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)9926lD+02

28 0.500760D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1i9921»lD+02

29 0.500780D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l)99221D+02

30 0.500800D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.i|99202D+02

31 0.500818D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l)99183D+02

32 0.500836D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.J)99l66D+O2

33 0.500853D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99Ul9D+02

3k 0.500869D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.I)99133D+O2

35 0.50088IJD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99118D+02

36 0.500898D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.lj 99101) D+02

37 O.5OO911D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. l)99090D+02

38 0.500921iD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l)99078D+02

39 O.5OO935D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.ii99066D+O2

1)0 0.5009l)6D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99056D+02

Ul O.5OO956D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.1|99O/(6D+O2

1)2 O.5OO965D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99037D+02

i43 0.500972D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99030D+02

Uk 0.500979D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.li99023D+O2

Il5 0.500985D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l)99017D+02

1)6 O.5OO99OD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l)99012D+02

1)7 O.5OO991JD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1i99008D+O2

1)8 0.500997D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99005D+02

1)9 0.500999D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»99003D+02

50 0.501000D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99002D+02

51 0.501000D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99002D+02

52 0.500999D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1499003D+02

53 0.500997D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99005D+02

51| 0.500991JD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .1J99008D+02

55 0.500990D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.Ji99012D+02

56 O.5OO985D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1(99017D+02

57 O.5OO979D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1(99023D+02

58 0.500972D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.k9903OD+02

59 0.500965D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0J)99037D+02

60 O.5OO956D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)990/|6D+02

61 0.5009lt6D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1)99056D+02

62 0.500935D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»99066D+02

63 0.500921|D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.1|99O78D+O2

0.1001U8D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100152D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100156D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100160D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100161ID-02 0.0 0.0

0.100167D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100171D-02 0.0 0.0

0.10017UD-02 0.0 0.0

0.100177D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100180D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100183D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100185D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100187D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100190D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100192D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100193D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100195D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100196D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100197D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100198D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100199D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100200D-0'j 0.0 0.0

0.100200D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100200D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100200D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100200D-02 0.0 0.C

0.100200D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100199D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100198D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100197D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100196D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1001950-02 0.0 0.0

0.100193D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100192D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100190D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100187D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100185D-02 0.0 0.0
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61* O.5OO911D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»99090D+02

65 0.500898D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l»99101|D+02

66 O.5OO881lD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.ii991l8D+O2

67 0.500869D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0499133D+02

68 O.5OO853D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.1|99U9D+O2

69 0.500836D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»99l66D+02

70 0.500818D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.i)99183D+O2

71 0.500800D+O0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.Ji99202D+02

72 0.500780D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.ll99221D+02

73 O.5OO76OD+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.119921UD+02

7h 0.5007110D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.U99261D+02

75 0.500718D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0JI99283D+02

76 0.500696D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.l)99305D+02

77 0.500673D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.k99328D+02

78 0.50061J9D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1i99351D+02

79 0.500625D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.ii99376D+02

80 O.5OO6O0D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1i99400D+02

81 O.5OO575D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.J»99J»26D+O2

82 O.5OO5J19D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.fc99ll52D+02

83 0.500522D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.Jj99il78D+02

8U O.5OO1195D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.I|995O5D+O2

85 O.5OOI168D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.it99533D+O2

86 0.5001ilj0D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1J99560D+02

87 0.500/H2D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.499589D+02

88 0.500383D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.1»99618D+O2

89 O.5OO353D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»9961t7D+02

90 0.50032/JD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.li99676D+02

91 0.500291JD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»99706D+02

92 0.50026itD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.li99736D+02

93 0.500233D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.lt99767D+02

9k 0.500203D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1#9797D+02

95 0.500172D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1»99828D+02

96 0.50011HD+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l(99859D+02

97 0.500110D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.W890D+02

98 0.500078D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.l»99922D+02

99 0.50001(7D+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.U99953D+02

100 O.5OOOI6D+OO 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1|99981>D+02

0.100183D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100180D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100177D-02 0.0 0.0

0.10017UD-02 o.o o.o

0.100171D-02 0.0 0.0

Q.100167D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100l6bD-02 0.0 0.0

0.100160D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100156D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100152D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100U8D-02 0.0 0.0

0.1001MD-02 0.0 0.0

0.100139D-02 0.0 0.0

O.1OO135D-O2 0.0 0.0

0.100130D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100125D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100120D-02 0.0 0.0

O.1OO115D-O2 0.0 0.0

0.100110D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100105D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100099D-02 0.0 0.0

0.10009i»D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100088D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100082D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100077D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100071D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100065D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100059D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100053D-02 0.0 0.0

0.10001J7D-02 0.0 0.0

0.10001UD-02 0.0 0.0

0.10003^-02 0.0 0.0

0.100028D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100022D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100016D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100009D-02 0.0 0.0

0.100003D-02 0.0 0.0
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* NETWORK DEFINITION DATA
*************************

* MDLNAM, JUNC1, JUNC2

PIPE1 1 2

PIPE2 2 1
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. fc^fL. leV
uOi[(tC0DATAOl«86^«m

3. bard,

4. EC(W«a»6ffi'ftTlibar> barnfci:

N(=10sdyn)

1

9.80665

4.44822

kgr

0.101972

1

0.453592

Ibf

0.224809

2.20462

1

Wi It lPa-s(N.s/m')=10P(*7-XHg/(ciii-s))
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